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ABSTRACT
Land use within a watershed plays an important role in 
how well wetlands function within that watershed. Changes in 
hydrology and/or water quality occur as land use changes. A 
greater understanding of how nontidal wetlands function is 
critical in order to manage these resources properly. A method 
has been developed by the Wetlands Program at the Virginia 
Institute of Marine Science (VIMS) to assess the functions of 
nontidal wetlands within the Coastal Plain of Virginia. The 
goal of this study was to determine if the VIMS functional 
assessment method adequately addresses the effects that 
changing land use have on the functioning of wetlands within 
the Chickahominy River watershed, located in the Coastal Plain 
of Virginia. Individual wetland functions were evaluated based 
on present land use conditions. Various hypothetical land use 
scenarios were then assigned to each study site, in order to 
determine how each specific land use scenario influences 
wetland functioning. Some wetlands are more susceptible to 
land use changes than others, based on predicted changes in 
functioning. To assure a more integrated look at watershed 
management, a comprehensive look at the entire landscape, 
including potential changes within this landscape, is 
essential.
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LAND USE AND WETLAND FUNCTIONS:
SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS OF THE VIMS NONTIDAL WETLAND FUNCTIONAL 
ASSESSMENT METHOD TO CHANGES IN LAND USE
INTRODUCTION
Palustrine wetlands are those nontidal wetlands located 
chiefly along river channels, floodplains, lake shores, and in 
isolated catchments (Cowardin et al, 1979). Palustrine 
wetlands are among our most rapidly disappearing natural 
resources. By the mid-1970s, an estimated 54 percent of the 
original area of wetlands of the conterminous United States 
had been converted or destroyed (Tiner, 1984). Between the 
1950s and 1970s, an estimated 3.7 million hectares of nontidal 
wetlands were destroyed (Abernethy and Turner, 1987). 
Palustrine forested wetlands represent the greatest amount of 
wetlands in the conterminous United States, and are also the 
wetland type with the highest annual loss rate (Tiner, 1984) . 
One prominent type of palustrine wetland is the bottomland 
hardwood forest. Bottomland hardwood forests are those 
wetlands dominated by hardwood trees which are usually found 
within broad floodplains. They are common in the southeastern 
United States and along the Mississippi River (Wharton et al., 
1982) . These wetlands are characterized by alternating flooded 
and dry periods throughout the year. Roelle et al. (1990) 
reported that between 1960 and 1975, the average rate of loss 
of bottomland hardwood forests in the southeastern United 
States was approximately 175,000 ha annually. Most of the loss
2
3was due to conversion to agricultural land (Harris and 
Gosselink, 1987) . Other activities that have contributed 
significantly to the loss of bottomland hardwood forest 
include urban expansion, dredging and filling, and water 
impoundment.
Nontidal wetlands perform many ecological functions, 
which then translate into important values to society. For 
example, many nontidal wetlands are important in flood control 
along floodplains during storm events, or for maintaining 
water quality. Because of the potential for extensive loss of 
important wetland functions, these systems deserve regulation 
and protection. However, regulations concerning nontidal 
wetlands have been slow in developing. Most of the current 
regulation is at the federal level, and includes Section 404 
of the Clean Water Act of 1977, which mandates an Army Corps 
of Engineers permit for dredging and filling in "the waters of 
the United States", and Executive Order 11990 (1977) which
specifically mandates the protection of wetlands by all 
federal agencies (Mitsch and Gosselink, 1986). Regulation of 
nontidal wetlands varies greatly among individual states. The 
Commonwealth of Virginia has the Tidal Wetland Protection Act 
of 1972 and the Chesapeake Bay Conservation Act of 1988, which 
covers some inland wetlands within the Coastal Plain. There 
is, however, no comprehensive state law or regulations 
concerning all nontidal wetlands. Since the federal government 
is giving increasing responsibility to states for protecting
4their wetlands, it is anticipated that the Commonwealth of 
Virginia will need more information concerning these 
resources, in order to better manage them. One of the 
anticipated goals of the Commonwealth will be to classify 
nontidal wetlands according to relative functional rating.
Due to constant development pressure and potential loss 
of function, proper management of nontidal wetland systems is 
becoming critical. The goal for an ever-increasing number of 
management plans, and the one anticipated by the Commonwealth 
of Virginia, is to maintain the many functions and values of 
these systems. One management tool applied in the past is a 
rapid functional assessment. Various examples of these 
assessment methods exist, and one has been newly designed by 
the Wetlands Program at the Virginia Institute of Marine 
Science (Bradshaw, 1991) . The functions addressed in the VIMS 
functional assessment method are flood storage and flood flow 
modification, nutrient retention and transformation, sediment 
and toxicant trapping, sediment stabilization, wildlife 
habitat, aquatic habitat, and public use. All of these methods 
use a wide assortment of assessment parameters, which are 
important in determining the functions of a wetland.
The purpose of this study is to evaluate the importance 
of a single assessment parameter to the outcome of the 
functional assessment, and to determine whether the VIMS 
method adequately addresses this parameter. Because of the 
profound impact it has on the functions of wetlands, land use
5is the assessment parameter examined in this study. The 
sensitivity of the VIMS method to alterations in land use is 
critical in understanding the method's ability to respond to 
these modifications, through predicted changes in functional 
ratings. Previous functional assessment methodologies have not 
been analyzed in this manner.
The objectives of this study are twofold. The first 
objective is to apply the VIMS functional assessment method 
to nontidal wetlands within the Chickahominy River watershed. 
Individual wetlands within the watershed will be evaluated 
using the VIMS method. Each site will receive a high, 
moderate, or low probability rating for each of the seven 
different functions. The present state of the watershed will 
be assessed, based on current land use conditions.
The second objective is to determine the sensitivity of 
the VIMS functional assessment method to changes in land use. 
After each site has been evaluated based on current land use 
within the Chickahominy watershed, every function will then 
be re-evaluated based on different theoretical land use 
scenarios. Different land use scenarios will be used to 
determine which functions are more sensitive to changes in the 
landscape. They will also be used to determine which land use 
types within the watershed have the greatest impact on wetland 
functions. The sensitivity to changes in land use of a series 
of hypothetical wetlands that cover a range of types and 
settings will also be assessed, based on the land use
6scenarios created for the study sites. Changes in the 
functional ratings of wetlands will be anticipated as the land 
use within the watershed changes.
Due to the detrimental cumulative impacts that can occur 
to wetlands as site-by-site decisions are made, a more 
effective management approach may be to assess processes and 
functions on a landscape, or watershed, basis. The watershed 
as a fundamental unit for wetland resource management is 
logical due to the fact that most wetland processes function 
on a landscape level, not strictly within individual wetlands. 
It is also a reasonable approach because of the extensive 
interactions between both the wetland/upland and 
wetland/aquatic systems. Land-use planning within a watershed 
is essential in protecting critical natural resources, 
especially as watersheds become increasingly developed.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Wetland Functions
Nontidal wetlands perform many ecological functions which 
can be translated into values to society. The functions that 
palustrine wetlands can perform include ground-water recharge, 
groundwater discharge, floodflow alteration, sediment 
stabilization, sediment and toxicant retention, nutrient 
retention and transformation, and habitat for fish and 
wildlife (Adamus et al.,1987; Taylor et al. , 1990). It is
important to keep in mind that not all wetlands perform each 
function, and not all wetlands perform each function equally 
well.
Groundwater recharge is the movement of surface water 
into ground water, especially ground water at a considerable 
depth (Adamus et al., 1990) . The rate of recharge must exceed 
the rate of discharge, and the rate of recharge for the 
wetland must be greater than that for the surrounding upland 
on a net annual basis (Adamus et al. , 1987) . An important
factor in the groundwater recharge function for wetlands is 
the position of the wetland in relation to the water table. 
Although it occurs, the performance of this function in 
bottomland hardwood forests is reported to be limited (Adamus 
et al., 19 90).
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Groundwater discharge is the movement of groundwater to 
the surface (Adamus et al., 1990) . This often occurs in 
floodplain wetlands during times of low flow. Wetlands allow 
runoff of floodwaters from the uplands to percolate into the 
system, and will release it slowly into the surface water. 
This function is largely determined by evapotranspiration 
rates and hydraulic gradients of the wetland (Taylor et al., 
1990). Other elements influencing this function include size 
of the wetland, its position in the watershed, the downstream 
gradient, and annual precipitation (Adamus et al., 1987). In
general, most wetlands perform this function to some degree 
(Adamus et al., 19 90) .
Floodflow alteration is the storage of water on the 
floodplain and/or the reduction of water velocity so that the 
downstream movement of the floodwater is hindered (Adamus et 
al., 1990). Flood duration, which is the time the floodwater
is stored on the floodplain, is directly related to basin 
drainage area, vegetation, soil and topography of the wetland 
(Taylor et al.,1990). Channel sinuosity is also an important 
factor in floodflow alteration. Flooding frequency is related 
to floodplain elevation.
Sediment stabilization is the demobilization of alluvial 
sediment within the floodplain and along the edge of adjoining 
upland (Adamus et al., 1990). Sediment stabilization, or
erosion control, is enhanced as water velocity is decreased. 
Important elements of this function include vegetation density
9and roughness, soil erodibility, and erosive conditions such 
as boat wakes, human disturbances, flooding, and water 
impoundments (Adamus et al., 19 90; Ammann et al., 1986).
Sediment and toxicant retention occurs as inorganic 
sediments and chemical toxicants adsorbed to sediment 
particles are imported into the palustrine system from upland 
sources or overbank flooding of adjacent streams, and are then 
held within the system. The wetland performance of this 
function depends on land cover as potential sources of 
sediments and toxicants, soil erodibility, water delivery 
power, and vegetation density (Adamus et al. , 1990; Ammann et
al., 1986) .
Nutrient retention and transformation occur as primarily 
inorganic nitrogen and phosphorus enter the wetland system, 
and are either bound up within the system, or are transformed 
to their organic form and may potentially be exported out of 
the system. Organic forms of nitrogen and phosphorus may also 
enter the system, and inorganic forms may leave the system, 
but these concentrations are much less than the nutrient forms 
mentioned previously. Factors involved in this function are 
land use as potential sources for excess nutrients, delivery 
of water to the wetland, and the density and roughness of the 
vegetat ion.
Wildlife habitat includes providing food, cover, shelter, 
breeding and nesting sites, and other necessary habitat 
requirements for wildlife. Wildlife may include invertebrates,
10
amphibians, reptiles, birds and mammals. Factors important to 
this function include size of wetland, contiguity to other 
wetlands, surrounding land conditions, and special habitat 
features such as snags, mast-bearing trees, and fleshy fruit- 
bearing trees.
Aquatic habitat requirements include providing food, 
cover, shelter, and breeding habitat for fish populations. 
Critical elements for this function include the presence of 
permanent water, accessibility of the wetland to fish, water 
quality, the state of the channel, and the amount of cover.
Functional Assessment and the VIMS Method
Several wetland functional assessment techniques 
currently exist. The Wetland Evaluation Technique, or WET 
(Adamus et al, 1987), evaluates wetlands according to both 
their effectiveness and opportunity to perform certain 
functions. It also evaluates wetlands with regard to their 
social significance. The functions that are assessed by WET 
are groundwater recharge and discharge, floodflow alteration, 
sediment stabilization, sediment/toxicant retention, nutrient 
removal and transformation, production export, aquatic 
diversity/abundance, wildlife diversity/abundance and 
recreation and uniqueness/heritage (Adamus et al. , 1987) .
Wetlands are given a rating of either high, moderate, or low 
for each function.
WET has been modified for special use in Southeast
11
bottomland hardwood forests (BLH) in the Manual for Assessment 
of Bottomland Hardwood Functions (WET-BLH) (Adamus et al, 
1990). The rationale for the functions assessed are the same 
as WET, however, some of the functions assessed have been 
changed in WET-BLH. Groundwater recharge is not assessed, and 
the aquatic and wildlife functions from WET have been changed 
to finfish habitat, crayfish habitat, and wildlife habitat in 
WET-BLH.
The Method for the Evaluation of Inland Wetlands in 
Connecticut (Ammann et al., 1986, 1990) is another
comprehensive functional assessment technique. Although 
designed for use in Connecticut, this document provides the 
rationale and procedures for evaluating many of the functions 
of nontidal wetlands found in the Southeast. Thirteen 
different functions are evaluated by this method. They include 
flood control, ecological integrity, wildlife habitat, finfish 
habitat for watercourses associated with wetland, nutrient 
retention and sediment trapping, educational potential, 
visual/aesthetic quality, agricultural potential, forestry 
potential, water-based recreation, groundwater use potential, 
shoreline anchoring and dissipation of erosive forces, and 
noteworthiness (Ammann et al., 1986). Wetlands are evaluated
for each function based on the number of points acquired from 
the different pertinent functional factors.
A nontidal wetland functional assessment method was 
developed by the Wetlands Program at the Virginia Institute of
12
Marine Science (VIMS) (Bradshaw, 1991). The VIMS Method is a 
compilation of techniques taken from several of the presently 
existing methods. This new method was designed to be used as 
a rapid assessment technique in the field, although a 
considerable amount of work must also be done in the office. 
The functions included in the VIMS method are flood storage 
and flood flow modification, nutrient retention and 
transformation, sediment and toxicant retention, sediment 
stabilization, wildlife habitat, aquatic habitat, and public 
use. Groundwater discharge will not be evaluated due to the 
complicated measurements needed to adequately evaluate the 
system.
The VIMS functional assessment method is based largely on 
the WET technique. Severl evaluation factors were chosen which 
determine the wetlands ability to perform each function. The 
factors evaluated differ for every function. A series of 
questions result in a rating of the wetland for each factor. 
The factor ratings are then combined to produce a probability 
rating for each function by answering the questions. As in 
WET, the probability that a wetland will perform a certain 
function is ranked as either high, moderate, or low. This 
assessment was designed to help determine which nontidal 
wetlands have the opportunity or are effective at performing 
which functions. An understanding of these functions and 
values is critical in planning proper management strategies 
for these natural resources.
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Cumulative Impacts and Landscape Ecology
Cumulative impacts/ or the accumulation of effects of 
individual, often insignificant actions, can create 
significant changes in wetland functioning throughout the 
landscape. Cumulative impacts are defined by the Council on 
Environmental Quality (CEQ) as:
"the impact on the environment which results from the 
incremental impact of the action when added to other 
past,present, and reasonably foreseeable future action 
regardless of what agency (Federal or non-Federal) or 
person undertakes such actions. Cumulative impacts can 
result from individually minor but collectively 
significant actions taking place over a period of time" 
(Preston and Bedford, 1988) .
The CEQ, in implementing the National Environmental Policy Act
(NEPA), requires that environmental impact statements take
cumulative impacts into consideration (Preston and Bedford,
1988; Gosselink and Lee, 1987). Until recently the knowledge
and the tools to adequately assess cumulative impacts have
been lacking (Johnston et al. , 1988) .
In bottomland hardwood (BLH) forests, cumulative effects
are usually due to forest clearing for agriculture and
hydrologic modifications for flood prevention, navigation,
drinking water supplies, and electric power (Gosselink and
Lee, 1987; 1990) . Rivers, streams, and channels may be
modified by the construction of dams or levees, or may also be
dredged for navigation. These changes can inflict cumulative
impacts on wetland processes and functions. The processes and
characteristics most often effected are hydrology, water
quality, sediment transport, and biotic habitat.
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Hydrologic changes often have the most dramatic effect on 
wetland functions due to the fact that hydrology is the 
controlling factor of most wetland processes. For example, 
water channels are often straightened to allow a quicker flow 
of floodwaters. This, however, increases the efficiency of 
water flow, and creates more drastic flood conditions further 
downstream (Gosselink and Lee, 1987). As a result, more and 
more floodflow modifiers, such as dams and levees, often have 
to be added progressively downstream. Cumulative effects on 
wetlands may also be caused by clearing of the vegetation, 
storage of surface water, road construction, drainage of 
surfacewater and groundwater, and alteration of groundwater 
recharge and discharge areas (Winter, 1988) .
Wetlands often function as sediment traps for upland 
runoff from croplands, urban areas, and road construction 
(Kuenzler, 1989) . By intercepting runoff and promoting 
sediment deposition, floodplain wetlands help lower water 
turbidity and, therefore, enhance overall water quality. 
However, when wetlands are cleared, these areas may change 
from sediment sinks to sediment sources, causing a 
deterioration in water quality.
Hydrologic modifications, such as the construction of 
dams can also cause sediment trapping. This sediment trapping 
will not only decrease the life of the impoundment, but will 
also restrict sediment flow to downstream wetlands which 
depend on sediment accumulation in order to accrete and
15
survive. For example, the use of dams along the Mississippi 
has decreased the historic sediment load by half, and has led 
to the increased net loss of coastal wetlands in Louisiana 
(Gosselink and Lee, 1987) .
Palustrine wetlands, particularly bottomland hardwood 
forests, are considered nutrient transformers and/or sinks, 
and therefore play a crucial role in maintaining water 
quality. As with sediments, when the wetlands are cleared, 
they tend to become a net source of nutrients, and water 
quality deterioration may result due to increased nutrient 
concentrations in the system. Whigham et al. (1988) state that 
one can positively relate nutrient processing to total water 
flow. They suggest that riparian wetlands located closer to 
the headwaters of a river or stream have a greater opportunity 
to improve water quality than those palustrine wetlands 
located further downstream, since the percentage of total flow 
that passes through these wetlands is high compared to that 
for wetlands located further downstream, or in higher order 
rivers and streams (Whigham et al. , 1988) .
Wildlife habitat and diversity depend on the maintenance 
of entire floodplain ecosystems. Forest loss and fragmentation 
can result in reduced habitat for many species (Gosselink and 
Lee, 1989). Based on the theory of island biogeography, the 
smaller the area, the smaller the number of species that can 
be supported by the system. Habitat fragmentation results in 
range restriction, which will first affect those migratory
16
animals with wide ranges.
Cumulative effects stemming from piecemeal, site-by-site 
destruction of wetlands must be assessed in order for an 
effective management strategy to be created. In the past, 
there have been severe limitations to the accurate assessment 
of cumulative impacts on floodplain wetlands. The value of 
component wetlands are determined based on their functional 
contribution to the entire system (Preston and Bedford, 1988) . 
A wetland's functioning in the overall system is dependent on 
its type, size, shape, hydrology, position in the landscape, 
and surrounding land use (Preston and Bedford, 1988) .
Most wetland processes take place at longer temporal 
scales and larger spatial scales than just at a singular-site 
level. To properly assess cumulative impacts on an ecosystem, 
the right borders and scales must be chosen. In order to fully 
include the spatial and temporal dynamics of the system, the 
boundaries for the cumulative impact assessment will therefore 
be larger than the boundaries used in conventional impact 
assessment (Preston and Bedford, 1 988) . Because of the close 
coupling between systems (upland/wetland, and wetland/aquatic 
systems), wetland processes and cumulative impacts must be 
considered on a larger, landscape-level scale.
SITE DESCRIPTION 
The Chickahominy River is a major tributary to the James 
River, and a part of the Chesapeake Bay drainage basin. It has 
its source in the Piedmont, and then extends out onto the 
Coastal Plain of Virginia (Map 1) . Included in this study are 
the wetland communities within the nontidal portion of the 
Chickahominy watershed, extending from the river's source in 
northern Henrico County down to Walkers Dam in New Kent 
County. The size of this area is approximately 300 square 
miles, and covers parts of Henrico, Hanover, New Kent, and 
Charles City Counties, and the City of Richmond.
According to both the National Wetland Inventory maps and 
field verification, the nontidal portion of the Chickahominy 
watershed is dominated by palustrine forested wetlands of 
various hydrologic regimes, ranging from temporarily flooded, 
to seasonally flooded, to semipermanently flooded (e.g. PF01A, 
PF01C, PF01E and PF01F) (Table 1) . Other prominent wetland 
types include scrub-shrub wetlands (e.g. PSS1C, PSS1E), 
emergent wetlands (e.g. PEME), and various combinations of the 
three types (e.g. PSS1/EMC, PSS1/EME, PFO/SS1C).
The Chickahominy River has long been known for its 
fishing and hunting areas, and has been designated a State 
Scenic River by Hanover and Henrico Counties. It also serves
17
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Table 1.
NWI wetland classification system
P: Palustrine
FO : Forested
SS : Scrub-Shrub
EM : Emergent
Vegetation Type:
1: Broad-leaved Deciduous
2: Needle-leaved Deciduous
5: Dead
Water Regime:
A: Temporarily Flooded
C: Seasonally Flooded
E: Seasonally Flooded/Saturated
F : Semipermanently Flooded
R: Tidal
Special Modifiers:
b: Beaver
When two of the classification symbols are combined, it 
signifies a shared dominance between the two.
(from National Wetland Inventory Maps, published by the U.S. 
Fish and Wildlife Service)
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as a major source of drinking water for the City of Newport 
News. The watershed is relatively undeveloped downstream, and 
is much more developed upstream. Due to its proximity to the 
City of Richmond, the entire Chickahominy watershed faces 
great and ever-increasing development pressures.
METHODS
U. S. Geological Survey (USGS) 7.5' 1:24,000 scale
topographic maps covering the entire Chickahominy watershed 
were used as the basemaps for this study. The quadrangles 
employed were Bon Air, Dutch Gap, Glen Allen, Hanover Academy, 
Hylas, Providence Forge, Quinton, Richmond, Roxbury, Seven 
Pines, Studley, Tunstall, Walkers, and Yellow Tavern. The 
topographic maps were used both in the field and in the 
office, for determining watershed boundaries and acreage, land 
use and land use acreage, watershed slope, and access routes 
to the field sites. National Wetland Inventory (NWI) maps, 
produced by the U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service, were used for 
the same quadrangles to determine wetland classification and 
wetland acreage. Soil Conservation Service (SCS) County Soil 
Survey maps for Henrico County, Hanover County, New Kent 
County and Charles City County were used for soil information. 
The Charles City County Soil Survey was, at that time, 
completed, but had not been officially published. The data for 
the area of Charles City County within the Chickahominy 
watershed was provided by the local SCS.
Twenty sites within the Chickahominy watershed were 
chosen for evaluation and were sampled during Spring and 
Summer, 1991. Sites are located along the Chickahominy River,
20
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adjacent to several major tributaries of the river, and within 
the Chickahominy Reservoir (Table 2) . The sites were chosen to 
reflect the major wetland types within the watershed. The NWI 
classification for each site was verified in the field, as 
part of the vegetation assessment made in conjunction with 
this study. Study locations were also chosen based on inter­
site similarities and differences, as well as their proximity 
to undeveloped, developed and developing areas. Sites are 
located on both public and private lands. The presence of gage 
stations (both present and discontinued) run by the USGS 
and/or the Virginia State Water Control Board was also used as 
a selection criterion. These sites serve as a representative 
cross-section of the wetland systems within the watershed, and 
provide a representative sample of the various land use 
conditions.
Each study site was mapped using the ARC/INFO Geographic 
Information System (GIS) (Maps 2-18). The digital layers used 
to create these maps include U.S. Fish and Wildlife Service 
National Wetland Inventory (NWI) maps and road networks 
provided by the Virginia Council on the Environment. Watershed 
and subwatershed boundaries, hydrography, and land use of the 
Chickahominy watershed were provided by the U.S. Geological 
Survey in Richmond. The watershed boundaries for the wetlands 
are shown in red. For many of the wetlands, the watershed 
included the large upstream watershed for the entire area, not 
simply a small subwatershed. When the subwatershed can not be
22
Table 2.
Nont idal wet land sites 
within the Chickahominy River Watershed
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seen on the map, the entire upstream Chickahominy watershed 
has been used. The digital land use data for these maps are 
from the 1970's, and are outdated. These data were not used 
for the assessment, but they do provide examples of land use 
scenarios throughout the watershed (Map 19). These land use 
data are the only digital land use information available for 
this area. Current and up-to-date land use information is 
needed in order to show a more accurate representation of land 
use throughout the Chickahominy watershed.
Current land use was determined by the use of color- 
infrared aerial photography. The photographs were taken in 
April 1989 by the National Aerial Photography Program (NAPP), 
and are at a scale of 1:40,000. Another source of land use 
information was local Agricultural Stabilization and 
Conservation Service (ASCS) aerial photographs taken in 1990, 
and available in slide form. Land use was also verified 
through field reconnaissance. Land use categories in this 
method are undisturbed natural areas, including forests, 
wetlands and silviculture; agriculture, composed of cropland 
and pastures; residential; and urban/commercial/industrial 
uses. Power lines and railroads are included as industrial 
land uses.
Each site was evaluated for the seven different functions 
covered in the VIMS functional assessment method. A draft 
version of the VIMS method was used (Appendix A) , as the final 
version was still under development at that time. Subsequent
24
changes have been made to the draft version. One substantial 
change that was made during the course of this study concerns 
the proportion of the 2 year, 24 hour storm volume stored 
within a wetland. The draft version of the VIMS method divided 
the ratings of this assessment factor in to high, moderate, or 
low. Wetlands which stored >75% of the storm volume received 
a high rating for this parameter. Wetlands which stored 
between 25-75% received a moderate rating, and a wetland with 
<25% was rated as low. The ratings for the proportion of the 
storm volume stored now are either high (>25% stored in the 
wetland) or low (<25% stored in the wetland). These were the 
ratings used in this study. Functional assessment data were 
collected at each site, and compiled on a Field Data Sheet. 
The functional assessment was completed by integrating the 
collected field data with the laboratory data, recorded on the 
Office Data Sheet. The relative probability that a wetland has 
the opportunity to or is effective at performing a certain 
function is rated as high, moderate, or low for each function.
A vegetational analysis was also completed for every 
site, in order to determine the dominant species for each 
layer of vegetation. Percent cover of the herbaceous layer was 
measured using a lm x lm quadrat. Percent "no cover" was also 
recorded. Two quadrats were taken at each site, one at a 
higher elevation and one at a lower elevation. Saplings and 
shrubs were counted within a 30 foot radius of the sampling 
point, which was the location of the soil sample. Saplings
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were defined as those trees with <4.0 inches diameter at 
breast height (dbh) and <20.0 feet in height. Dominant tree 
species were determined with a #10 basal area factor prism, a 
modification of the Bitterlich method, which gives a rapid and 
accurate measurement of dominance by using stem cover 
(Mueller-Dombois and Ellenberg, 1974). Trees were defined as 
having >4.0 inches dbh and being >20.0 feet tall. Soil samples 
were taken at each site with an 18" soil probe, and were 
evaluated with a Munsell soil chart.
Each function was then examined to determine which of its 
assessment parameters are affected by land use. The assessment 
parameters differ for every function, although some parameters 
are used in more than one function (Table 3) . For example, the 
assessment parameters needed to evaluate flood storage and 
flood flow modification are: proportion of the 2 year, 24 hour 
storm volume stored in the wetland; average watershed slope; 
and retention/detention time (Bradshaw, 1991). Of these three 
parameters, only the proportion of the 2 year, 24 hour storm 
volume stored in the wetland is affected by land use within 
the watershed. The assessment parameters for nutrient 
retention and transformation are: sources of excess nutrients; 
proportion of land with nutrient source whose runoff is not 
treated by other wetlands before reaching the wetland being 
evaluated; average runoff in a 2 year, 24 hour storm; average 
watershed slope; proportion of a 2 year, 24 hour storm volume 
stored in the wetland; and retention/detention time. The
26
Table 3.
Assessment parameters for functions 
in the VIMS functional assessment method
Flood Storage and Flood Flow Modification
^Proportion of 2 year, 24 hour storm volume stored in 
wetland
Watershed slope
Retention/detention of storm water within wetland
Nutrient Retention and Transformation
^Potential sources of excess nutrients
Proportion of land with nutrient source whose runoff is 
not "treated” by other wetlands prior to reaching 
the wetland of interest
^Average runoff in 2 year, 24 hour storm
Watershed slope
^Proportion of 2 year, 24 hour storm volume stored in 
wetland
Retention/detention of storm water within wetland
Sediment and Toxicant Trapping
^Potential sources of sediment
^Potential sources of toxicants
Proportion of land with nutrient source whose runoff is 
not "treated" by other wetlands prior to reaching the 
wetland of interest
^Average runoff in 2 year, 24 hour storm
Watershed slope
^Proportion of 2 year, 24 hour storm volume stored in 
wetland
Retention/detention of storm water within wetland
Sediment Stabilization
Soil erodibility coefficient (K)
Erosive conditions
Flooding
Wetland roughness
Wildlife Habitat
^Percent of land surrounding wetland (within 300 ft.) 
forested or natural vegetation
Wildlife access to other wetlands over land
Disturbance within wetland
^Potential sources of toxic inputs to wetland
Regional biodiversity
Special habitat features
Aquatic Habitat
Permanent water
Accessibility of wetland to fish 
*Water quality 
Channel as habitat 
Cover
Public Use of Wetland
Public access to the wetland
* denotes a potential for change in value for the assessment 
parameter as land use changes, according to this study
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parameters influenced by land use are: sources of excess 
nutrients; average runoff; and the proportion of the storm 
volume stored in the wetland. The assessment parameters were 
then tested to determine how each land use type influenced 
them. All functions were analyzed this way. This provided an 
indication of how land use influences the functional rating of 
a particular site, according to the VIMS method.
The sensitivity analysis of the VIMS functional 
assessment method involved using theoretical manipulations of 
land use patterns within a watershed in order to determine how 
the method responds to change. Both the type and extent of 
land use within the watershed were changed. Thirty-five 
different land use scenarios were devised for each wetland 
(see Appendix D ) . Each land use scenario represents 100% of 
the land use within a watershed, with each letter representing 
25% of the watershed land use. These landscape patterns change 
along a continuum of development activities, from a completely 
forested watershed to a completely urban watershed. These land 
use scenarios were then applied to the twenty sites within the 
Chickahominy watershed. The Chickahominy sites were re­
assessed for each wetland function, using all thirty-five land 
use scenarios, in order to determine if a change in functional 
rating occurs.
Hypothetical wetlands were also created in order to 
further test the effects of these land use scenarios on 
functional ratings. To create these hypothetical wetlands,
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certain fixed ratings were given to the assessment parameters 
used to calculate each wetland function. The functional 
ratings of the hypothetical wetlands were then assessed using 
the thirty-five land use scenarios. For example, a 
hypothetical wetland was created with most of the assessment 
parameters set to produce a high rating for each function. The 
assessment parameters which were not fixed at high, or any 
other rating, are those assessment parameters that are 
influenced by land use. The different land use scenarios may 
cause the functional rating of a wetland to change, as those 
assessment parameters influenced by land use may potentially 
change in rating, when all other assessment parameters are 
held equal. Many combinations of assessment parameters were 
used, in order to acquire a broad range of possible wetland 
conditions to be tested for a change in functional rating. The 
elevation range assigned to all wetlands for the hypothetical 
wetland functional assessment is 24.6 inches.
For some of the assessment parameters, such as proportion 
of the storm volume stored within the wetland, other factors, 
in addition to land use, play a role in determining the rating 
of an assessment parameter. Examples of such factors include 
the wetland:watershed ratio and elevation range. In those 
cases involving factors other than land use, these factors 
were also analyzed in order to understand their importance in 
the overall outcome of the rating for a particular assessment 
parameter. Although in reality wetland:watershed ratio and
2 9
elevation range remain constant, with the hypothetical 
wetlands they can be modified, in order to determine their 
importance relative to the importance of land use. These 
modifications demonstrate how a manipulation of 
wetland:watershed ratio or elevation range will change either 
the rating of an assessment parameter or function, or both.
RESULTS
Functional Assessment Data
The data collected, both in the field and in the 
laboratory, are listed for the twenty study sites on their 
respective data sheets in Appendix B. The values needed to 
calculate the flood storage and flood flow modification 
function for each site are summarized in Table 4. The wetland 
acreages range from 3 to 344 acres. The watershed acreages 
range from 109 to 174,092 acres. Measured elevation ranges 
vary from 9.0 inches to 44.4 inches. Elevation range for ten 
of the sites could not be calculated, due to the limitations 
of the method used. For those sites whose elevation range 
could not be measured, water marks on the trees were used as 
an indication of elevation range. When this could not be 
determined, a value of 6 inches was given as the elevation 
range. The proportion of the 2 year, 24 hour storm volume 
stored within the wetland ranges from 0.04% to 34.5%. Four of 
these ratings are rated high (>25% of the storm volume stored 
in the wetland), and the remaining ratings are low. The slope 
of the watershed and subwatersheds range from 3.0% to 6.4%. 
The average slope for the Chickahominy watershed is 5.1%. All 
of the slope ratings are rated as moderate. 
Retention/detention times range from high to low, depending on
30
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constriction of the water outlet, local topography and 
vegetation density.
All soils at the study sites are listed in county soil 
surveys as hydric soils, with the exception of Chewacla and 
Manchie soils located in Site 19 (Table 5). Soils were field 
tested, and all soils were determined to be hydric.
The vegetation data are summarized in Appendix C. These 
data were used to help confirm the National Wetlands Inventory 
classification. The VIMS classification is listed, and the 
National Wetlands Inventory classification is listed in 
parentheses. The indicator status represents the probability 
of a particular species occurring in a wetland (Reed, 1988). 
Obligate Wetland (OBL) indicates that a plant species occurs 
in wetland conditions an estimated >99% of the time. 
Facultative Wetland (FACW) indicates a probability of 67%-99% 
that a species occurs in wetland conditions. Facultative (FAC) 
represents a probability of 34%-64%. In this case, a plant 
species is equally likely to be found in wetland conditions or 
nonwetland conditions. Facultative Upland (FACU) indicates 
only a l%-33% probability that a particular species will be 
found in wetland conditions. Obligate Upland (UPL) represents 
a probability of <1% that a plant will be found in a wetland.
Functional Ratings under Present Land Use Conditions
Functional ratings for each of the Chickahominy sites, 
evaluated using present land use conditions, are listed on
33
Table 5. 
Soils
Site # Soil Type County K
1. Mattan muck New Kent NA
2. Mattan mucky sandy loam Charles City NA
3. Nawney silt loam New Kent .32
4. Nawney silt loam New Kent .32
5. Nawney silt loam New Kent .32
6. Nawney silt loam New Kent . 32
7. Nawney silt loam Charles City . 32
8. Nawney silt loam New Kent .32
9. Kinston and Manchie soils Henrico NA
10 . Nawney silt loam New Kent . 32
11. Kinston silt loam Henrico NA
12. Fluvaquent Hanover NA
13. Fluvaquent Hanover NA
14. Kinston silt loam Henrico NA
15. Myatt fine sandy loam Henrico NA
16. Chastain silt loam Henrico NA
17. Fluvaquent Hanover NA
18. Fluvaquent Hanover NA
19. Chewacla and Riverview soils Henrico NA
20. Kinston and Manchie soils Henrico NA
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Table 6.
Results of functional assessment
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Table 6. Functional ratings for all functions range from high 
to moderate to low, except for nutrient retention and 
transformation and sediment and toxicant trapping. Ratings for 
these functions are all moderate.
Assessment Parameter Rating Changes with Land Use
Many of the assessment parameter ratings change as land 
use changes. Potential changes in the assessment parameters 
are listed by function and land use category in Table 7. 
Sources of nutrients, sources of sediment and sources of 
toxicants change from low to moderate as the percentage of 
forest or natural areas within the watershed falls below 75%. 
When this percentage falls below 50%, these ratings then 
change from moderate to high.
Average runoff ratings also change with land use 
(Appendix D) . An average runoff of less than one inch is rated 
low, between one and two inches is moderate, and over two
inches is high (Bradshaw, 1991) . A completely forested
watershed has the lowest average runoff, whereas a completely 
urban or industrial watershed has the highest average runoff. 
The ratings change from low to moderate to high as the 
watershed becomes more developed.
The proportion of the 2 year, 24 hour storm stored in the 
wetland also changes with land use (Appendix D) . Greater than 
25% of the storm volume stored in the wetland results in a
high rating. Less than 25% yields a low rating. For the
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Table 7.
Relationship between 
land use and assessment parameters
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Chickahominy site evaluations, four sites have a high rating 
for proportion of storm water stored. When re-evaluated with 
the theoretical land use alterations, five sites (4, 12, 15,
18 and 20) have ratings which change from high to low as the 
watershed becomes more developed.
Functional Rating Changes with Changes in Land Use
Table 8 shows the change in functional rating for each of 
the Chickahominy sites, as the field data from Appendix B are 
applied to the different land use scenarios. A double asterisk 
indicates a change in rating due to land use changes. All 
other functional ratings remain the same, regardless of the 
land use scenario.
Flood Storage and Flood Flow Modification
When applying the different land use scenarios to the 
data collected from the Chickahominy sites, there was no 
change in most of the ratings for flood storage and flood flow 
modification. However, three of the twenty sites, Sites 4, 12, 
and 20, exhibited potential changes in functional rating as 
land use changed. Site 4 was rated as high in a completely 
forested watershed (FFFF) . All other landuse patterns produce 
a moderate rating at this site. The proportion of the storm 
water stored within the wetland was also calculated as high in 
a completely forested watershed (FFFF) for Site 12. For a 100% 
forested watershed, or a watershed that is >75% forested, the
38
Table 8.
Functional rating changes 
with land use changes
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flood storage and flood flow modification rating for Site 12 
is high. This rating changes to low when any other landscape 
pattern is applied, due to the low rating for 
retention/detention time. Site 20 stores a high proportion of 
storm water for four different land use scenarios, FFFF, FFFR, 
FFRR, FFFA. The functional ratings using these land use 
scenarios are high, whereas they are moderate for all of the 
remaining landuse patterns.
Nutrient Retention and Transformation
Only two of the twenty Chickahominy sites changed their 
functional rating for nutrient retention and transformation 
when applied to the various land use scenarios. Sites 12 and 
16 both changed their ratings in the same manner. The 
functional ratings change from low to moderate as the average 
runoff rating changes from low to moderate. The land use 
scenarios that give a low rating for average runoff are FFFF, 
FFFR, FFRR, FFFA, FFFU, FFAR, RRRF, FFRU, FFAA, and RRFA. The 
functional rating remains at moderate as the average runoff 
changes from moderate to high. A high rating is never 
attained.
Sediment and Toxicant Trapping
Sediment and toxicant trapping changes in the same way as 
nutrient retention and transformation. Sites 12 and 16 were 
the only Chickahominy sites which show a change in rating for
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this function, once again changing from low to moderate as the 
average runoff rating changes from low to moderate, and then 
remaining moderate for the other landscape conditions. Again, 
a high rating is never obtained.
Sediment Stabilization
None of the sites change their rating for sediment 
stabilization.
Wildlife Habitat
Wildlife habitat ratings change with land use at every 
site. The functional rating changes as the surrounding land 
use changes in conjunction with the amount of toxicant input. 
As these two parameters change together, ratings drop from 
high to moderate, and then to low, as the watershed becomes 
developed.
Aquatic Habitat
Half of the Chickahominy sites change their functional 
rating from high to low as water quality changes from high or 
moderate to low. The other ten sites show no change in aquatic 
habitat rating at all with changing land use.
Public Use
None of the sites change their rating for public use.
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Hypothetical Wetland Conditions
The conditions for the hypothetical wetlands are listed 
in Appendix E. The conditions are meant to be more varied and 
extreme than the Chickahominy site conditions, in order to 
further examine the sensitivity of the VIMS assessment method 
to land use. These data create diverse conditions, which 
change slightly within each number category. The rating of one 
assessment parameter for each function is changed from wetland 
A to B and wetland B to C, to see if a slight change in one 
parameter will yield a change in the functional rating.
Functional Ratings of Hypothetical Wetlands
The functional ratings of the hypothetical wetlands under 
all land use scenarios are listed in Appendix F. These ratings 
show a greater amount of change than those for the 
Chickahominy sites under the same land use scenarios.
Flood Storage and Flood Flow Modification
All of the proportions of storm volume stored in the 
wetland change as land use changes. These results are listed 
in Appendix G. Two of the hypothetical wetland sites, 2B and 
3B, change their rating for flood storage and flood flow 
modification. These two wetlands change from high to moderate 
as the watershed becomes more developed. For both wetlands, 
only two land use scenarios, FFFF and FFFR, yield a high 
rating. These particular land use scenarios also give a high
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PS (proportion of the storm volume stored) rating, when all 
others give a low rating. Both wetlands also have moderate 
retention/detention times.
Nutrient Retention and Transformation
Wetland 1A changes in rating, but only in one instance. 
With a FFFF land use scenario, the nutrient retention and 
transformation rating is moderate. At all other scenarios, the 
rating is high.
Wetland IB changes more drastically than Wetland 1A. At 
FFFF, the rating is moderate. FFFR yields a high rating. The 
other land use scenarios that give a high rating are AAUU, 
UUUR, UUUA and UUUU. For all other scenarios, the rating is 
moderate.
Wetland 3A changes rating in one instance. At FFFF, the 
functional rating is low. For all other scenarios, the rating 
is moderate.
Wetland 3C changes in the same manner as Wetland 3A.
Sediment and Toxicant Retention and Transformation
The wetlands whose ratings change with land use for these 
functions are 1A, IB, 3A and 3C. They change their functional 
ratings in the same way that they change their ratings for the 
nutrient retention and transformation function. The functions 
are evaluated with the same assessment parameters, only 
substituting sources of nutrients with sources of sediment or
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sources of toxicants.
Wildlife Habitat
Wetlands IB and 1C both change their ratings for wildlife 
habitat as land use changes. Wetland IB has a high rating for 
the land use scenarios FFFF, FFFR, FFFA, and FFFU. The other 
land use scenarios produce a moderate rating.
Wetland 1C changes its functional rating for an even 
greater number of land use scenarios. At FFFF and FFFR, the 
functional rating is high. For land use scenarios without any 
forested land (F) , the rating is low. For all other scenarios, 
the rating is moderate.
All other wetlands have functional ratings that remain 
constant, despite the changing land use within the watershed.
Aquatic Habitat
Most of the hypothetical wetlands change rating for 
aquatic habitat as land use changes. Wetlands 1A, IB, 1C, 2A, 
2B and 3C all change their rating. For each of these wetlands, 
the functional rating changes from high or moderate to low as 
the water quality rating changes from high or moderate to low. 
The land use scenarios that produce low ratings are RRRR, 
RRRA, RRRU, AARR, AAAR, RRUA, AARU, AAAA, RRUU, UURA, AAAU, 
AAUU, UUUR, UUUA and UUUU. All others yield a high or moderate 
rating for water quality.
DISCUSSION
Land use within a watershed affects many of the functions 
of the wetlands within that watershed. The purpose of this 
study was to determine the sensitivity of the VIMS nontidal 
wetlands functional assessment method to changes in land use 
within a watershed. This was accomplished by examining the 
importance of land use for each of seven functions, and then 
determining if a change in land use produces a change in 
rating for any of the functions of the wetland in question. 
Many of the assessment parameters used in the VIMS functional 
assessment method are influenced by factors other than, or in 
conjunction with, land use. All functions also have assessment 
parameters which carry great weight with respect to the 
overall rating of the function, and are not related to land 
use in any way. The importance of other assessment parameters 
was also examined, in order to establish both their 
relationship to land use and their influence on the overall 
rating for each function.
Flood storage and flood flow modification
The flood storage and flood flow modification function is 
determined by the ratings of several important assessment
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parameters. The proportion of storm water that can be stored 
in the wetland is strongly influenced by land use. However, 
land use is not the sole determinant of this assessment 
parameter. It is also a function of both the wet land: watershed 
ratio and elevation range within the wetland. The potential 
for a change in rating for this assessment parameter depends 
then not only on land use, but also on these other wetland 
characteristics. A modification of either the 
wetland:watershed ratio or elevation range produces a large 
change in the rating of the proportion of the storm volume 
stored within the wetland.
The wetlands with the highest wetland:watershed ratios 
also have the highest proportion of storm volume stored in the 
wetland, when everything else is held constant. In only some 
cases, however, is the ratio modification great enough to 
change the assessment rating of the proportion stored from 
high (>25%) to low (<25%) . Small wetlands in relatively large 
watersheds will not demonstrate a change in rating as 
conditions within the watershed are altered because their 
wetland:watershed ratios will be too small to allow for a 
change in the rating of the proportion of the storm volume 
stored. The wetlands most susceptible to a change in 
functional rating will be those wetlands with a high 
wetland:watershed ratio. This may lead some people to consider 
the smaller wetlands less important in regulating functions 
than the larger wetlands of the watershed.
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The draft version of the VIMS method has been modified 
since its original implementation, based on preliminary 
findings. Where the draft version only addressed one entire 
watershed, the current version addresses both a primary sub­
watershed and an upstream watershed. The hydrologic soil 
groups were taken out. This system was the one used for this 
study. The changes were made, in order to give more importance 
to the area directly affecting the wetland, i.e. the primary 
sub-watershed. The primary sub-watershed gives more importance 
to the land use surrounding the wetland, and increases the 
wetland:watershed ratio, since the watersheds, in general, 
would be smaller.
A change in landscape should have a greater effect on a 
smaller wetland than on a larger one. Smaller wetlands are 
more susceptible to changes than this method shows. The 
primary sub-watershed should have more influence in the 
calculation of both average runoff and wetland:watershed 
ratios. This will give smaller wetlands a chance to exhibit 
their own particular susceptibilities to changes in land use 
within a watershed.
The threshold levels for the proportion of the storm 
volume stored could also be changed. These levels have already 
been modified from the original draft version (high:>75%, 
moderate:25-75%, and low:<25%) to the current version 
(high:>25% and low:<25%). These current threshold levels still 
may not be appropriate. The evaluation of more nontidal
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wetlands throughout the Coastal Plain will give a better 
indication to the appropriateness of the current ratings, and 
provide possible suggestions for changes should they be 
warranted.
The elevation range also has a major influence on the 
proportion of storm water stored, as is shown by changing the 
elevation range for the hypothetical wetlands from 6 inches to 
24.6 inches. The greater elevation range results in a greater 
proportion of storm water stored, but again, it does not 
necessarily change the overall rating (high or low) of the 
storm water stored. Due to the importance of these other 
factors, the rating of this assessment parameter does not 
necessarily change according to land use. The actual 
proportion of the storm water stored in the wetland changes 
with land use, but it is not always enough to cross the rating 
threshold (from low to high).
Retention/detention time is also an extremely important 
assessment parameter. An adjustment of the retention/detention 
time will most quickly change the rating of the function. The 
rating of the flood storage and flood flow modification often 
depends on the retention/detention time, particularly when the 
proportion of the storm volume stored is low. This suggests 
that the physical aspects of the wetland itself are just as 
important, if not more important, than land use. In this case, 
land use influences the opportunity for a wetland to perform 
this function, while the retention/detention time influences
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the effectiveness of a wetland to perforin this function. 
Because the VIMS method combines opportunity and effectiveness 
within each function, it is impossible to separate them in 
this study.
Watershed slope for the wetlands within the Chickahominy 
watershed was always moderate. Watershed slope is based on the 
entire upstream watershed. More variability in watershed slope 
would be seen if the primary sub-watershed was used for this 
calculation. The threshold ratings for slope were based on the 
Connecticut method, and may be inappropriate for use in the 
Coastal Plain of Virginia. The threshold ratings (high:>8%, 
moderate:3-8%, low:<3%) could be modified to reflect the
actual variability within the overall watershed, instead of 
having all moderate ratings, since they all have ratings 
between 3% and 8%. A watershed slope of >8% would be hard to 
find within the Coastal Plain. Again, the assessment of more 
nontidal wetlands within the Coastal Plain will provide a 
better understanding of the variability of watershed slope 
within this region.
Nutrient retention and transformation
The assessment parameter with the heaviest initial 
influence is potential sources of excess nutrients. This is 
the first assessment parameter in the evaluation for this 
function, and determines all other possibilities. However, it 
is difficult for this to always influence the final outcome of
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the functional rating. To obtain a high rating, nutrient 
sources must be high, and 3 of the other 4 assessment 
parameters must also be high. To obtain a low rating, nutrient 
sources must be low, and 3 of the other 4 assessment 
parameters must be low. All other combinations result in a 
moderate rating for the function.
The other assessment parameters, average runoff, average 
watershed slope, proportion of storm volume stored and 
retention/detention time, are all of equal importance to the 
determination of the functional rating. Several of these 
parameters must change in rating in order for an overall 
functional rating to change. Since this does not happen in 
this test, no change in functional rating occurs for the 
Chickahominy sites. The rating is moderate for all scenarios 
because of the combination of different ratings for so many of 
the assessment parameters.
For this function, and many others, it is the sum total 
of all the assessment parameters which determine the final 
functional rating. Many different combinations of assessment 
parameters can be obtained, with the result being the same, 
usually a moderate rating. In these cases, no single parameter 
is important enough, or carries enough weight, to determine 
the final outcome by itself. Proportion of the storm water 
stored and average runoff could be given greater importance 
and flexibility by changing the amount of influence of the 
primary sub-watershed. All of the assessment parameters should
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have more importance than the watershed slope, since it never 
changes rating and does not properly represent the relative 
slope variability of the system.
Sediment and toxicant trapping
Sediment and toxicant trapping are influenced by the same 
assessment parameters as nutrient retention and 
transformation, so the ratings for these functions all change 
in the same manner as in the previous function. The only 
difference is that instead of sources of excess nutrients, 
both sources of sediment and sources of toxicants must be 
determined. These sources are determined in the same manner as 
sources of excess nutrients, that is, by the percentage of 
different land use within the watershed.
Of all the land use types tested, the amount of forested 
or natural areas has the most significance on the outcome of 
the rating for sources of nutrients, sediment and toxicants. 
Once a watershed begins to be developed, these parameters 
change quickly from low to moderate to high. The type of land 
use becomes irrelevant, and only the percentage left in 
forested or natural conditions remains important. According to 
this functional assessment method, for these particular three 
functions, a change from forest to industrial use will have 
the same effect as a change from forest to agriculture or 
residential use. The critical determinant here is not the 
percentage of watershed area in agriculture versus residential
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or industrial, rather, it is the percentage of 
forest/natural/silviculture in relation to the combined other 
three that is of real importance.
Also, there is no difference between a moderate and a 
high rating for the sources of nutrients, sediment, and 
toxicants. The VIMS method does not distinguish any real 
difference between the two ratings. Whether the sources are 
moderate or high, the same outcome will result.
Land use, both in the VIMS method and this study, is very 
generalized throughout the watershed. Land use surrounding a 
wetland (within 300 feet) is addressed only in the wildlife 
habitat function. Otherwise, it is impossible to distinguish 
between land use close to the wetland as opposed to land use 
far away. Land use next to a wetland will have more influence 
on its functions than land use far away from that wetland. 
Land use would therefore have greater importance if its 
proximity to the wetland in question is recognized. The 
primary sub-watershed and the land use within it should be 
given greater importance, since this emphasizes the importance 
of the area draining directly into the wetland, before it has 
a chance to pass through other wetlands. This would also 
provide a more accurate depiction of what type of land use is 
immediately affecting the wetland.
Sediment stabilization
Although a change in land use could possibly bring about
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a change in the erosive conditions, this test did not have the 
sensitivity to detect it. These changes are very localized, 
and can not be predicted according to this test, which 
generalizes land use throughout the watershed. According to 
this test, none of the parameters used to assess sediment 
stabilization change with land use. The functional rating, 
therefore, does not change with changing landscape patterns.
Wildlife habitat
For wildlife habitat, all of the Chickahominy sites 
change according to land use. According to this test, both 
surrounding land use and potential sources of toxic inputs to 
wetlands change in conjunction with the land use scenarios. 
Because both of these parameters change simultaneously, and 
they share the same importance, a change in rating will result 
for every condition, as long as regional biodiversity is not 
high. When biodiversity is high, the wetland always receives 
a high rating for wildlife habitat.
Aquatic habitat
The sites that change their rating for aquatic habitat 
all change according to water quality, as determined by the 
amount of development within the watershed. The sites that do 
not change their rating for aquatic habitat all have low 
ratings due to lack of permanent water or fish accessibility. 
Water quality has no effect on the functional rating of these
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particular wetlands.
The water quality parameter plays a very important role 
in determining the rating of this function. In the draft 
version of the VIMS method, water quality was given either a 
high or low rating. In the current version, water quality can 
be either high, moderate or low. It was changed so that it 
could address the immediate impact on fish. Water quality can 
not be assumed just from the different percentages of land use 
within the watershed. This is another example of the 
importance of the proximity of different types of land use. 
Land use closer to the wetland will have a greater impact on 
water quality than land use far away. Since water quality is 
so important to the outcome of this function, it is important 
to be able to determine it correctly. This should be 
determined on-site, based on surrounding conditions and 
personal observations.
Public use
In the draft version of the assessment method, public use 
was determined using three assessment parameters: public
access, landscape disturbance and wetland disturbance. These 
parameters were subsequently changed, and now only one of 
these parameters is used. Public use of a wetland is now 
determined solely by the degree of public access to the 
wetland, and is not related to land use in any way.
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Problems
The VIMS functional assessment method is designed to give 
a rapid assessment of wetland functions. It should be possible 
for persons with non-technical backgrounds to implement this 
method in the field. The method succeeds in this goal, 
although some shortcomings have become apparent during this 
study.
Elevation range can not be measured with the stadia rod 
and hand level if the wetland is greater than 100 feet wide. 
In such cases, an estimate of the range must be made. The 
elevation range should not be just randomly set (such as at 
6"), without reasonable justification. Water marks can give a 
good indication of the height to which the water in the system 
can rise. If a pattern is found among systems grouped in the 
same hydrologic categories (i.e. temporarily flooded, 
seasonally flooded, etc.), then the average elevation range 
for each category could be determined. These averages could 
then be applied to wetlands in the same hydrologic categories, 
whose elevation ranges can not be measured due to the 
limitation of the stadia rod and hand level method. Perhaps as 
more work is done, and wetland types within the Coastal Plain 
become better understood, estimating an elevation range for a 
given system will acquire greater validity.
The areas for wetlands, watersheds and land use were 
calculated manually on topographic maps with an area dot grid. 
A more precise method for these calculations would be the use
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of a Geographic Information System (GIS). Digital layers of 
the data would give much more accurate readings for the area 
encompassed by each category, as well as store valuable data 
on these resources which may be quickly accessed at a later 
date.
This study also revealed many errors in the National 
Wetland Inventory (NWI) maps. There are several possible 
explanations for the discrepancies between the NWI 
classification and the VIMS classification. Some of the stands 
in the Chickahominy Reservoir are composed entirely of cypress 
(Taxodium d i s t i c h u m), a needle-leave deciduous plant, whereas 
the NWI maps have them labeled as broad-leave deciduous. This 
error may be due to a misinterpretation of black and white 
aerial photographs. If the photographs used for NWI mapping 
were taken in spring, before leaf-out, it would be difficult 
to differentiate between the two types of trees. Discrepancies 
in the water regimes could be due to the alteration of 
hydrology in the watershed from road construction and beaver 
activity since the time the map was made. Since some of the 
NWI maps for the watershed are approximately twenty years old, 
this would not be surprising. Also, over time, some wetlands 
have been invaded by shrubs and saplings as part of natural 
succession. The newer NWI maps are much more accurate than the 
older maps. As more of the maps are updated, the NWI data will 
no doubt become more accurate.
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Conclusions
Analysis of the VIMS functional assessment in the 
Chickahominy River basin indicates that land use changes 
within a watershed is not be the most significant factor in 
the determination of wetland ratings. Based on this study, 
other assessment parameters have greater potential to 
influence final ratings. There are four possible 
interpretations of this finding.
First, land use within a watershed is not as important to 
the overall functioning of a wetland as some other assessment 
parameters. For example, the retention/detention time of the 
wetland is one of the most important assessment parameters. 
When assessing a function, retention/detention time is 
weighted heavily against all other assessment parameters. A 
change in its rating changes a functional rating more easily 
than a change in any other parameter. Another example of an 
important assessment parameter is the wet land:watershed ratio, 
which is used to determine the proportion of the 2 year, 24 
hour storm volume stored within a wetland, which is important 
in flood storage and flood flow modification. A small change 
in this ratio has a major effect on the proportion of water 
stored within a particular wetland. A large wet land:watershed 
ratio results in a larger proportion of storm water stored 
within the wetland. A large ratio also increases the potential 
for functional rating changes as land use patterns within the 
watershed change.
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The results of the evaluations based on the various 
landscape patterns indicate that the VIMS functional 
assessment method is not appropriately sensitive to changes 
brought about by altering land use. So much importance is 
given to the other assessment parameters, such as 
retention/detention time, that too little importance is given 
to land use. If this is actually the case, the assessment 
method could be modified to place more importance on the 
assessment parameters affected by land use. Threshold levels 
for some parameter and functional ratings could also be 
adjusted, as more information is obtained from these systems.
A third explanation for such a minimal amount of change 
in the functional ratings of the Chickahominy sites is that 
the data set used for the assessment is incomplete. The VIMS 
method attempts to distill the components needed for a rapid 
assessment down to a minimum data set. Perhaps this "minimum” 
does not provide enough information to make an adequate 
assessment, and more information is needed.
The fourth possibility is that an incomplete knowledge of 
how nontidal wetland systems function hinders the technique's 
ability to evaluate them. In order to be confident that the 
parameters chosen to assess a function are actually the 
appropriate ones, and that the assessment is valid, more 
information is needed about the systems and the way they 
function. Only when our understanding of these systems 
improves will more reliable assessment techniques be designed.
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In all likelihood, each of the four possibilities
outlined above have some bearing on the accuracy of the 
current version • of the VIMS nontidal wetland functional
assessment method. Clearly, it will not be possible to develop 
a sensitive and accurate evaluation of land use impacts on 
wetland functions and ratings until there is a great deal of 
additional experimental evidence to support generalizations. 
At the present time, many of the relationships are
speculative, based on intuitive understandings rather than 
extensive quantitative measurements. While it is possible to 
modify the current assessment method to bring the results into 
line with expectations or desired conclusions, there is no 
sound basis for such modifications. If the absence of a strong 
link between land use and wetland functional rating is 
troubling, it suggests a need for additional research on the 
topic to refine current understandings. Alternatively, the
finding suggests that preservation of wetland functions and 
enhancement of ratings should focus on factors other than 
surrounding land use. In either case, additional research is 
necessary.
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Flood storage and flood flow modification 80
Data Collection
Watershed acreage ______________
Wetland acreage _____________
Wetland area: watershed area ratio ________  ( Al)
(Calculation of wetland and watershed acreage is not required for evaluation of 
this function, but may be valuable additional information to collect; see 
explanation on next page.)
Proportion of watershed land use
in each soil hydrologic group: (A2)
A B C D Land use: (Range of values=0 to 1)
____________________________Forested or "natural" (Sum of values=l)
____________________________Agricultural
 ________________________ Residential
____________________________Commercial
Elevation range within wetland ___________ (A3)
Average watershed slope (%) ___>8 ___ 3-8 ___ <3 (A4 )
Retention/detention time: (A5)
 High: detention time likely to be great due to significant constriction
at outlet, very sinuous channels within the wetland, high 
vegetation density within the wetland (stems/acre), and/or the 
wetland plants have rigid stems 
 Moderate: detention time likely to be intermediate
 Low: detention time likely to be short due to lack of constriction at
the wetland outlet, channelized flow through the wetland, low 
vegetation density within the wetland, and/or lack of vegetation 
with rigid stems.
Table 1. Composite RCN____ RunofKin.)
95 2.95
90 2. 45
85 2.00
80 1. 65
75 1.30
70 1.00
65 . 7 5
60 . 50
55 .35
50 .20
45 . 10
40 .05
<40 .01
-•'-V  fa
Calculation worksheet car*
1. Transfer land use/soil hydrologic group proportions {A2) to chart below: 
Soil hydrologic group
A B C D Land use:
x 25 x 55 x 70 X 77 Forested/"natural"
x 72 x 81 x 88 x 91 Agricultural
x 54 x 70 x 80 X 85 Residential
-- x 89 x 92 x 94 X 95 Commercial
Sum of all products = composite runoff curve number (RCN) =
2. Find average runoff (on Table 1, previous page) for composite RCN
Average runoff - _______
3. Choose method A or B:
A. ’’the long way":
1.) Average runoff x watershed acreage = total runoff
2.) Elevation range within wetland (A3) x 0.5 = wetland flood storage
depth
x 0. 5 =
3.) Wetland acreage x storage depth = wetland storage
4.) Wetland storage / total runoff = proportion of flood water stored in
wetland
  /   = _____________________
B. The series of equations in A may be rewritten as below, so that wetland 
and watershed acreages need not be specifically measured:
wetland:watershed area ratio x elevation range  = proportion of flood
2 x average runoff water stored in
wetland
x ____
2 x
Flood storage and flood flow modification H y &
Us m i
Factor ratings
Factor 1: Proportion of 2 year, 24 hour storm volume stored in wetland
 High: >75%
 Moderate: 25-75%
Low: <25%
Factor 2: Watershed slope
 High: >8%
 Moderate: 3-8%
 Low: <3%
Factor 3: Retention/detention of storm water within wetland {priority: physical 
characteristics; secondary: vegetation characteristics
 High: detention time likely to be great due to significant constriction at
outlet, very sinuous channels within the wetland, high vegetation 
density within the wetland (stems/acre), and/or the wetland 
plants have rigid stems
 Moderate: detention time likely to be intermediate
 Low: detention time likely to be short due to lack of constriction at the
wetland outlet, channelized flow through the wetland, low
vegetation density within the wetland, and/or lack of vegetation 
with rigid stems.
Interpretation Key
1. Are at least 2 of the 3 flood storage factors rated HIGH?
Y— HIGH 
N--go to 2.
2. Are at least 2 of the 3 flood storage factors rated LOW?
Y--LOW
N--MODERATE
Nutrient retention and transformation 
Data Collection/Factor Ratings
fry-. H''■*'?; £■> <-'^5: 
k M:2 J £Vi &
£' Ij $*■*
H r  ■ ■
Factor 1: Potential sources of excess nutrients.
 Low: watershed predominantly (>75%) forested or other natural condition.
 Moderate: some cropland or pastureland; few dairies or other livestock
operations; few septic systems; urban watershed; (nonpoint sources 
25-50% of watershed area).
 High: large areas of active cropland or pastureland; many dairies or other
livestock operations; sewage treatment plant outfall(s); numerous 
septic systems (nonpoint sources >50% of watershed area).
Factor 2: Average runoff in 2 year, 24 hour storm (feet) (see calculation 
worksheet for Flood Storage function).
 High: > 2 inches
 Moderate: 1-2 inches
Low: < 1 inch
Factor 3: Average slope of watershed (see Flood Storage function, Factor 2).
 High: >8%
 Moderate: 3-8%
 Low: <3%
Factor 4: Proportion of 2 year, 24 hour storm volume stored in wetland (see
Flood Storage function, Factor 1).
 High: >75%
 Moderate: 25-75%
 Low: <25%
Factor 5: Retention/detention ranking (Flood Storage function, Factor 3).
 High: detention time likely to be great due to significant constriction at
outlet, very sinuous channels within the wetland, high vegetation 
density within the wetland (stems/acre), and/or the wetland 
plants have rigid stems
 Moderate: detention time likely to be intermediate
 Low: detention time likely to be short due to lack of constriction at the
wetland outlet, channelized flow through the wetland, low 
vegetation density within the wetland, and/or lack of vegetation 
with rigid stems.
Nutrient retention and transforaat 
Interpretation Key lr
1. Is Factor 1 HIGH or MODERATE? ^
Y— go to 2.
N— go to 3.
2. Are at least 3 of the other 4 factors rated HIGH?
Y— HIGH 
N— MODERATE
3. Are at least 3 of the other 4 factors LOW?
Y— LOW 
N— MODERATE
Sediment and toxicant trapping 8 5
Sj. fa
Data Collection/Factor Ratings t' :i r'* ^
Factor 1: Potential sources of sediments.
 Low: watershed predominantly (>75%) forested or otherwise undeveloped
 Moderate: (nonpoint sources 25-50% of watershed)
 some active cropland
 few construction sites
 few other similar disturbed sites
 few stormwater outfalls
 High: large areas of: (nonpoint sources >50%)
 active cropland
 construction sites
 eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
 many stormwater outfalls
Factor 2: Potential sources of toxicants.
pesticides
industrial or sewage outfalls 
mines
landfills/dumps 
severe oil runoff 
heavily travelled highways 
irrigation return water
 Low: watershed predominantly (>75%) forested or otherwise undeveloped.
 Moderate: a few of these sources exist in the watershed, but they are
located far from the wetland
 High: many of the sources exist in the watershed; or few exist, but they are
located close to the wetland.
Factor 3: Average runoff (from Flood Storage function calculation worksheet).
 High: > 2 inches
 Moderate: 1-2 inches
 Low: < 1 inch
Factor 4: Watershed slope (same as Factor 2, flood storage function).
 High: >8%
 Moderate: 3-8%
 Low: <3%
Factor 5: Proportion of 2 year, 24 hour storm volume stored in wetland (same
as Factor 1, flood storage function).
High: >75%
Moderate: 25-75%
Low: <25%
Factor 6: Retention/detention ranking (same as Factor 1, flood s^rag'e
function).
High: detention time likely to be great due to significant constriction at 
outlet, very sinuous channels within the wetland, high vegetation 
density within the wetland (stems/acre), and/or the wetland 
plants have rigid stems 
Moderate: detention time likely to be intermediate
Low: detention time likely to be short due to lack of constriction at the 
wetland outlet, channelized flow through the wetland, low 
vegetation density within the wetland, and/or lack of vegetation 
with rigid stems.
Interpretation Key
A, Sediment Trapping
1. Is Factor 1 HIGH or MODERATE?
Y— go to 2 
N— go to 3
2. Are at least 3 of Factors 3 through 6 HIGH?
Y— HIGH 
N— MODERATE
3. Are at least 3 of Factors 3 through 6 LOW?
Y— LOW 
N— MODERATE
B. Toxicant Trapping
1. Is Factor 2 HIGH or MODERATE?
Y--go to 2 
N— go to 3
2. Are at least 3 of Factors 3 through 6 HIGH?
Y— HIGH 
N--MODERATE
3. Are at least 3 of Factors 3 through 6 LOW?
Y--LOW 
N— MODERATE
Sediment Stabilization
Data Collection/Factor Ratings
Factor 1: Soil erodibility coefficient (K) (from USDA-SCS soil surveys; if
more than one soil type exists in a wetland, use a composite K based
on acreage).
 High: K > 0,40
Low: K < 0.40
Factor 2: Erosive conditions.
 High: any of the following exist:
 boat wakes
 large fetch (>1 mile)
 regular disturbance of wetland soils
 migration of adjacent stream
 indication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary
 Low: none of the erosive conditions listed exist.
Factor 3: Flooding.
 High: evidence of flooding exists
 visual observation of flooding
 water marks
 lack of leaf litter
 drift/wrack lines
 water-borne sediment deposits
 water-stained leaves
 surface scoured areas
 floating-leaved plants
 Low: no evidence of flooding exists
Factor 4: Wetland roughness (same as vegetation portion of retention/detention
factor— Factor 3, flood storage function).
 High: wetland vegetation density high; vegetated with rigid-stemmed plants
 Moderate: density moderate; stems moderately rigid
 Low: density low; stems not rigid
Sediment Stabilization
Interpretation Key
1. Are either Factor 1 or Factor 2 HIGH?
Y— go to 3 
N— go to 2
2. Is Factor 3 HIGH?
Y— go to 4 
N— LOW
3. Is Factor 4 HIGH?
Y— HIGH
N— go to 4
4. Is Factor 4 LOW?
Y— LOW 
N— MODERATE
Data Collection/Factor Ratings %
Factor 1: Surrounding land use.
Percent of land surrounding wetland (within 300 ft.) that is either 
forested or otherwise in natural vegetation:
 High: >90%
 Moderate: 50-90%
 Low: <50%
Factor 2: Wildlife access to other wetlands over land.
 High: wetland is contiguous to other wetlands, or is connected by a corridor
that is wooded or in natural vegetation
 Moderate: access partially blocked by roads, urban areas, etc.
 Low: wetland is surrounded by roads or development
Factor 3: Disturbance within wetland.
Probability that wetland with given level of disturbance serves as 
important habitat:
 High: wetland pristine or nearly so, with little or no sign of disturbance
 Moderate: (intermediate)
 Low: wetland highly disturbed; many paths, much filling or other
disturbance
Factor 4: Potential sources of toxic inputs to wetlands (inverse of Factor 2, 
sediment/toxicant trapping function).
Probability that wetland with given level of potential toxic inputs 
serves as important habitat:
 _High: potential toxic inputs do not exist or are minimal.
 Moderate: few toxic inputs exist and they are located far from the wetland.
 Low: many toxic inputs exist; or few exist but they are located close to the
wetland.
Factor 5: Regional biodiversity (based on information from the Heritage
Program, and on the NWI map classifications).
 High: wetland is the only one of its type (vegetation association or
hydroperiod) within a radius of 2 km, or is known habitat of rare, 
threatened, or endangered plant or animal species.
 _Moderate: wetland is one of only a few of its type within 2 km.
 Low: wetland is not the only one of its type within 2 km.
Factor 6: Special habitat features:
 standing snags with cavities
trees with diameter >10”
 plants bearing fleshy fruits (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
 mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak, beech, hickory)
 cone-bearing trees or shrubs
 tilled land with waste grains
 exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud flat)
Interpretation Key
1. Is Factor 5 HIGH?
Y— HIGH 
N— go to 2
2. Are at least 3 of the 5 factors (not including Factor 6) HIGH?
Y— HIGH 
N— go to 3
3. Is Factor 5 MODERATE?
Y— MODERATE 
N— go to 4
4. Are at least 3 of the 5 factors (not including Factor 6) LOW?
Y—  LOW 
N— MODERATE
Aquatic Habitat
Data Collection/Factor Ranking
Factor 1: Permanent water.
 High: wetland located on watercourse that is permanently flooded to at
least 4"
 Low: water is not permanent, or is < 4"
Factor 2: Accessibility of wetland to fish.
 High: wetland is seasonally to permanently flooded
 Low: wetland is flooded less often than seasonally
Factor 3: Water quality.
 _Low: one or more of the following water quality stresses occurs:
 pesticides
 industrial or sewage outfalls
 mines
 landfills/dumps
 severe oil runoff
 heavily travelled highways
 irrigation return water
 consistently low dissolved oxygen (<4.0 mg/1 or <60% saturation)
 high temperature due to lack of shade or thermal effluents
 High: none of the water quality stresses listed above occur.
Factor 4: Channel as habitat.
 High: channel is natural
 Moderate: channel has been modified, but is now recovering some natural
features
 Low: channel has been modified (e.g., channelization, artificial deepening
or widening, realignment)
Factor 5: Cover.
 _High: cover exists in at least 5% of surface or submerged area within 3 feet
of surface in parts of channel with permanent flow
 Low: cover < 5%
Aquati
Interpretation Key
1. Are all 5 factors HIGH?
Y— HIGH 
N— go to 2
2. Are any of Factors 1 through 4 LOW
Y— LOW 
N— MODERATE
Public Use
Data Collection/Factor Ranking
Factor 1: Public access to the wetland.
 Low: not accessible to the public; privately owned & not near public roads;
not on publicly accessible waterways
 Moderate: on a public roadway or publicly accessible waterway, but without
parking facilities or water access facilities
 High: parking facilities available, or water access facilities available
(e.g., park land); boardwalks available
Factor 2: Disturbance in surrounding landscape.
 Low: surrounding landscape all or mostly "natural”; little disturbance
 Moderate: (intermediate)
 High: surrounding landscape highly disturbed
Factor 3: Disturbance within wetland.
Low: wetland pristine or nearly so, with little or no sign of disturbance 
 Moderate: (intermediate)
 High: wetland highly disturbed; many paths, much filling or other
disturbance
Interpretation Key
1. Is Factor 1 HIGH?
Y— go to 2 
N— go to 3
2. Are both Factor 2 and Factor 3 LOW?
Y— HIGH 
N--go to 3
3. Is Factor 1 LOW?
Y— LOW 
N— go to 4
4. Is Factor 3 HIGH?
Y— LOW 
N— MODERATE
A P R ' 1 0
Field Data Sheet
Page (some questions may also require office work)
(in Appendix A)
1 A3_____________________
1 A5  H __M  L
4 FI  L___M  H
6 FI  L
 M  some active cropland
 few construction sites
 few other similar disturbed sites
 few stormwater outfalls
 H large areas of:
 active cropland
construction sites
 eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
 many stormwater outfalls
6 F2 toxicant sources;
 pesticides  industrial or sewage outfalls
 mines  landfills/dumps  severe oil runoff
 heavily travelled highways  irrigation return water
 L  M  H
8 F2 erosive conditions:
 H  boat wakes  large fetch
 regular disturbance of wetland soils
 migration of adjacent stream
 indication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary
 L
8 F3  H___L  obs. flood.  water marks  lack litter
 drift/wrack lines  sed. depos.  water-stained leaves
 surf, scour  floating-leaved plants
8 F4 __H __M __L
10 FI __H __M __L
10 F2 __H __M __L
10 F3 __H __M __L
10 F5 __H __M __L
11 F6 __standing
 trees w/diameter >10"
 plants bearing fleshy fruits (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
 mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
 cone-bearing trees or shrubs
 tilled land w/waste grains
 exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud flat)
12 FI __H __L
12 F2 __H __L
12 F3 __L __pesticides _industrial or
12 F4
__H
__H __M __L
12 F5 __H _L
14 FI __L __M __H
14 F2 __L __M __H
14 F3 __L __M __H
sewage outfalls  mines
landfills/dumps  severe oil runoff
heavily travelled highways  irrig. return water
low DO  high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents
no channel
Page
1
1
1
8
Office Data Sheet
( in Appendix A )
Acreages: watershed__________ wetland__
A2: Proportion of watershed land use 
in each soil hvdrologic group:
A B C D Land use:
____________________________ Forested or "natural'’
____________________________ Agricultural
____________________________ Residential
____________________________Commercial
A4 ___ >8  3-8  <3 (watershed slope, %)
FI  H  L (soil erodibilitv coefficient)
APR. 2  3  199)
VIMS Non tidal Net lands Functional Assessment Method— Summary Shee
Flood storage and flood flow alteration 
Factor 1: H M L
Factor 2: H M L Overall: H M L
Factor 3: H M L
Nutrient retention and transformation
Factor 1: H M L
Factor 2: H M L
Factor 3: H M L Overall: H M L
Factor 4: H M L
Factor 5: H M L
Sediment/toxicant retention
Factor 1: H M L
Factor 2: H M L Overall:
Factor 3: H M L Sediment trapping: H M
Factor 4: H M L Toxicant trapping: H M
Factor 5: H M L
Factor 6: H M L
Sediment stabilization
Factor 1: H L
Factor 2: H L
Factor 3: H L Overall: H M L
Factor 4: H M L
Wildlife habitat
Factor 1: H M L
Factor 2: H M L
Factor 3: H M L Overall: H M L
Factor 4: H M L
Factor 5: H M L
Aquatic habitat
Factor 1: H L
Factor 2: H L
Factor 3: H L Overall: H M L
Factor 4: H M L
Factor 5: H L
Public use
Factor 1: II M L
Factor 2: H M L Overall: 11 M L
Factor 3: H M L
APPENDIX B 
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Field Data Sheet 9 8
Site #1
(some questions may also require office work)
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Elevation range _NA (convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3 X_H M _L  (retention/detention)
A4 FI _ L  X_M _H (nutrient sources)
A6 FI _L  (sediment sources)
X_H JLsome active cropland nearby 
_few construction sites 
_few other similar disturbed sites 
_few stormwater outfalls
 H large areas of:
_active cropland
_construction sites
_eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
_many stormwater outfalls 
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
_pesticides _ industria i or sewage outfalls 
_mines _landfills/dumps severe o il runoff 
_heavily travelled highways _ irr ig a tio n  return water 
_L  X_M _H a ll found within watershed 
A8 F2 erosive conditions:
X_H X_boat wakes X_large fetch 
_regular disturbance of wetland soils 
_migration of adjacent stream 
_indication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary 
 L
A8 F3 X_H _L  X_obs. flood. X_water marks _ lack l i t te r
_drift/w rack lines _sed. depos. _water-stained leaves 
_ su rf. scour X_floating-leaved plants 
A8 F4 X_H _H _L  (wetland roughness)
A10 FI X_J _H _ L  (w ild life  habitat—surrounding land use)
A10 F2 X_H _H _L  (w ild life  access to other wetlands)
A10 F3 X_H _M _L  (wetland disturbance—probability that wetland is habitat)
A10 F5 _H _M X_L (regional biodiversity)
A ll iLsnags with cavities 
L_trees w/diameter >10"
_plants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
_mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
X_cone-bearing trees or shrubs 
 t i l le d  land w/waste grains
_exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud fla t)
A12 FI LH _L  (permanent water)
A12 F2 LH _ L  (fish access)
A12 F3 _pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls _mines
_landfills/dumps _severe o il runoff
 heavily travelled highways _ ir r ig .  return water
_low DO  high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents
_L  _K L.H _not applicable 
A12 F4 LH _M _L  _no channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5 X_H _L _no channel (cover)
A14 FI  L _M X_H (public access)
A14 F2 X_L _H _H (landscape disturbance) A14 F3 X_L _H _H (wetland disturbance)
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Office Data Sheet
Site #1
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Acreages:
Wetland of interest 34______acres (XI)
Watershed 174,092 acres (X2)
Primary Sub-watershed 74 acres 
Upstream Watershed 174,018 acres
A2 (Step 4) Land use classification:
Proportion of Watershed in each land use (Range of values = 0 to 1.): 
Sub-watershed I
Primarv UDstream Land use
Fp= .69 Fu= .61 Forested/"natural"
Ap= 0 Au= .10 Agricultural (pasture & crop land)
Rp= .31 Ru= .12 Residential (< 4 houses/acre)
Cp= 0 C-" '—1II8 Commercial/Industrial/Urban land
1.00 1.00 = Sum
A5 F2 __ >8 X 3-8 __ <3 (watershed slope, I) 5.11
A10 FI _ >0.40 X <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
Field Data Sheet
Site #2
(some questions may also require office work)
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Elevation range _NA (convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3 X_H  H  L (retention/detention)
A4 FI  L X_H  H (nutrient sources)
A6 F I  L (sediment sources)
X_M X_some active cropland nearby
_few construction sites 
_few other similar disturbed sites 
_few stormwater outfalls 
_H large areas of:
_active cropland
construction sites
_eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
_many stormwater outfalls 
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
X_pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls 
_mines _ land fi 11s/dumps severe o il runoff 
_heavily travelled highways X_irrigation return water
 L O  _H: ag. fields
A8 F2 erosive conditions:
X_H X_boat wakes X_large fetch
_regular disturbance of wetland soils 
c i t a t i o n  of adjacent stream 
_indication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary 
 L
A8 F3 X_H L X_obs. flood. X_water marks _ lack l i t te r
_drift/w rack lines _sed. depos. _water-stained leaves 
_su rf. scour X_floating-leaved plants
A8 F4 X_H M  L (wetland roughness)
A10 FI X_H M  L (w ild life  habitat—surrounding land use)
A10 F2 X_H H  L (w ild life  access to other wetlands)
A10 F3 X_H M  L (wetland disturbance—probability that wetland is habitat)
A10 F5 __H X_H _L (regional biodiversity)
A ll X_snags with cavities 
X_trees w/diameter >10"
X_plants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
_mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
X_cone-bearing trees or shrubs 
 t il le d  land w/waste grains
_exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud fla t)
A12 FI X_H  L (permanent water)
A12 F2 X_H  L (fish access)
A12 F3 _pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls _idnes
_landfills/dumps _severe o il runoff 
_heavily travelled highways __irrig. return water
_low DO  high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents
_L  X_M H _not applicable
A12 F4 x_H H  L _no channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5 X_H L _no channel (cover)
A14 FI L  M 1_H (public access)
A14 F2 _L  X_H _H (landscape disturbance) A14 F3 XL _H _H (wetland disturbance)
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Office Data Sheet
Site #2
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Acreages:
Wetland of interest 344 acres (XI) 
Watershed 170,827 acres (X2)
Primary Sub-watershed 1478 acres 
Upstream Watershed 169,349 acres
A2 (Step 4) Land use classification:
Proportion of Watershed in each land use (Range of values = 0 to 1.): 
Sub-watershed I
Primary Uostream Land use
Fp= .83 Fll= .61 Forested/"natural"
>- ii i—* Au= .10 Agricultural (pasture & crop land)
Rp= 0 Ru= .12 Residential (< 4 houses/acre)
Cp= 0 Cu= .17 Commercial/Industrial/Urban land
1.00 1.00 = Sum
A5 F2 __ >8 X 3-8 __ <3 (watershed slope, $) 5.11
A10 FI _ >0.40 X <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
Field Data Sheet
Site 13
(some questions may also require office work)
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Elevation range _NA (convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3 _H X_M _L  (retention/detention)
A4 FI  L XJf  H (nutrient sources)
A6 F I  L (sediment sources)
L_M X_some active cropland nearby
_few construction sites 
_few other similar disturbed sites 
_few stormwater outfalls
 H large areas of:
_active cropland
_construction sites
_eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
_many stormwater outfalls 
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
_pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls 
_mines _landfills/dumps severe o il runoff 
_heavily travelled highways X_irrigation return water 
_L  _M X_H: tree farm 
A8 F2 erosive conditions:
X_H X_boat wakes _large fetch
_regular disturbance of wetland soils 
_migration of adjacent stream 
vindication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary 
 L
A8 F3 X_H L l_obs. flood. _water marks _ lack l i t t e r
_drift/w rack lines _sed. depos. _water-stained leaves 
_su rf. scour _floating-leaved plants 
A8 F4 _H I_H _L  (wetland roughness)
A10 F I  H X_M _ L (w ild life  habitat-surrounding land use)
A10 F2 X_H _L  (w ild life  access to other wetlands)
A10 F3 O  _ M  L (wetland disturbance—probability that wetland is habitat)
A10 F5__ H _K X_L (regional biodiversity)
A ll _snags with cavities 
Vtrees w/diameter >10"
_plants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
Xjnast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
X_cone-bearing trees or shrubs 
_ t i l le d  land w/waste grains
_exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud f la t)
A12 FI X_H  L (permanent water)
A12 F2 X_H _L  (fish access)
A12 F3 _pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls _mines 
_landfills/dumps _severe o il runoff 
_heavily travelled highways U r r ig .  return water
_low DO  high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents
__L O  _H _ n° t applicable 
A12 F4 X_H _M _ L  _no channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5 X_H L _no channel (cover)
A14 FI  L (public access)
A14 F 2  L X_M (landscape disturbance) A14 F3 X_L _ H  _ H  (wetland disturbance)
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Office Data Sheet
Site 13
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Acreages:
Wetland of interest 195 acres (XI) 
Watershed 163.263 acres (X2)
Primary Sub-watershed 488 acres 
Upstream Watershed 162.775 acres
A2 (Step 4) Land use classification:
Proportion of Watershed in each land use (Range of values = 0 to 1.): 
Sub-watershed I
Primary Upstream Land use
Fp= .31 Fu= .60 Forested/"natural"
Ap= .59 Au= .10 Agricultural (pasture & crop land)
Rp= .01 Ru= .13 Residential (< 4 houses/acre)
Cp= .09 Cu= .17 Commercial/Industrial/Urban land
1.00 1.00 = Sum
A5 F2 __ >8 X 3-8 __ <3 (watershed slope, I) 5.11
A10 FI _ _ >0.40 X <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
Field Data Sheet
Site 14
(some questions nay also require office work)
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Elevation range JfA (convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3 H X_M _L  (retention/detention)
A4 FI X_L _H _H (nutrient sources)
A6 FI X_L (sediment sources)
 M _some active cropland nearby
_few construction sites 
_few other similar disturbed sites 
_few stormwater outfalls 
_H large areas of:
_active cropland
_construction sites
_eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
_many stormwater outfalls 
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
_pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls 
_mines _landfills/dumps severe o il runoff 
_heavily travelled highways _ irr ig a tio n  return water
X_L  H  H
A8 F2 erosive conditions:
 H _boat wakes _large fetch
^regular disturbance of wetland soils 
__migration of adjacent stream 
__indication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary 
X_L
A8 F3 U  L X_obs. flood. L_water marks _ lack l i t te r
_drift/w rack lines _sed. depos. _water-stained leaves 
_su rf. scour _floating-leaved plants 
A8 F4 _H X_M _L  (wetland roughness)
A10 FI X_H  H  L (w ild life  habitat—surrounding land use)
A10 F2 X_H _H  L (w ild life  access to other wetlands)
A10 F3 X_H  H  L (wetland disturbance—probability that wetland is habitat)
A10 F5 X_H  M _L (regional biodiversity)
A ll X_snags with cavities 
X_trees w/diameter >10"
_plants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
_mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
X_cone-bearing trees or shrubs 
 t il le d  land w/waste grains
_exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud fla t)
A12 FI  H X_L (permanent water)
A12 F2 X_H  L (fish access)
A12 F3 _pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls _mines 
_landfills/dumps _severe o il runoff 
_heavily travelled highways _ ir r ig .  return water
_low DO  high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents
_L  _M X_H _not applicable
A12 F4  H  M _L  X_no channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5  H  L X_no channel (cover)
A14 FI X_L  H  H (public access)
A14 F2 X_L M _H (landscape disturbance) A14 F3 X_L _H _H (wetland disturbance)
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Office Data Sheet
Site #4
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Acreages:
Wetland of interest 29 acres (XI) 
Watershed 849 acres (X2)
Primary Sub-watershed 849 acres 
Upstream Watershed________ acres
A2 (Step 4) Land use classification:
Proportion of Watershed in each land use (Range of values = 0 to 1.): 
Sub-watershed I
Primary UDstream Land use
Fp= .76 ooII£ Forested/"natural"
Ap= .11 ooII3 Agricultural (pasture & crop land)
Rp= .05 £ II o o Residential (< 4 houses/acre)
Cp= .08 ooII8 Commercial/Industrial/Urban land
1.00 0.00 = Sum
A5 F2 __ >8 X 3 -8__ <3 (watershed slope, I) 5.41
A10 FI _ >0.40 X <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
Field Data Sheet
Site 15
(some questions may also require office work)
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Elevation range _NA (convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3 X_H  H  L (retention/detention)
A4 FI  L x jf   H (nutrient sources)
A6 FI  L (sediment sources)
X_H _some active cropland nearby
_few construction sites 
_few other similar disturbed sites 
_few stormwater outfalls
 H large areas of:
_active cropland
construction sites
_eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
_many stormwater outfalls 
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
_pesticides __industrial or sewage outfalls
_mines _ land fi 11s/dumps severe o il runoff
_heavily travelled highways _ irr ig a tio n  return water
 L L_H H
A8 F2 erosive conditions:
 H _boat wakes „ la rge  fetch
_regular disturbance of wetland soils 
_migration 0f  adjacent stream 
...indication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary 
X_L
A8 F3 X_H _ L  _ohs. flood. X_water marks _ lack l i t t e r
_drift/w rack lines _sed. depos. X_water-stained leaves 
_ su rf. scour _floating-leaved plants
A8 F4 X_H M L (wetland roughness)
A10 FI X_H M L (w ild life  habitat—surrounding land use)
A10 F2 X_H _H  L (w ild life  access to other wetlands)
A10 F3 X_H M  L (wetland disturbance—probability that wetland is habitat)
A10 F5  H X_M  L (regional biodiversity)
A ll _snags with cavities 
X_trees w/diameter >10"
_piants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
_mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
_cone-bearing trees or shrubs 
 t i l le d  land w/waste grains
_exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud f la t)
A12 FI _H X_L (permanent water)
A12 F2 _H X_L (fish access)
A12 F3 _pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls __mines 
_ land fi 11s/dumps _severe o il runoff 
_heavily travelled highways _ ir r ig .  return water
_low DO  high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents
 L  M X_H __not applicable
A12 F4  H  M  L X_no channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5 H _L  X_no channel (cover)
A14 FI X_L  H (public access)
A14 F2 X_L H _ H  (landscape disturbance) A14 F3 X_L _ H  (wetland disturbance)
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Office Data Sheet
Site 15
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Acreages:
Wetland of in te res t 6 acres (XI)
Watershed 905 acres (X2)
Primary Sub-watershed 17 acres 
Upstream Watershed 888 acres
A2 (Step 4) Land use classification:
Proportion of Watershed in each land use (Range of values = 0 to 1.) 
Sub-watershed I
Primary UDstream Land use
Fp= 1.00 Fu= .73 Forested/"natural"
ooII Au= .13 Agricultural (pasture & crop land)
Rp= .0 0 a? n o Residential (< 4 houses/acre)
•e ii o o Ol= .09 Commercial/Industrial/Urban land
1.00 1.00 = Sum
A5 F2 __ >8 X 3-8 __ <3 (watershed slope, %) 5.11
A10 FI _ >0.40 X <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
Field Data Sheet
Site |6
(some questions may also require office work)
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Elevation range 16.8 1 (convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3 _H X_M L (retention/detention)
A4 FI _ L  X_H H (nutrient sources)
A6 FI _L  (sediment sources)
X_H _some active cropland nearby
X_few construction sites 
JLfew other similar disturbed sites: gravel p it 
_few stormwater outfalls 
_H large areas of:
_active cropland
construction sites
_eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
_many stormwater outfalls
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
_pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls 
Xjnines _landfills/dumps severe o il runoff 
_heavily travelled highways _ irr ig a tio n  return water
 L  M X_H: gravel p it
A8 F2 erosive conditions:
 H _boat wakes _large fetch
_regular disturbance of wetland soils 
_migration of adjacent stream 
_indication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary 
X_L
A8 F3 X_H _L  _obs. flood. _water marks _ lack l i t te r
_drift/w rack lines X_sed. depos. L_water-stained leaves 
_su rf. scour _floating-leaved plants
A8 F4  H X_M  L (wetland roughness)
A10 FI _H x j t  L (w ild life  habitat—surrounding land use)
A10 F2 X_H  M _L (w ild life  access to other wetlands)
A10 F3 _H X_K L (wetland disturbance—probability that wetland is habitat)
A10 F5 _H  M X_L (regional biodiversity)
A ll X_snags with cavities 
L_trees w/diameter >10"
__plants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
_mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
_cone-bearing trees or shrubs 
 t i l le d  land w/waste grains
_exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud fla t)
A12 FI U  L (permanent water)
A12 F2 _H X_L (fish access)
A12 F3 pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls __mines
_landfills/dumps _severe o il runoff 
XJtieavily travelled highways _ ir r ig .  return water
_low DO  high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents
_L  X_M _H _not applicable
A12 F4 X_H _ K  L _no channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5 X_H  L _no channel (cover)
A14 FI _L  O  _H (public access)
A14 F2 _ L  XJf _ H  (landscape disturbance) A14 F3 X_L _ H  _ H  (wetland disturbance)
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Office Data Sheet
Site $6
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Acreages:
Wetland of in te res t 3 acres (XI)
Watershed 157,352 acres (X2)
Primary Sub-watershed 63 acres 
Upstream Watershed 157.289 acres
A2 (Step 4) Land use classification:
Proportion of Watershed in each land use (Range of values = 0 to 1.): 
Sub-watershed I
Primary Uostream Land use
Fp= .09 Fu= .59 Forested/"natural"
-a ii o o Au= .10 Agricultural (pasture & crop land)
oon& Ru= .13 Residential (< 4 houses/acre)
Cp= .91 Cu= .18 Commercial/Industrial/Urban land
1.00 1.00 = Sum
A5 F2 __ >8 X 3 -8__ <3 (watershed slope, \) 5.0%
A10 FI _ _ >0.40 X <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
Field Data Sheet
Site #7
(some questions may also require office work)
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Elevation range 42 1 (convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3  H X_M  L (retention/detention)
A4 FI _L  X_M H (nutrient sources)
A6 FI L (sediment sources)
XJf _some active cropland within watershed
X_few construction sites 
X_few other similar disturbed sites 
_few stormwater outfalls
 H large areas of:
_active cropland
_construction sites
_eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
_many stormwater outfalls 
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
_pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls 
_mines _landfills/dumps severe o il runoff 
X_heavily travelled highways __irrigation return water
 L  H X_H
A8 F2 erosive conditions:
 H _boat wakes _large fetch
_regular disturbance of wetland soils 
_migration of adjacent stream 
_indication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary 
X_L
A8 F3 X_H  L _obs. flood. X_water marks  lack l i t t e r
_drift/w rack lines _sed. depos. X_water-stained leaves 
_su rf. scour _floating-leaved plants 
A8 F4 _H X_M _ L  (wetland roughness)
A10 FI X_H _M _L  (w ild life  habitat—surrounding land use)
A10 F2 X_H _H _L  (w ild life  access to other wetlands)
A10 F3 X_H __M _L  (wetland disturbance—probability that wetland is habitat)
A10 F5 _H  M X_L (regional biodiversity)
A ll _snags with cavities 
X_trees w/diameter >10"
_plants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
X_mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
X_cone-bearing trees or shrubs 
 t i l le d  land w/waste grains
_exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud fla t)
A12 FI X_H _L  (permanent water)
A12 F2 _H X_L (fish access)
A12 F3 __pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls _mines 
_landfills/dumps _severe o il runoff 
I_heavily travelled highways _ ir r ig .  return water
_low DO  high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents
_L  O  _H applicable
A12 F4 X_H M L _no channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5 _H X_L _no channel (cover)
A14 FI X_L _M _H (public access)
A14 F2 X_L _ M  H (landscape disturbance) A14 F3 X_L _ H  _ H  (wetland disturbance)
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Office Data Sheet
Site #7
111
Pace (in Appendix A)
A1 Acreages:
Wetland of in te res t 8 acres (XI)
Watershed 145,065 acres (X2)
Primary Sub-watershed 17 acres 
Upstream Watershed 145,048 acres
A2 (Step 4) Land use classification:
Proportion of Watershed in each land use (Range of values = 0 to 1.): 
Sub-watershed I
Primary Uostream Land use
-q II O O Fu= .57 Forested/"natural"
OOII-< Au= .11 Agricultural (pasture & crop land)
•S
’ II o o Ru= .14 Residential (< 4 houses/acre)
Cp= 1.00 Cu= .18 Commercial/Industrial/Urban land
1.00 1.00 = Sum
A5 F2 __ >8 X 3-8 __ <3 (watershed slope, i)  4.9%
A10 FI _ >0.40 X <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
Field Data Sheet
Site #8
(some questions may also require office work)
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Elevation range 38,4" (convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3 X_H _ M  L (retention/detention)
A4 FI _L  X_M H (nutrient sources)
A6 FI _L  (sediment sources)
O  _some active cropland nearby
X_few construction sites 
X_few other similar disturbed sites 
_few stormwater outfalls
 H large areas of:
_active cropland
_construction sites
_eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
_many stormwater outfalls 
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
_pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls 
_mines _landfills/dumps severe o il runoff 
X_heavily travelled highways _ irr ig a tio n  return water
 L X_M  H
A8 F2 erosive conditions:
_H _boat wakes _large fetch
_regular disturbance of wetland soils 
_migration of adjacent stream 
_indication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary 
X_L
A8 F3 O  L X_obs. flood. X_water marks _ lack l i t te r
 drift/wrack lines  sed. depos. X_water-stained leaves
_su rf. scour _floating-leaved plants
A8 F4 X_H  M  L (wetland roughness)
A10 FI X_H _H _L  (w ild life  habitat—surrounding land use)
A10 F2 X_H _H  L (w ild life  access to other wetlands)
A10 F3 X_ff _H _L  (wetland disturbance—probability that wetland is habitat)
A10 F5 _H _H X_L (regional biodiversity)
A ll X_snags with cavities 
X_trees w/diameter >10"
_plants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
_mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
X_cone-bearing trees or shrubs 
 t i l le d  land w/waste grains
_exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud fla t)
A12 FI X_H  L (permanent water)
A12 F2 X_H  L (fish access)
A12 F3 _pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls _mines
_landfills/dumps _severe o il runoff 
l_heavily travelled highways _ ir r ig .  return water
_low DO  high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents
_L  X_M _H _not applicable
A12 F4 O   H  L _no channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5 X_H _ L  no channel (cover)
A14 FI X_L H _H (public access)
A14 F2 X_L H _H (landscape disturbance) A14 F3 X_L _H _H (wetland disturbance)
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Office Data Sheet
Site #8
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Acreages:
Wetland of interest 172 acres (XI) 
Watershed 139,406 acres (X2)
Primary Sub-watershed 287 acres 
Upstream Watershed 139,119 acres
A2 (Step 4) Land use classification:
Proportion of Watershed in each land use (Range of values = 0 to 1.): 
Sub-watershed I
Primary Upstream Land use
Fp= .42 Fu= .55 Forested/"natural"
Ap= .14 Au= .10 Agricultural (pasture & crop land)
Rp= .02 Ru= .15 Residential (< 4 houses/acre)
Cp= .42 Cu= .20 Comrnercial/Industrial/Urban land
1.00 1.00 = Sum
A5 F2 __ >8 X 3-8 __ <3 (watershed slope, \) 4.71
A10 FI _ _ >0.40 X <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
Field Data Sheet
Site #9
(some questions may also require office work)
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Elevation range NA (convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3 L_H _M _L  (retention/detention)
A4 FI  L X_M  H (nutrient sources)
A6 FI  L (sediment sources)
I_M _some active cropland nearby
X_few construction sites 
X_few other similar disturbed sites 
_few stormwater outfalls
 H large areas of:
_active cropland
construction  sites
_eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
_many stormwater outfalls 
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls
_mines _landfills/dumps severe o il runoff
X_heavily travelled highways _ irr ig a tio n  return water
 L X_H H
A8 F2 erosive conditions:
_H _boat wakes _large fetch 
_regular disturbance of wetland soils 
_migration of adjacent stream 
_indication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary 
X_L
A8 F3 X_H _ L  _obs. flood. X_water marks _ lack l i t t e r
_drift/w rack lines X_sed. depos. X_water-stained leaves 
_ s u r f. scour _floating-leaved plants 
A8 F4 X_H _ L  (wetland roughness)
A10 FI L_H M L (w ild life  habitat—surrounding land use)
A10 F2 X_H  H  L (w ild life  access to other wetlands)
A10 F3 X_H _M _ L  (wetland disturbance—probability that wetland is habitat)
A10 F5  H X_M  L (regional biodiversity)
A ll i_snags with cavities 
L_trees w/diameter >10" 
plants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
_mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
JLcone-bearing trees or shrubs 
_ t i l le d  land w/waste grains
_exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud f la t)
A12 FI X_H _ L  (permanent water)
A12 F2 X_H _JL (fish access)
A12 F3 pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls _mines
 landfills/dumps  severe o il runoff
_heavily travelled highways _ ir r ig .  return water
_low DO _high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents
 L  M X_H _not applicable
A12 F4 U  _ H  L _no channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5 X_H L _no channel (cover)
A14 FI _l X_H (public access)
A14 F2 X_L H  H (landscape disturbance) A14 F3 X_L _ H  _ H  (wetland disturbance)
1 1 4
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Office Data Sheet
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Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Acreages:
Wetland of interest 80 acres (XI) 
Watershed 12,469 acres (X2)
Primary Sub-watershed 235 acres 
Upstream Watershed 12.415 acres
A2 (Step 4) Land use classification:
Proportion of Watershed in each land use (Range of values = 0 to 1.): 
Sub-watershed I
Primary Upstream Land use
Fp= .20 Fu= .69 Forested/’'natural"
Ap= .12 Au= .07 Agricultural (pasture & crop land)
Rp= .46 Ru= .11 Residential (< 4 houses/acre)
Cp= .22 Cu= .13 Commercial/Industrial/Urban land
1.00 1.00 = Sum
A5 F2 __ >8 X 3 -8__ <3 (watershed slope, I) 3.51
A10 FI _ >0.40 X <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
Field Data Sheet
Site #10
(some questions may also require office work)
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Elevation range 14.4" (convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3 X_H  M  L (retention/detention)
A4 FI _ L  _H X_H (nutrient sources)
A6 FI _L  (sediment sources)
_H _some active cropland nearby 
_few construction sites 
_few other similar disturbed sites 
_few stormwater outfalls 
X_H large areas of:
_active cropland
X_construction sites
_eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
_many stormwater outfalls 
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
_pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls 
_ iines „landfills/dumps severe o il runoff 
X_heavily travelled highways _ irr ig a tio n  return water
 L  M X_H
A8 ' F2 erosive conditions:
 H _boat wakes _large fetch
_regular disturbance of wetland soils 
_migration of adjacent stream
 indication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary
X_L
A8 F3 X_H _L  X_obs. flood. X_water marks _ lack l i t te r
_drift/w rack lines _sed. depos. X_water-stained leaves 
_su rf. scour _floating-leaved plants 
A8 F4 X_H _H _L  (wetland roughness)
A10 FI  H X_H  L (w ild life  habitat—surrounding land use)
A10 F2 X_H _M  L (w ild life  access to other wetlands)
A10 F3  H X_M  L (wetland disturbance—probability that wetland is  habitat)
A10 F5 __H _M X_L (regional biodiversity)
A ll X_snags with cavities 
)Ltrees w/diameter >10"
_plants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
X_mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
_cone-bearing trees or shrubs 
_ t i l le d  land w/waste grains
_exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud fla t)
A12 FI X_H  L (permanent water)
A12 F2 X_H _ L  (fish access)
A12 F3 _pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls _mines
_landfills/dumps _severe o il runoff 
X_heavily travelled highways _ ir r ig .  return water 
_low DO _high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents
 L X_M _H _not applicable
A12 F4 U  H  L _no channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5 X_H L _no channel (cover)
A14 F I  L X_M _H (public access)
A14 F2 _ L  _H X_H (landscape disturbance) A14 F3 _ L  X_H _H (wetland disturbance)
1 1 6
1 1 7
Office Data Sheet
Site #10
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Acreages:
Wetland of in te res t 5 acres (XI)
Watershed 92,392 acres (X2)
Primary Sub-watershed 23 acres 
Upstream Watershed 92,369 acres
A2 (Step 4) Land use classification:
Proportion of Watershed in each land use (Range of values = 0 to 1.): 
Sub-watershed I
Primarv Upstream Land use
Fp= .50 Fu= .48 Forested/"natural"
Ap= .00 Au= .10 Agricultural (pasture & crop land)
Rp= .00 Ru= .15 Residential (< 4 houses/acre)
Cp= .50 Cu= .26 Commercial/Industrial/Urban land
1.00 1.00 = Sum
A5 F2 __ >8 X 3 -8__ <3 (watershed slope, I) 4.61
A10 FI _ >0.40 X <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
Field Data Sheet
Site #11
(some questions may also require office work)
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Elevation range NA (convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3 X_H  M  L (retention/detention)
A4 F I  L _H X_H (nutrient sources): COWS!!!
A6 FI _ L  (sediment sources)
_M _some active cropland nearby 
_few construction sites 
_few other similar disturbed sites 
_few stormwater outfalls 
1 3  large areas of: 
l_active cropland 
_construction sites 
_eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
_many stormwater outfalls 
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
X_pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls 
_mines _landfills/dumps severe o il runoff 
XJieavily travelled highways _ irr ig a tio n  return water
 L  H X_H
A8 F2 erosive conditions:
 H _boat wakes _large fetch
_regular disturbance of wetland soils 
_migration of adjacent stream 
_indication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary 
X_L
A8 F3 X_fl _ L  X_obs. flood. X_water marks _ lack l i t t e r
_drift/w rack lines _sed. depos. X_water-stained leaves 
_ s u rf. scour _floating-leaved plants
A8 F4 X_H  M  L (wetland roughness)
A10 FI X_H _ H  L (w ild life  habitat—surrounding land use)
A10 F2 XH _ H  L (w ild life  access to other wetlands)
A10 F3 X_H  H  L (wetland disturbance—probability that wetland is habitat)
A10 F5 X_H _M _ L  (regional biodiversity)
A ll X_snags with cavities 
iLtrees w/diameter >10"
_plants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
_mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
_cone-bearing trees or shrubs 
_ t i l le d  land w/waste grains
_exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud f la t)
A12 FI X_H _L  (permanent water)
A12 F2 X_H  L (fish access)
A12 F3 _pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls _mines 
_landfills/dumps _severe o il runoff 
X_heavily travelled highways _ ir r ig .  return water
_low DO  high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents
__L X_M _H _not applicable 
A12 F4 X_H _H _ L  __no channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5 X_H L _no channel (cover)
A14 FI _ L  _H X_H (public access)
A14 F2 X_L M H (landscape disturbance) A14 F3 X_L _M _H (wetland disturbance)
1 1 8
1 1 9
Office Data Sheet
Site 111
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Acreages:
Wetland of interest 29 acres (XI) 
Watershed 76.553 acres (X2)
Primary Sub-watershed 189 acres 
Upstream Watershed 76r364 acres
A2 (Step 4) Land use classification:
Proportion of Watershed in each land use (Range of values = 0 to 1.): 
Sub-watershed I
Primary UDStream Land use
Fp= .24 Fu= .47 Forested/"natural"
Ap= .00 Au= .10 Agricultural (pasture & crop land)
Rp= .46 Ru= .16 Residential (< 4 houses/acre)
£ n o Cu= .27 Commercial/Industrial/Urban land
1.00 1.00 = Sum
A5 F2 __ >8 X 3 -8__ <3 (watershed slope, I) 4.41
A10 FI _ _ >0.40 X <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
Field Data Sheet
Site |12
(some questions may also require office work)
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Elevation range 44.4" (convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3  H  H X_L (retention/detention)
A4 FI _L  _H XH (nutrient sources):
A6 FI _L  (sediment sources)
 H _some active cropland nearby
_few construction sites 
_few other similar disturbed sites 
_few stormwater outfalls 
X_H large areas of:
X_active cropland
_construction sites
_eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
X_many stormwater outfalls 
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
_pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls
_mines _landfills/dumps severe o il runoff
X_heavily travelled highways _ irr ig a tio n  return water
 L  MXH
A8 F2 erosive conditions:
_H _boat wakes _large fetch 
_regular disturbance of wetland soils 
_migration of adjacent stream 
_indication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary 
X_L
A8 F3 H X_L _obs. flood. _water marks __lack l i t te r
_drift/w rack lines _sed. depos. _water-stained leaves 
_su rf. scour _floating-leaved plants 
A8 F4 X_H _M _L  (wetland roughness)
A10 FI l _ E  H  L (w ild life  habitat—surrounding land use)
A10 F2  H X_H  L (w ild life  access to other wetlands)
A10 F3 X_H _K _L  (wetland disturbance—probability that wetland is habitat)
A10 F5  H X_H  L (regional biodiversity)
A ll X_snags with cavities 
_trees w/diameter >10"
X_plants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
__mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
X_cone-bearing trees or shrubs 
 t i l le d  land w/waste grains
__exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud fla t)
A12 FI X_H  L (permanent water)
A12 F2 _H X_L (fish access)
A12 F3 _pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls _mines
_landfills/dumps _severe o il runoff 
XJieavily travelled highways _ i r r ig .  return water 
_low DO _high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents
X_L H  H _not applicable
A12 F4 X_H H  L _no channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5 X_H _L  _no channel (cover)
A14 FI _ L  _H X_H (public access)
A14 F2 X_L M H (landscape disturbance) A14 F3 X_L _M _H (wetland disturbance)
1 2 0
1 2 1
Office Data Sheet
Site 112
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A1 Acreages:
Wetland of interest 23 acres (XI) 
Watershed 5690 acres (X2)
Primary Sub-watershed 155 acres 
Upstream Watershed 5535 acres
A2 (Step 4) Land use classification:
Proportion of Watershed in each land use (Range of values = 0 to 1.): 
Sub-watershed I
Primary UDstream Land use
Fp= .51 Fu= .23 Forested/"natural"
Ap= .00 Au= .26 Agricultural (pasture & crop land)
Rp= .15 Ru= .24 Residential (< 4 houses/acre)
Cp= .34 Cu= .27 Commercial/Industrial/Urban land
1.00 1.00 = Sum
A5 F2 __ >8 X 3 -8__ <3 (watershed slope, I) 6.41
A10 FI _ >0.40 X <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
Field Data Sheet
Site #13
(some questions may also require office work)
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Elevation range NA (convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3 X_H _H _L  (retention/detention)
A4 FI  L  M X_H (nutrient sources):
A6 FI __L (sediment sources)
 H _some active cropland nearby
_few construction sites 
_few other similar disturbed sites 
_few stormwater outfalls 
X_H large areas of:
^.active cropland
X_construction sites
_eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
Xjnany stormwater outfalls 
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
_pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls 
_mines _landfills/dumps severe o i l runoff 
O eav ily  travelled highways _ irr ig a tio n  return water
 L  M X_H
A8 F2 erosive conditions:
_H _boat wakes _large fetch
_regular disturbance of wetland soils 
_migration of adjacent stream 
_indication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary 
XL
A8 F3 X_H _ L  X_ohs. flood. _water marks _ lack l i t t e r
_drift/w rack lines _sed. depos. _water-stained leaves 
_ su rf. scour _floating-leaved plants
A8 F4  H X_M  L (wetland roughness)
A10 FI _ f l X_M _ L  (w ild life  habitat—surrounding land use)
A10 F2 X_H _M __L (w ild life  access to other wetlands)
A10 F3 H X_M L (wetland disturbance—probability that wetland is habitat)
A10 F5 H O  L (regional biodiversity)
A ll X_snags with cavities 
__trees w/diameter >10"
X_plants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
_mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
__cone-bearing trees or shrubs 
_ t i l le d  land w/waste grains
_exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud f la t)
A12 FI X_H  L (permanent water)
A12 F2 X_H _ L  (fish access)
A12 F3 pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls _mines 
_landfills/dumps _severe o il runoff 
X_heavily travelled highways _ ir r ig .  return water 
_low DO _high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents
 L X_H H _not applicable
A12 F4 X_H _H _ L  _ jio  channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5 X_H L _no channel (cover)
A14 F I  L X_H fl (public access)
A14 F2 L X_M H (landscape disturbance) A14 F3 X_L _M _H (wetland disturbance)
1 2 2
1 2 3
Office Data Sheet
Site 113
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A1 Acreages:
Wetland of in te re s t 3 acres (XI)
Watershed 2514 acres (X2)
Primary Sub-watershed 103 acres 
Upstream Watershed 2411 acres
A2 (Step 4) Land use classification:
Proportion of Watershed in each land use (Range of values = 0 to l . ) :  
Sub-watershed I
Primary Upstream Land use
Fp= .11 Fu= .31 Forested/,,natural''
Ap= .28 Au= .28 Agricultural (pasture & crop land)
Rp= .28 Ru= .37 Residential (< 4 houses/acre)
Cp= .33 Cu= .04 Commercial/Industrial/Urban land
1.00 1.00 = Sum
A5 F2 __ >8 X 3 -8__ <3 (watershed slope, I) 6.11
A10 FI _ _ >0.40 X <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
Field Data Sheet
Site #14
(some questions may also require office work)
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A1 Elevation range 24" (convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3 _H L_M L (retention/detention)
A4 FI __L _M X_H (nutrient sources):
A6 FI _L  (sediment sources)
 H _some active cropland nearby
_few construction sites 
_few other similar disturbed sites 
_few stormwater outfalls 
X_H large areas of:
X_active cropland
X_construction sites
^.eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
_many stormwater outfalls 
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
_pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls
_mines _landfills/dumps severe o il runoff
X_heavily travelled highways _ irr ig a tio n  return water
 L  M XJ
A8 F2 erosive conditions:
X_H _boat wakes _large fetch 
!_regular disturbance of wetland soils 
_migration of adjacent stream 
_indication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary 
 L
A8 F3 X_H L __obs. flood. X_water marks _ lack l i t te r
I_drift/wrack lines _sed. depos. I_water-stained leaves 
_ su rf. scour _floating-leaved plants
A8 F4  H X_H  L (wetland roughness)
A10 F I  H X_M L (w ild life  habitat—surrounding land use)
A10 F2 X_H _M  L (w ild life  access to other wetlands)
A10 F3 X_H _ M  L (wetland disturbance—probability that wetland is habitat)
A10 F5 _H X_M _L  (regional biodiversity)
A ll X_snags with cavities 
L-trees w/diameter >10"
_plants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
_mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
_cone-bearing trees or shrubs 
_ t i l le d  land w/waste grains
_exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud fla t)
A12 FI X_H  L (permanent water)
A12 F2 X_H  L (fish access)
A12 F3 __pesticides __industrial or sewage outfalls _mines
_landfills/dumps _severe o il runoff 
X_heavily travelled highways _ i r r ig .  return water 
_low DO _high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents
_L  X_M H _not applicable
A12 F4 X_H  M  L _no channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5 X_H _ L  _no channel (cover)
A14 FI _ L  X_H __H (public access)
A14 F2 _ L  X_M _H (landscape disturbance) A14 F3 X_L _H _H (wetland disturbance)
1 2 4
1 2 5
Office Data Sheet
Site #14
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A1 Acreages:
Wetland of interest 17 acres (XI) 
Watershed 65.723 acres (X2)
Primary Sub-watershed 201 acres 
Upstream Watershed 65.522 acres
A2 (Step 4) Land use classification:
Proportion of Watershed in each land use (Range of values = 0 to 1.): 
Sub-watershed I
Primary Upstream Land use
Fp= .43 Fu= .47 Forested/"natural1
Ap= .34 Au= .09 Agricultural (pasture & crop land)
Rp= .14 Ru= .15 Residential (< 4 houses/acre)
Cp= .09 Cu= .29 Commercial/Industrial/Urban land
1.00 1.00 = Sum
A5 F2 __ >8 X 3 -8__ <3 (watershed slope, I) 4.31
A10 FI _ _ >0.40 X <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
Field Data Sheet
Site #15
(some questions nay also require office work)
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Elevation range NA I convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3 X_H  H L (retention/detention)
A4 FI _ L  _M X_H (nutrient sources):
A6 FI _ L  (sediment sources)
 M __some active cropland nearby
_few construction sites 
_few other similar disturbed sites 
_few stormwater outfalls 
X_H large areas of:
X_active cropland
X_construction sites
X_eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
_many stormwater outfalls 
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
_pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls
_mines _landfills/dumps severe o il runoff
X_heavily travelled highways _ irr ig a tio n  return water
 L  M X_E
A8 F2 erosive conditions:
 H _boat wakes _large fetch
_regular disturbance of wetland soils 
_migration of adjacent stream 
__indication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary 
X_L
A8 F3 X_H L _obs. flood. X_water marks _ lack l i t t e r
_drift/w rack lines _sed. depos. X_water-stained leaves 
_ su rf. scour _floating-leaved plants
A8 F4 X_H _ H  L (wetland roughness)
A10 FI  H X_H  L (w ild life  habitat—surrounding land use)
A10 F2  H X_M  L (w ild life  access to other wetlands)
A10 F3 X_H  H  L (wetland disturbance—probability that wetland is habitat)
A10 F5 _H __M L.L (regional biodiversity)
A ll _snags with cavities 
X_trees w/diameter >10" 
plants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
_mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
X_cone-bearing trees or shrubs 
_ t i l le d  land w/waste grains
_exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud f la t)
A12 FI  H X_L (permanent water)
A12 F2 _H X_L (fish access)
A12 F3 pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls _mines
_landfills/dumps _severe o il runoff 
O e a v ily  travelled highways _ ir r ig .  return water 
_low DO _high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents
 L X_M H _not applicable
A12 F4 H _ M  L X_no channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5 _ f l _ L  X_no channel (cover)
A14 F I  L O  _H (public access)
A14 F2 L X_M H (landscape disturbance) A14 F3 X_L _H _H (wetland disturbance)
1 2 6
1 2 7
Office Data Sheet
Site 115
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A1 Acreages:
Wetland of interest 10 acres (XI) 
Watershed 109 acres (X2)
Primary Sub-watershed 109 acres 
Upstream Watershed________ acres
A2 (Step 4) Land use classification:
Proportion of Watershed in each land use (Range of values = 0 to 1.): 
Sub-watershed I
Primary UDstream Land use
Fp= .37 Fu= .00 Forested/"natural"
o o es ii o o Agricultural (pasture & crop land)
Rp= .00 s II o o Residential (< 4 houses/acre)
Cp= .63 Cu= .00 Commercial/Industrial/Urban land
1.00 0.00 = Sum
A5 F2 __ >8 X 3 -8__ <3 (watershed slope, !) 6.3!
A10 FI _ _ >0.40 X <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
Field Data Sheet
Site §16
(some questions may also require office work)
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Elevation range 9" (convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3 _ f l _M X_L (retention/detention)
A4 FI _ L  _H X_H (nutrient sources):
A6 FI _ L  (sediment sources)
_H _some active cropland nearby 
_few construction sites 
_few other similar disturbed sites 
_few stormwater outfalls 
I_H large areas of:
X_active cropland
X_construction sites
X_eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
_many stormwater outfalls 
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
_pesticides ^.industrial or sewage outfalls 
_mines __landfills/dumps severe o il runoff 
O eav ily  travelled highways _ irr ig a tio n  return water
 L  M X_H
A8 F2 erosive conditions:
_H _boat wakes _large fetch 
_regular disturbance of wetland soils 
_migration of adjacent stream 
_indication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary 
X_L
A8 F3 X H  L X_obs. flood. X_water marks _ lack l i t t e r
_drift/w rack lines _sed. depos. X_water-stained leaves 
_ s u r f. scour _floating-leaved plants
A8 F4 H  H X_L (wetland roughness)
A10 FI X_H _K _ L  (w ild life  habitat—surrounding land use)
A10 F2 X H  H  L (w ild life  access to other wetlands)
A10 F3 X_H __H L (wetland disturbance—probability that wetland is habitat)
A10 F5 _H _M X_L (regional biodiversity)
A ll _snags with cavities 
X_trees w/diameter >10"
_plants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
_mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
X_cone-bearing trees or shrubs 
 ^tilled land w/waste grains
_exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud fla t)
A12 FI X H _L  (permanent water)
A12 F2 l_fl __L (fish access)
A12 F3 _pesticides ^ indus tria l or sewage outfalls _mines
_landfills/dumps _severe o il runoff 
X_heavily travelled highways _ i r r ig .  return water
_low DO  high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents L X_H _fl _not applicable
A12 F4 X_H _ M  L _no channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5 X_H _ L  _no channel (cover)
A14 FI X_L _H _H (public access)
A14 F2 L X_M H (landscape disturbance) A14 F3 X_L _H _H (wetland disturbance)
1 2 8
Page (in Appendix A)
Office Data Sheet
Site #16
A1 Acreages:
Wetland of interest 23 acres (XI) 
Watershed 19.306 acres (X2)
Primary Sub-watershed 264 acres 
Upstream Watershed 19.042 acres
A2 (Step 4) Land use classification:
Proportion of Watershed in each land use (Range of values = 0 to 1.) 
Sub-watershed I
Primary UDstream Land use
Fp= .37 Fu= .24 Forested/"natural"
xT i
i o o
HoII3 Agricultural (pasture & crop land)
Rp= .11 Ru= .14 Residential (< 4 houses/acre)
Cp= .52 Cu= .61 Comiercial/Industrial/Urban land
1.00 1.00 = Sum
A5 F2 __ >8 X 3 -8__ <3 (watershed slope, I) 4.31
A10 FI _ _ >0,40 X <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
Field Data Sheet
Site #17
(some questions may also require office work)
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A1 Elevation range 12” (convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3  H X_M  L (retention/detention)
A4 FI __L X_M _H (nutrient sources):
A6 FI  L (sediment sources)
X_M _some active cropland nearby 
X_few construction sites 
_few other similar disturbed sites 
_few stormwater outfalls
 H large areas of:
_active cropland
_construction sites
_eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
_many stormwater outfalls 
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
__pesticides X_industrial or sewage outfalls 
_mines _ landfills /du ips severe o i l runoff 
l_heavily travelled highways _ irr ig a tio n  return water
 L _J! X_H
A8 F2 erosive conditions:
_ f l _boat wakes _large fetch 
_regular disturbance of wetland soils 
_migration of adjacent stream 
_indication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary 
X_L
A8 F3 H X_L _obs. flood. _water marks _ lack l i t t e r
_drift/w rack lines _sed. depos. l_water-stained leaves 
_ s u r f. scour _floating-leaved plants
A8 F4 __H 1_M L (wetland roughness)
A10 FI X_H _H  L (w ild life  habitat--surrounding land use)
A10 F2 X_H _H  L (w ild life  access to other wetlands)
A10 F3 X_H _H _ L  (wetland disturbance—probabi 1 ity  that wetland is habitat)
A10 F5 H U __ L (regional biodiversity)
A ll Xjsnags with cavities 
X_trees w/diameter >10" 
plants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
_mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
__cone-bearing trees or shrubs 
 ^tilled land w/waste grains
_exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud f la t)
A12 FI  H X_L (permanent water)
A12 F2 __H X_L (fish access)
A12 F3 _pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls _mines
_landfills/dumps _severe o il runoff 
X_heavily travelled highways _ ir r ig .  return water 
_low DO _high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents 
_ L  _H _H Xjiot applicable
A12 F4 X_H _ H  L _no channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5 X_H _ L  _no channel (cover)
A14 F I  L X_H H (public access)
A14 F2 L I_M H (landscape disturbance) A14 F3 X_L _H _H (wetland disturbance)
1 3 0
1 3 1
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A1 Acreages:
Wetland of interest 34 acres (XI) 
Watershed 1078 acres (X2)
Primary Sub-watershed 241 acres 
Upstream Watershed 837 acres
A2 (Step 4) Land use classification:
Proportion of Watershed in each land use (Range of values = 0 to 1.): 
Sub-watershed I
Primary UDstream Land use
Fp= .57 Fu= .63 Forested/"natural"
Ap= .10 Au= .09 Agricultural (pasture & crop land)
Rp= .21 Ru= .06 Residential (< 4 houses/acre)
Cp= .12 Cu= .22 Commercial/Industrial/Urban land
1.00 1.00 = Sum
A5 F2 __ >8 X 3 -8__ <3 (watershed slope, I) 3!
A10 FI _ >0.40 X <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
Field Data Sheet
Site #18
(some questions may also require office work)
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Elevation range 17.9” (convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3 X_H _M _L  (retention/detention)
A4 FI _ L  X_M _H (nutrient sources):
A6 FI  L (sediment sources)
X_M _some active cropland nearby 
X_few construction sites 
X_few other similar disturbed sites 
_few stormwater outfalls 
_H large areas of:
_active cropland
_construction sites
_eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
_many stormwater outfalls 
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
_pesticides ^ indus tria l or sewage outfalls 
_mines _landf ills/dumps severe o il runoff 
X_heavily travelled highways _ irr ig a tio n  return water
 L  H XH
A8 F2 erosive conditions:
X_H _boat wakes _large fetch 
_regular disturbance of wetland soils 
_migration of adjacent stream 
vindication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary 
 L
A8 F3 X_H L _obs. flood. Vwater marks _ lack l i t t e r
_drift/w rack lines X_sed. depos. Xjrater-stained leaves 
_su rf. scour _floating-leaved plants
A8 F4 X_H  M  L (wetland roughness)
A10 FI _H X_H _L  (w ild life  habitat—surrounding land use)
A10 F2 X_H _M  L (w ild life  access to other wetlands)
A10 F3 1_H  M  L (wetland disturbance—probability that wetland is habitat)
A10 F5 H _M X_L (regional biodiversity)
A ll Vsnags with cavities 
X_trees w/diameter >10"
_plants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
_mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
_cone-bearing trees or shrubs 
 t i l le d  land w/waste grains
Vexposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud f la t)
A12 FI X_H _L  (permanent water)
A12 F2 _H X_L (fish access)
A12 F3 _pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls _mines
_landfills/dumps _severe o il runoff 
X_heavily travelled highways __irrig. return water
_low DO  high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents
 L  M _H Xjiot applicable
A12 F4 X_H _ H  L _no channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5 X_H L _no channel (cover)
A14 FI VL _M _H (public access)
A14 F 2  L  M X J  (landscape disturbance) A14 F3 X_L _ H  _ H  (wetland disturbance)
1 3 2
1 3 3
Office Data Sheet
Site #18
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Acreages:
Wetland of interest 23 acres (XI) 
Watershed 2324 acres (X2)
Primary Sub-watershed 155 acres 
Upstream Watershed 2169 acres
A2 (Step 4) Land use classification:
Proportion of Watershed in each land use (Range of values = 0 to l . ) :  
Sub-watershed I
Primary Upstream Land use
Fp= .22 Fu= :55 Forested/"natural"
Ap= .04 Au= .09 Agricultural (pasture & crop land)
Rp= .00 Ru= .05 Residential (< 4 houses/acre)
Cp= .74 Cu= .31 Commercial/Industrial/Urban land
1.00 1.00 = Sum
A5 F2 __ >8 X 3 -8__ <3 (watershed slope, I) 3.51
A10 FI _ _ >0.40 X <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
Field Data Sheet
Site #19
(some questions may also require office work)
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Elevation range NA (convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3  H X_M  L (retention/detention)
A4 FI  L  M X_H (nutrient sources):
A6 FI  L (sediment sources)
 M _some active cropland nearby
_few construction sites 
_few other similar disturbed sites 
_few stormwater outfalls 
X_H large areas of:
_active cropland
X construction sites
_eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
_many stormwater outfalls 
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
_pesticides X_industrial or sewage outfalls
_mines _landfills/dumps severe o il runoff
X_heavily travelled highways _ irr ig a tio n  return water
 L  M XJ
A8 F2 erosive conditions:
X_H __boat wakes _large fetch 
_regular disturbance of wetland soils 
_migration of adjacent stream 
vindication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary 
 L
A8 F3 X_H  L __obs. flood. X_water marks _ lack l i t t e r
_drift/w rack lines X_sed. depos. _water-stained leaves 
_ su rf. scour _floating-leaved plants
A8 F4 _ f l X_M L (wetland roughness)
A10 FI  H X_M  L (w ild life  habitat—surrounding land use)
A10 F2 _H O  _L  (w ild life  access to other wetlands)
A10 F3 X_H  M  L (wetland disturbance—probability that wetland is  habitat)
A10 F5  H X_H _ L  (regional biodiversity)
A ll X_snags with cavities 
_trees w/diameter >10"
_plants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
_mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
X_cone-bearing trees or shrubs
_ t i l le d  land w/waste grains
X_exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud f la t)
A12 FI X_H __L (permanent water)
A12 F2  H X_L (fish access)
A12 F3 _pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls _raines
_landfills/dumps _severe o il runoff 
Vheavily travelled highways _ ir r ig .  return water 
_low DO __high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents
 L  M H X_not applicable
A12 F4 X_J _ M  L _no channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5 X_fl L _no channel (cover)
A14 FI  L X_H  H (public access)
A14 F2 L X_M H (landscape disturbance) A14 F3 X_L _H _H (wetland disturbance)
1 3 4
1 3 5
Office Data Sheet
Site #19
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A1 Acreages:
Wetland of in te res t 5 acres (XI)
Watershed 2154 acres (X2)
Primary Sub-watershed 149 acres 
Dpstream Watershed 2005 acres
A2 (Step 4) Land use classification:
Proportion of Watershed in each land use (Range of values = 0 to 1.): 
Sub-watershed I
Primary Uostream Land use
Fp= .53 Fu= .34 Forested/"natural"
Ap= .03 Au= .00 Agricultural (pasture & crop land)
Rp= .12 Ru= .04 Residential (< 4 houses/acre)
Cp= .50 Cu= .35 Commercial/Industrial/Urban land
1.00 1.00 = Sum
A5 F2 __ >8 X 3 -8__ <3 (watershed slope, %) 5.01
A10 FI _ >0.40 X <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
Field Data Sheet
Site #20
(some questions may also require office work)
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A1 Elevation range 26.9" (convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3  H X_H  L (retention/detention)
A4 FI _ L  X_M _H (nutrient sources):
A6 FI  L (sediment sources)
 H _some active cropland nearby
_few construction sites 
_few other similar disturbed sites 
_few stormwater outfalls 
X_H large areas of:
_active cropland
^construction sites
X_eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
_many stormwater outfalls 
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
_pesticides X_industrial or sewage outfalls
_mines _landfills/dumps severe o il runoff
__heavily travelled highways _ irr ig a tio n  return water
 L X_M H
A8 F2 erosive conditions:
X_H _boat wakes _large fetch 
_regular disturbance of wetland soils 
_migration of adjacent stream 
vindication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary 
 L
A8 F3 X_H L _obs. flood. V^ater marks _ lack l i t t e r
X_drift/wrack lines _sed. depos. _water-stained leaves 
_su rf. scour _floating-leaved plants
A8 F4  H X_H  L (wetland roughness)
A10 F I  H  M VL (w ild life  habitat—surrounding land use)
A10 F2 X_H _M  L (w ild life  access to other wetlands)
A10 F3 H XJf _ L  (wetland disturbance—probability that wetland is habitat)
A10 F5 _H X_H _L  (regional biodiversity)
A ll Vsnags with cavities 
X_trees w/diameter >10"
_plants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
X_jast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
X_cone-bearing trees or shrubs 
_ t i l le d  land w/waste grains
X_exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud f la t)
A12 FI X_H  L (permanent water)
A12 F2 _H VL (fish access)
A12 F3 _pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls _mines
_landfills/dumps _severe o il runoff 
_heavily travelled highways _ i r r ig .  return water
_low DO  high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents
 L  H  H Lnot applicable
A12 F4 X_H M L __no channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5 X_H L _no channel (cover)
A14 FI X_L _H __H (public access)
A14 F2 L  H 1_H (landscape disturbance) A14 F3 _ L  X_M _H (wetland disturbance)
1 3 6
1 3 7
Office Data Sheet
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A1 Acreages:
Wetland of interest 15 acres (XI) 
Watershed 1257 acres (X2)
Primary Sub-watershed 1257 acres 
Upstream Watershed________ acres
A2 (Step 4) Land use classification:
Proportion of Watershed in each land use (Range of values = 0 to 1.): 
Sub-watershed I
Primarv Uostream Land use
Fp= .72 ooII
£ Forested/''natural"
Ap= .04 Au= .00 Agricultural (pasture & crop land)
Rp= .21 ooII
£
Residential (< 4 houses/acre)
Cp= .03 ooII5 Commercial/Industrial/Urban land
1.00 0.00 = Sum
A5 F2 __ >8 X 3 -8__ <3 (watershed slope, I) 3.71
A10 FI _ _ >0.40 X <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
Appendix C 
Results of the Vegetation Assessment
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These results show the dominant species for four layers of 
vegetation. The VIMS classification is shown next to the site 
number. The NWI classification is listed in parentheses next 
to the VIMS clssification. The scientific name is followed by 
the common name of the species, and its indicator status.
Site 1: PF02E (PF02R)
Herb: Peltandra vicrinica (Arrow Arum) OBL
Shrub: Rosa palustris (Swamp Rose) OBL
Tree: Taxodium distichum (Bald Cypress) OBL
Sapling: Acer rubrum (Red Maple) FAC
Site 2: PF0/SS2E (PFO/SS1E)
Herb: Decodon verticillatus (Swamp Loosestrife) OBL
Shrub: Rosa palustris (Swamp Rose) OBL
Tree: Taxodium distichum (Bald Cypress) OBL
Site 3: PF01/2E (PFOIE)
Herb: Murdannia keisak (Marsh Dewflower) OBL
Shrub: Alnus serrulata (Smooth Alder) OBL (co-dominant)
Vaccinium corvbosum (Highbush Blueberry) FACW (co­
dominant)
Tree: Acer rubrum (Red Maple) FAC (co-dominant)
Taxodium disticum (Bald Cypress) OBL (co-dominant)
Site 4: PFO/EM2E (PFOIC)
Herb: Saururus cernuus (Lizard's Tail) OBL
Tree: Taxodium distichum (Bald Cypress) OBL
Sapling: Acer rubrum (Red Maple) FAC
Acer rubrum (Red Maple) FAC (co-dominant) 14 0
Sapling: Fraxinus pennsvlvanica (Green Ash) FACW
Site 9: 
Herb: 
Shrub: 
Tree:
Sapling
Site 10 
Herb:
Tree:
Site 11
Herb:
Tree:
Site 12: 
Herb:
Shrub:
PFOIE (PF01E)
Saururus cernuus (Lizard's Tail) OBL 
Clethra alnifolia (Sweet Pepperbush) FACW 
Acer rubrum (Red Maple) FAC (co-dominant)
Nyssa svlvatica var. biflora (Swamp Gum) FACW (co­
dominant)
Betula nigra (River Birch) FACW
PFOIC (PF01C)
Viola cuculata (Marsh Blue Violet) OBL (co-dominant) 
Saururus cernuus (Lizard's Tail) OBL (co-dominant) 
Acer rubrum (Red Maple) FAC (co-dominant)
Nyssa aquatica (Water Tupelo) OBL (co-dominant)
PFO/EM1E (PF05F)
Murdannia keisak (Marsh Dewflower) OBL 
Acer rubrum (Red Maple) FAC
PEME (PEM/SSlFb)
Murdannia keisak (Marsh Dewf lower) OBL (co-dominant) 
Peltandra virainica (Arrow Arum) OBL (co-dominant) 
Rosa palustris (Swamp Rose) OBL (co-dominant)
Alnus serrulata (Smooth Alder) OBL (co-dominant) 
Sambucus canadensis (Elderberry) FACW (co-dominant)
Site 5:
Herb:
Tree:
Sapling
Site 6: 
Herb: 
Tree:
Site 7: 
Herb: 
Shrub: 
Tree:
Sapling
Site 8: 
Herb:
Tree:
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PFOIA (PFOIE)
Carex vuloinoidea (Fox Sedge) OBL
Acer rubrum (Red Maple) FAC (co-dominant)
Betula niara (River Birch) FACW (co-dominant)
PFOIA (unmarked)
Carex lupulina (Hop Sedge) OBL
Ilex verticillata (Common Winterberry Holly) FACW 
Nvssa svlvatica var. biflora (Swamp Gum) FACW (co­
dominant)
Quercus ohellos (Willow Oak) FAC (co-dominant) 
Liquidambar styraciflua (Sweet Gum) (co-dominant) 
Carpinus caroliniana (Hornbeam) FAC (co-dominant) 
Nyssa svlvatica var. biflora (Swamp Gum) FACW 
(co-dominant)
PFOIE (PFOIE)
Murdannia keisak (Marsh Dewf lower) OBL (co-dominant) 
Ludwiqia palustris (Marsh Seedbox) OBL (co-dominant) 
Nyssa aquatica (Water Tupelo) OBL (co-dominant)
PFOIA (PFOIE)
Carex annectens (Yellow-Fruit Sedge) FACW 
Liquidambar stvraciflua (Sweet Gum) FAC 
dominant)
Acer rubrum (Red Maple) FAC (co-dominant)
: Carpinus caroliniana (Hornbeam) FAC
Site 13: 
Herb:
Shrub: 
Sapling:
Site 14: 
Shrub: 
Tree:
Site 15: 
Herb: 
Shrub: 
Tree: 
Sapling:
Site 16: 
Herb:
Tree: 
Sapling:
1 4 2
PEM/SSlFb (PEM/SSlFb)
Impatiens capensis (Spotted Touch-me-not) FACW (co­
dominant)
Ludwiaia palustris (Marsh Seedbox) OBL (co-dominant) 
Alnus serrulata (Smooth Alder) OBL 
Salix niara (Black Willow) FACW
PFOIE (PFOIF)
Sambucus canadensis (Elderberry) FACW 
Acer rubrum (Red Maple) FAC
PFOIA (PF01C)
Lonicera iaoonica (Japanese Honeysuckle) FAC 
Viburnum dentaturn (Southern Arrowwood) FAC 
Acer rubrum (Red Maple) FAC
Magnolia virginica (Sweet Bay) FACW (co-dominant) 
Ilex opaca (American Holly) FACU (co-dominant)
PFOIC (PFOIC)
Peltandra virginica (Arrow Arum) OBL (co-dominant) 
Saururus cernuus (Lizard's Tail) OBL (co-dominant) 
Acer rubrum (Red Maple) FAC 
Acer rubrum (Red Maple) FAC
Site 17: PFOIA (PFOIA)
Herb: Saururus cernuus (Lizard's Tail) OBL
Tree: 
Sapling:
Site 18: 
Herb: 
Tree:
Sapling:
Site 19: 
Herb: 
Tree:
Site 20:
Herb:
Tree:
Sapling:
Acer rubrum (Red Maple) FAC (co-dominant) 
Liquidambar styraciflua (Sweet Gum) FAC
dominant)
Acer rubrum (Red Maple) FAC (co-dominant) 
Liquidambar stvraciflua (Sweet Gum) FAC 
dominant)
PFOIC (PFOIC)
Saururus cernuus (Lizard's Tail) OBL 
Acer rubrum (Red Maple) FAC (co-dominant)
Betula nigra (River Birch) FACW (co-dominant)
Acer rubrum (Red Maple) FAC
PFOIA (PFOIC)
Boehmeria cylindrica (False Nettle) FACW 
Betula nigra (River Birch) FACW (co-dominant) 
Liquidambar styraciflua (Sweet Gum) FAC (co­
dominant)
Pinus taeda (Loblolly Pine) FAC (co-dominant)
PFOIC (PFOIC)
Galium tinctorium (Stiff Marsh Bedstraw) FACW 
Betula nigra (River Birch) FACW (co-dominant) 
Liquidambar styraciflua (Sweet Gum) FAC (co­
dominant )
Acer rubrum (Red Maple) FAC (co-dominant)
Betula nigra (River Birch) FACW
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APPENDIX D
Results of land use scenarios on Runoff Curve Number (RCN) and 
Proportion of Storm-volume stored in Chickahominy Watershed sites
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RUNOFF VALUES FOR V A R IO U S  LAND USES
S IT E  #1
1 4 5
WSA = 
WLA = 
E = 
WLS =
174092 acres 
3 4 acres 
6 inches 
102 acres*inches
W ETLAND/W ATERSHED
R A T IO  = 0 . 0 0 0 2
CALCULATED PS = 0.1:
LU RCN AR AR TR PS PS
(in. ) VALUE (ac*in) (%) VALUE
FFFF 55 0. 35 LOW 60932 0.1674 LOW
FFFR 59 0.47 LOW 81823 0.1247 LOW
FFRR 62 0.6 LOW 104455 0 .0976 LOW
FFFA 62 0.6 LOW 104455 0.0976 LOW
FFFU 64 0.7 LOW 121864 0 .0837 LOW
FFAR 65 0. 75 LOW 130569 0.0781 LOW
RRRF 66 0.8 LOW 139274 0 .0732 LOW
FFRU 68 0.9 LOW 156683 0.0651 LOW
FFAA 68 0.9 LOW 156683 0.0651 LOW
RRFA 69 0.95 LOW 165387 0.0617 LOW
RRRR 70 1 MOD 174092 0 .0586 LOW
FFAU 71 1.07 MOD 186278 0.0548 LOW
AAFR 72 1.12 MOD 194983 0.0523 LOW
RRFU 72 1.12 MOD 194983 0.0523 LOW
RRRA 73 1.2 MOD 208910 0 .0488 LOW
FFUU 74 1. 25 MOD 217615 0.0469 LOW
FARU 75 1.3 MOD 226320 0 .0451 LOW
AAAF 75 1.3 MOD 226320 0.0451 LOW
RRRU 76 1.35 MOD 235024 0.0434 LOW
AARR 76 1.35 MOD 235024 0.0434 LOW
AAFU 77 1.5 MOD 261138 0.0391 LOW
UUFR 77 1.5 MOD 261138 0.0391 LOW
AAAR 78 1.53 MOD 266361 0.0383 LOW
RRUA 79 1.6 MOD 278547 0.0366 LOW
UUFA 80 1.65 MOD 287252 0.0355 LOW
AARU 81 1.7 MOD 295956 0.0345 LOW
AAAA 81 1.7 MOD 295956 0.0345 LOW
RRUU 81 1.7 MOD 295956 0.0345 LOW
UUUF 83 1.85 MOD 322070 0.0317 LOW
UURA 84 1.9 MOD 330775 0.0308 LOW
AAAU 84 1.92 MOD 334257 0.0305 LOW
AAUU 87 2.2 HIGH 383002 0.0266 LOW
UUUR 87 2 . 2 HIGH 383002 0.0266 LOW
UUUA 89 2.4 HIGH 417821 0.0244 LOW
UUUU 92 2 .65 HIGH 461344 0.0221 LOW
> = WATERSHED ACREAGE 7 WLA = WETLAND ACREAGE; E = ELEVATION
WLS = WETLAND STORAGE; LU = LAND USE; RCN = RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER
AR = AVERAGE RUNOFF; TR = TOTAL RUNOFF
PS = PROPORTION OF STORM VOLUME STORED IN WETLAND
RUNOFF V A LU E S  FOR VAR IO U S LAND USES
S IT E  #2
1 4 6
WSA = 
WLA = 
E = 
WLS =
170827
344
6
1032
acres
acres
inches
acres*inches
W ETLAND/W ATERSHED
R A T IO  =  0 . 0 0 2
CALCULATED PS = 1.3
LU RCN AR AR TR PS PS
(in. ) VALUE (ac*in) (%) VALUE
FFFF 55 0 . 35 LOW 59789 1.7261 LOW
FFFR 59 0 . 47 LOW 80289 1.2854 LOW
FFRR 62 0 . 6 LOW 102496 1.0069 LOW
FFFA 62 0 . 6 LOW 102496 1.0069 LOW
FFFU 64 0.7 LOW 119579 0.863 LOW
FFAR 65 0 . 75 LOW 128120 0.8055 LOW
RRRF 66 0 . 8 LOW 136662 0.7551 LOW
FFRU 68 0.9 LOW 153744 0.6712 LOW
FFAA 68 0 . 9 LOW 153744 0.6712 LOW
RRFA 69 0.95 LOW 162286 0.6359 LOW
RRRR 70 1 MOD 170827 0.6041 LOW
FFAU 71 1 . 07 MOD 182785 0.5646 LOW
AAFR 72 1.12 MOD 191326 0.5394 LOW
RRFU 72 1.12 MOD 191326 0.5394 LOW
RRRA 73 1 . 2 MOD 204992 0 .5034 LOW
FFUU 74 1 . 25 MOD 213534 0.4833 LOW
FARU 75 1. 3 MOD 222075 0.4647 LOW
AAAF 75 1. 3 MOD 222075 0. 4647 LOW
RRRU 76 1 . 35 MOD 230616 0.4475 LOW
AARR 76 1. 35 MOD 230616 0.4475 LOW
AAFU 77 1 . 5 MOD 256241 0.4027 LOW
UUFR 77 1.5 MOD 256241 0 . 4027 LOW
AAAR 78 1 . 53 MOD 261365 0 .3948 LOW
RRUA 79 1 . 6 MOD 273323 0.3776 LOW
UUFA 80 1 .65 MOD 281865 0.3661 LOW
AARU 81 1. 7 MOD 290406 0.3554 LOW
AAAA 81 1.7 MOD 290406 0 .3554 LOW
RRUU 81 1. 7 MOD 290406 0.3554 LOW
UUUF 83 1 .85 MOD 316030 0.3266 LOW
UURA 84 1. 9 MOD 324571 0.318 LOW
AAAU 84 1.92 MOD 327988 0 . 3146 LOW
AAUU 87 2 . 2 HIGH 375819 0.2746 LOW
UUUR 87 2.2 HIGH 375819 0.2746 LOW
UUUA 89 2 . 4 HIGH 409985 0.2517 LOW
UUUU 92 2 . 65 HIGH 452692 0.228 LOW
WSA = WATERSHED ACREAGE; WLA = WETLAND ACREAGE; E = ELEVATION 
WLS = WETLAND STORAGE; LU = LAND USE; RCN = RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER 
AR = AVERAGE RUNOFF; TR = TOTAL RUNOFF 
PS = PROPORTION OF STORM VOLUME STORED IN WETLAND
RUNOFF VALUES FOR V A R IO U S  LAND USES
S IT E  #3
1 4 7
WSA = 
WLA = 
E = 
WLS =
163263 acres 
195 acres 
6 inches 
585 acres*inches
W ETLAND/W ATERSHED
R A T IO  = 0 . 0 0 1 2
CALCULATED PS = 0.8=
LU RCN AR AR TR PS PS
( in. ) VALUE (ac*in) (%) VALUE
FFFF 55 0 . 35 LOW 57142 1.0238 LOW
FFFR 59 0. 47 LOW 76734 0.7624 LOW
FFRR 62 0 .6 LOW 97958 0.5972 LOW
FFFA 62 0.6 LOW 97958 0.5972 LOW
FFFU 64 0 . 7 LOW 114284 0.5119 LOW
FFAR 65 0 . 75 LOW 122447 0.4778 LOW
RRRF 66 0.8 LOW 130610 0.4479 LOW
FFRU 68 0.9 LOW 146937 0.3981 LOW
FFAA 68 0.9 LOW 146937 0.3981 LOW
RRFA 69 0 . 95 LOW 155100 0.3772 LOW
RRRR 70 1 MOD 163263 0.3583 LOW
FFAU 71 1.07 MOD 174691 0.3349 LOW
AAFR 72 1.12 MOD 182855 0.3199 LOW
RRFU 72 1.12 MOD 182855 0.3199 LOW
RRRA 73 1 .2 MOD 195916 0.2986 LOW
FFUU 74 1.25 MOD 204079 0.2867 LOW
FARU 75 1. 3 MOD 212242 0.2756 LOW
AAAF 75 1.3 MOD 212242 0.2756 LOW
RRRU 76 1.35 MOD 220405 0.2654 LOW
AARR 76 1. 35 MOD 220405 0.2654 LOW
AAFU 77 1.5 MOD 244895 0.2389 LOW
UUFR 77 1.5 MOD 244895 0.2389 LOW
AAAR 78 1.53 MOD 249792 0.2342 LOW
RRUA 79 1.6 MOD 261221 0.2239 LOW
UUFA 80 1.65 MOD 269384 0.2172 LOW
AARU 81 1.7 MOD 277547 0.2108 LOW
AAAA 81 1.7 MOD 277547 0.2108 LOW
RRUU 81 1.7 MOD 277547 0.2108 LOW
UUUF 83 1.85 MOD 302037 0.1937 LOW
UURA 84 1.9 MOD 310200 0.1886 LOW
AAAU 84 1.92 MOD 313465 0.1866 LOW
AAUU 87 2 . 2 HIGH 359179 0.1629 LOW
UUUR 87 2.2 HIGH 359179 0.1629 LOW
UUUA 89 2.4 HIGH 391831 0.1493 LOW
UUUU 92 2.65 HIGH . 432647 0.1352 LOW
WSA = WATERSHED ACREAGE; WLA = WETLAND ACREAGE; E = ELEVATION 
WLS = WETLAND STORAGE; LU = LAND USE; RCN = RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER 
AR = AVERAGE RUNOFF; TR = TOTAL RUNOFF 
PS = PROPORTION OF STORM VOLUME STORED IN WETLAND
RUNOFF VALUES FOR V A R IO U S  LAND USES
S IT E  #4
1 4 8
WSA = 
WLA =
E = 
WLS =
849 acres 
29 acres 
6 inches 
87 acres*inches
W ETLAND/W ATERSHED
R A T IO  =  0 . 0 3 4 2
CALCULATED PS = 3 0%
LU RCN AR AR TR PS PS
(in. ) VALUE (ac*in) (%) VALUE
FFFF 55 0 . 35 LOW 297.15 29.278 HIGH
FFFR 59 0. 47 LOW 399.03 21.803 LOW
FFRR 62 0 . 6 LOW 509.4 17.079 LOW
FFFA 62 0 . 6 LOW 509. 4 17.079 LOW
FFFU 64 0 . 7 LOW 594 . 3 14 .639 LOW
FFAR 65 0 . 75 LOW 636.75 13.663 LOW
RRRF 66 0. 8 LOW 679.2 12 .809 LOW
FFRU 68 0.9 LOW 764.1 11.386 LOW
FFAA 68 0.9 LOW 764 .1 11.386 LOW
RRFA 69 0. 95 LOW 806.55 10.787 LOW
RRRR 70 1 MOD 849 10.247 LOW
FFAU 71 1. 07 MOD 908.43 9.577 LOW
AAFR 72 1.12 MOD 950.88 9.1494 LOW
RRFU 72 1.12 MOD 950.88 9.1494 LOW
RRRA 73 1. 2 MOD 1018.8 8.5395 LOW
FFUU 74 1. 25 MOD 1061.3 8.1979 LOW
FARU 75 1. 3 MOD 1103.7 7.8826 LOW
AAAF 75 1. 3 MOD 1103.7 7.8826 LOW
RRRU 76 1 . 35 MOD 1146.2 7.5906 LOW
AARR 76 1 .35 MOD 1146.2 7.5906 LOW
AAFU 77 1. 5 MOD 1273.5 6.8316 LOW
UUFR 77 1. 5 MOD 1273.5 6.8316 LOW
AAAR 78 1. 53 MOD 1299 6.6976 LOW
RRUA 79 1.6 MOD 1358.4 6.4046 LOW
UUFA 80 1.65 MOD 1400.9 6.2105 LOW
AARU 81 1.7 MOD 1443.3 6.0279 LOW
AAAA 81 1 . 7 MOD 1443.3 6.0279 LOW
RRUU 81 1.7 MOD 1443 . 3 6.0279 LOW
UUUF 83 1.85 MOD 1570.7 5.5391 LOW
UURA 84 1. 9 MOD 1613.1 5.3933 LOW
AAAU 84 1.92 MOD 1630.1 5.3372 LOW
AAUU 87 2 . 2 HIGH 1867.8 4.6579 LOW
UUUR 87 2 . 2 HIGH 1867.8 4 .6579 LOW
UUUA 89 2 . 4 HIGH 2037.6 4.2697 LOW
UUUU 92 2 .65 HIGH 2249.9 3 .8669 LOW
WSA = WATERSHED ACREAGE; WLA = WETLAND ACREAGE; E = ELEVATION 
WLS = WETLAND STORAGE; LU = LAND USE; RCN = RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER 
AR = AVERAGE RUNOFF; TR = TOTAL RUNOFF 
PS = PROPORTION OF STORM VOLUME STORED IN WETLAND
RUNOFF VALUES FOR V A R IO U S  LAN D USES
S IT E  #5
1 4 9
WSA = 
WLA = 
E = 
WLS =
905 acres 
6 acres 
6 inches 
18 acres*inches
W ETLAND/W ATERSHED
R A T IO  =  0 . 0 0 6 6
CALCULATED PS = 6 . 0 '
LU RCN AR AR TR PS PS
(in. ) VALUE (ac*in) (%) VALUE
FFFF 55 0 . 35 LOW 316.75 5.6827 LOW
FFFR 59 0. 47 LOW 425.35 4.2318 LOW
FFRR 62 0 .6 LOW 543 3.3149 LOW
FFFA 62 0 . 6 LOW 543 3.3149 LOW
FFFU 64 0.7 LOW 633.5 2.8414 LOW
FFAR 65 0.75 LOW 678.75 2.6519 LOW
RRRF 66 0.8 LOW 724 2.4862 LOW
F F R U 68 0.9 LOW 814.5 2.2099 LOW
FFAA 68 0.9 LOW 814 .5 2.2099 LOW
RRFA 69 0 . 95 LOW 859.75 2.0936 LOW
RRRR 70 1 MOD 905 1 .989 LOW
FFAU 71 1.07 MOD 968.35 1.8588 LOW
AAFR 72 1.12 MOD 1013.6 1.7758 LOW
RRFU 72 1.12 MOD 1013.6 1.7758 LOW
RRRA 73 1.2 MOD 1086 1.6575 LOW
FFUU 74 1.25 MOD 1131.3 1.5912 LOW
FARU 75 1.3 MOD 1176.5 1.53 LOW
AAAF 75 1.3 MOD 1176.5 1.53 LOW
RRRU 76 1.35 MOD 1221.8 1.4733 LOW
AARR 76 1. 35 MOD 1221.8 1.4733 LOW
AAFU 77 1.5 MOD 1357.5 1. 326 LOW
UUFR 77 1. 5 MOD 1357.5 1.326 LOW
AAAR 78 1.53 MOD 1384.7 1.3 LOW
RRUA 79 1.6 MOD 1448 1.2431 LOW
UUFA 80 1.65 MOD 1493.3 1.2054 LOW
AARU 81 1.7 MOD 1538.5 1.17 LOW
AAAA 81 1.7 MOD 1538.5 1.17 LOW
RRUU 81 1.7 MOD 1538.5 1.17 LOW
UUUF 83 1.85 MOD 1674.3 1.0751 LOW
UURA 84 1.9 MOD 1719.5 1.0468 LOW
AAAU 84 1 .92 MOD 1737.6 1.0359 LOW
AAUU 87 2.2 HIGH 1991 0.9041 LOW
UUUR 87 2.2 HIGH 1991 0.9041 LOW
UUUA 89 2 . 4 HIGH 2172 0.8287 LOW
UUUU 92 2 .65 HIGH 2398.3 0.7505 LOW
WSA = WATERSHED ACREAGE; WLA = WETLAND ACREAGE; E = ELEVATION 
WLS = WETLAND STORAGE; LU = LAND USE; RCN = RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER 
AR = AVERAGE RUNOFF; TR = TOTAL RUNOFF 
PS = PROPORTION OF STORM VOLUME STORED IN WETLAND
1 5 0
RUNOFF VALU E S  FOR V A R IO U S  LAND USES
S IT E  #6
WSA = 157 3 52 acres WETLAND/WATERSHED
WLA = 3 acres RATIO = 1.9E-05
E = 16.8 inches
WLS = 25.2 acres*inches CALCULATED PS = 0.04%
LU RCN AR AR TR PS PS
(in. ) VALUE (ac*in) (%) VALUE
FFFF 55 0. 35 LOW 55073 0.0458 LOW
FFFR 59 0 .47 LOW 73955 0.0341 LOW
FFRR 62 0 . 6 LOW 94411 0.0267 LOW
FFFA 62 0.6 LOW 94411 0.0267 LOW
FFFU 64 0.7 LOW 110146 0.0229 LOW
FFAR 65 0 . 75 LOW 118014 0.0214 LOW
RRRF 66 0 . 8 LOW 125882 0.02 LOW
FFRU 68 0.9 LOW 141617 0.0178 LOW
FFAA 68 0.9 LOW 141617 0.0178 LOW
RRFA 69 0 .95 LOW 149484 0.0169 LOW
RRRR 70 1 MOD 157352 0.016 LOW
FFAU 71 1.07 MOD 168367 0.015 LOW
AAFR 72 1.12 MOD 176234 0.0143 LOW
RRFU 72 1.12 MOD 176234 0.0143 LOW
RRRA 73 1.2 MOD 188822 0.0133 LOW
FFUU 74 1.25 MOD 196690 0.0128 LOW
FARU 75 1.3 MOD 204558 0.0123 LOW
AAAF 75 1.3 MOD 204558 0.0123 LOW
RRRU 76 1.35 MOD 212425 0.0119 LOW
AARR 76 1.35 MOD 212425 0.0119 LOW
AAFU 77 1. 5 MOD 236028 0.0107 LOW
UUFR 77 1.5 MOD 236028 0 .0107 LOW
AAAR 78 1.53 MOD 240749 0.0105 LOW
RRUA 79 1.6 MOD 251763 0.01 LOW
UUFA 80 1. 65 MOD 259631 0.0097 LOW
AARU 81 1.7 MOD 267498 0 .0094 LOW
AAAA 81 1.7 MOD 267498 0.0094 LOW
RRUU 81 1.7 MOD 267498 0.0094 LOW
UUUF 83 1. 85 MOD 291101 0.0087 LOW
UURA 84 1.9 MOD 298969 0.0084 LOW
AAAU 84 1.92 MOD 302116 0.0083 LOW
AAUU 87 2.2 HIGH 346174 0.0073 LOW
UUUR 87 2.2 HIGH 346174 0. 0073 LOW
UUUA 89 2.4 HIGH 377645 0.0067 LOW
UUUU 92 2.65 HIGH 416983 0. 006 LOW
WSA = WATERSHED ACREAGE; WLA = WETLAND ACREAGE; E = ELEVATION 
WLS = WETLAND STORAGE; LU = LAND USE; RCN = RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER 
AR = AVERAGE RUNOFF; TR = TOTAL RUNOFF 
PS = PROPORTION OF STORM VOLUME STORED IN WETLAND
1 5 1
R U N O F F  V A L U E S  F O R  V A R I O U S  L A N D  U S E S
S I T E  #7
WSA = 
WLA = 
E = 
WLS =
1 4 5 0 6 5  a c r e s  
8 a c r e s  
42 in c h e s  
168  a c r e s * in c h e s
W E T L A N D / W A T E R S H E D
R A T I O  =  5 . 5 E - 0 5
CALCULATED PS = 0 . 2 -
LU RCN AR AR TR PS PS
( i n .  ) VALUE ( a c * i n ) (%) VALUE
F F F F 55 0 . 3 5 LOW 5 0 7 7 3 0 . 3 3 0 9 LOW
FFFR 59 0 . 4 7 LOW 6 8 1 8 1 0 . 2 4 6 4 LOW
FFRR 62 0 .6 LOW 8 7 0 3 9 0 . 1 9 3 LOW
FFFA 62 0 .6 LOW 8 7 0 3 9 0 .  193 LOW
FFFU 64 0 .7 LOW 1 0 1 5 4 6 0 . 1 6 5 4 LOW
FFAR 65 0 . 7 5 LOW 1 0 8 7 9 9 0 . 1 5 4 4 LOW
RRRF 66 0 .8 LOW 1 1 6 0 5 2 0 . 1 4 4 8 LOW
FFRU 68 0 .9 LOW 1 3 0 5 5 9 0 . 1 2 8 7 LOW
FFAA 68 0 .9 LOW 1 3 0 5 5 9 0 . 1 2 8 7 LOW
RRFA 69 0 . 9 5 LOW 1 3 7 8 1 2 0 . 1 2 1 9 LOW
RRRR 70 1 MOD 1 4 5 0 6 5 0 . 1 1 5 8 LOW
FFAU 71 1 . 0 7 MOD 1 5 5 2 2 0 0 . 1 0 8 2 LOW
AAFR 72 1 . 1 2 MOD 1 6 2 4 7 3 0 . 1 0 3 4 LOW
RRFU 72 1 . 1 2 MOD 1 6 2 4 7 3 0 . 1 0 3 4 LOW
RRRA 73 1 .2 MOD 1 7 4 0 7 8 0 . 0 9 6 5 LOW
FFUU 74 1 . 2 5 MOD 1 8 1 3 3 1 0 . 0 9 2 6 LOW
FARU 75 1 .3 MOD 1 8 8 5 8 5 0 . 0 8 9 1 LOW
AAAF 75 1 .3 MOD 1 8 8 5 8 5 0 . 0 8 9 1 LOW
RRRU 76 1 . 3 5 MOD 1 9 5 8 3 8 0 . 0 8 5 8 LOW
AARR 76 1 . 3 5 MOD 1 9 5 8 3 8 0 . 0 8 5 8 LOW
AAFU 77 1 .5 MOD 2 1 7 5 9 8 0 . 0 7 7 2 LOW
UUFR 77 1 .5 MOD 2 1 7 5 9 8 0 . 0 7 7 2 LOW
AAAR 78 1 . 5 3 MOD 2 2 1 9 4 9 0 . 0 7 5 7 LOW
RRUA 79 1 .6 MOD 2 3 2 1 0 4 0 . 0 7 2 4 LOW
UUFA 80 1 . 6 5 MOD 2 3 9 3 5 7 0 . 0 7 0 2 LOW
AARU 81 1 .7 MOD 2 4 6 6 1 1 0 . 0 6 8 1 LOW
AAAA 81 1 .7 MOD ’ 2 4 6 6 1 1 0 . 0 6 8 1 LOW
RRUU 81 1 .7 MOD 2 4 6 6 1 1 0 . 0 6 8 1 LOW
UUUF 83 1 . 8 5 MOD 2 6 8 3 7 0 0 . 0 6 2 6 LOW
UURA 84 1 .9 MOD 2 7 5 6 2 4 0 . 061 LOW
AAAU 84 1 . 9 2 MOD 2 7 8 5 2 5 0 . 0 6 0 3 LOW
AAUU 87 2 .2 H IG H 3 1 9 1 4 3 0 . 0 5 2 6 LOW
UUUR 87 2 .2 H IG H 3 1 9 1 4 3 0 . 0 5 2 6 LOW
UUUA 89 2 .4 H IG H 3 4 8 1 5 6 0 . 0 4 8 3 LOW
UUUU 92 2 .6 5 H IG H 3 8 4 4 2 2 0 . 0 4 3 7 LOW
> = WATERSHED ACREAGE ; WLA = WETLAND ACREAGE; E =  ELEVATION
WLS =  WETLAND STORAGE; LU = LAND USE;  RCN =  RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER
AR =  AVERAGE RUNOFF; TR = TOTAL RUNOFF
PS =  PROPORTION OF STORM VOLUME STORED IN  WETLAND
1 5 2
R U N O F F  V A L U E S  F O R  V A R I O U S  L A N D  U S E S
S I T E  #8
WSA = 
WLA = 
E = 
WLS =
1 3 9 4 0 6  a c r e s  
172  a c r e s  
3 8 . 4  in c h e s  
3 3 0 2 . 4  a c r e s * i n c h e s
W E T L A N D / W A T E R S H E D
R A T I O  =  0 . 0 0 1 2
CALCULATED PS = 5 . d
LU RCN AR AR TR PS PS
( i n .  ) VALUE ( a c * i n ) (%) VALUE
FFFF 55 0 .3 5 LOW 4 8 7 9 2 6 . 7 6 8 3 LOW
FFFR 59 0 .4 7 LOW 6 5 5 2 1 5 . 0 4 0 2 LOW
FFRR 62 0 . 6 LOW 8 3 6 4 4 3 . 9 4 8 2 LOW
FFFA 62 0 .6 LOW 8 3 6 4 4 3 . 9 4 8 2 LOW
FFFU 64 0 . 7 LOW 9 7 5 8 4 3 . 3 8 4 2 LOW
FFAR 65 0 .  75 LOW 1 0 4 5 5 5 3 . 1 5 8 5 LOW
RRRF 66 0 . 8 LOW 1 1 1 5 2 5 2 . 9 6 1 1 LOW
FFRU 68 0 . 9 LOW 1 2 5 4 6 5 2 . 6 32 1 LOW
FFAA 68 0 . 9 LOW 1 2 5 4 6 5 2 . 6 3 2 1 LOW
RRFA 69 0 .  95 LOW 1 3 2 4 3 6 2 . 4 9 3 6 LOW
RRRR 70 1 MOD 1 3 9 4 0 6 2 . 3 6 8 9 LOW
FFAU 71 1 . 0 7 MOD 1 4 9 1 6 4 2 . 2 1 3 9 LOW
AAFR 72 1 . 1 2 MOD 1 5 6 1 3 5 2 . 1 1 5 1 LOW
RRFU 72 1 . 1 2 MOD 1 5 6 1 3 5 2 . 1 1 5 1 LOW
RRRA 73 1 . 2 MOD 1 6 7 2 8 7 1 . 9 7 4 1 LOW
FFUU 74 1 . 2 5 MOD 1 7 4 2 5 8 1 . 8 9 5 1 LOW
FARU 75 1 .  3 MOD 1 8 1 2 2 8 1 . 8 2 2 2 LOW
AAAF 75 1 .3 MOD 1 8 1 2 2 8 1 . 8 2 2 2 LOW
RRRU 76 1 . 3 5 MOD 1 8 8 1 9 8 1 . 7 5 4 7 LOW
AARR 76 1 . 3 5 MOD 1 8 8 1 9 8 1 . 7 5 4 7 LOW
AAFU 77 1 .  5 MOD 2 0 9 1 0 9 1 . 5 7 9 3 LOW
UUFR 77 1 . 5 MOD 2 0 9 1 0 9 1 . 5 7 9 3 LOW
AAAR 78 1 .  53 MOD 2 1 3 2 9 1 1 . 5 4 8 3 LOW
RRUA 79 1 .  6 MOD 2 2 3 0 5 0 1 . 4 8 0 6 LOW
UUFA 80 1 .  65 MOD 2 3 0 0 2 0 1 . 4 3 5 7 LOW
AARU 81 1 . 7 MOD 2 3 6 9 9 0 1 . 3 9 3 5 LOW
AAAA 81 1 . 7 MOD 2 3 6 9 9 0 1 .  3 9 3 5 LOW
RRUU 81 1 .  7 MOD 2 3 6 9 9 0 1 . 3 9 3 5 LOW
UUUF 83 1 . 8 5 MOD 2 5 7 9 0 1 1 . 2 8 0 5 LOW
UURA 84 1 .  9 MOD 2 6 4 8 7 1 1 . 2 4 6 8 LOW
AAAU 84 1 . 9 2 MOD 2 6 7 6 6 0 1 . 2 3 3 8 LOW
AAUU 87 2 .2 HIGH 3 0 6 6 9 3 1 . 0 7 6 8 LOW
UUUR 87 2 .2 HIG H 3 0 6 6 9 3 1 . 0 7 6 8 LOW
UXJUA 89 2 .4 H IG H 3 3 4 5 7 4 0 . 987 LOW
UUUU 92 2 .6 5 HIG H 3 6 9 4 2 6 0 . 8 9 3 9 LOW
WSA = WATERSHED ACREAGE; WLA = WETLAND ACREAGE; E = E LE V A T IO N  
WLS =  WETLAND STORAGE; LU = LAND USE;  RCN = RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER 
AR =  AVERAGE RUNOFF; TR = TOTAL RUNOFF 
PS =  PROPORTION OF STORM VOLUME STORED IN  WETLAND
1 5 3
RUNOFF VALUES FOR V AR IO U S  LAND USES
S IT E  #9
WSA = 
WLA = 
E = 
WLS =
12649 acres 
80 acres 
6 inches 
240 acres*inches
W ETLAND/W ATERSHED
R A T IO  =  0 . 0 0 6 3
CALCULATED PS = 4.L
LU RCN AR AR TR PS PS
(in. ) VALUE (ac*in) (%) VALUE
FFFF 55 0 .35 LOW 4427.2 5 .4211 LOW
FFFR 59 0.47 LOW 5945 4.037 LOW
FFRR 62 0.6 LOW 7589.4 3.1623 LOW
FFFA 62 0.6 LOW 7589.4 3.1623 LOW
FFFU 64 0.7 LOW 8854 . 3 2.7105 LOW
FFAR 65 0.75 LOW 9486.8 2.5298 LOW
RRRF 66 0.8 LOW 10119 2 .3717 LOW
FFRU 68 0.9 LOW 11384 2.1082 LOW
FFAA 68 0.9 LOW 11384 2.1082 LOW
RRFA 69 0. 95 LOW 12017 1.9972 LOW
RRRR 70 1 MOD 12649 1.8974 LOW
FFAU 71 1.07 MOD 13534 1.7733 LOW
AAFR 72 1.12 MOD 14167 1.6941 LOW
RRFU 72 1.12 MOD 14167 1.6941 LOW
RRRA 73 1.2 MOD 15179 1.5812 LOW
FFUU 74 1.25 MOD 15811 1.5179 LOW
FARU 75 1.3 MOD 16444 1.4595 LOW
AAAF 75 1. 3 MOD 16444 1.4595 LOW
RRRU 76 1.35 MOD 17076 1.4055 LOW
AARR 76 1. 35 MOD 17076 1.4055 LOW
AAFU 77 1.5 MOD 18974 1.2649 LOW
UUFR 77 1.5 MOD 18974 1.2649 LOW
AAAR 78 1.53 MOD 19353 1.2401 LOW
RRUA 79 1.6 MOD 20238 1.1859 LOW
UUFA 80 1.65 MOD 20871 1.1499 LOW
AARU 81 1.7 MOD 21503 1.1161 LOW
AAAA 81 1.7 MOD 21503 1.1161 LOW
RRUU 81 1.7 MOD 21503 1.1161 LOW
UUUF 83 1.85 MOD 23401 1.0256 LOW
UURA 84 1.9 MOD 24033 0.9986 LOW
AAAU 84 1.92 MOD 24286 0.9882 LOW
AAUU 87 2.2 HIGH 27828 0.8624 LOW
UUUR 87 2.2 HIGH 27828 0.8624 LOW
UUUA 89 2.4 HIGH 30358 0.7906 LOW
UUUU 92 2.65 HIGH 33520 0.716 LOW
WSA = WATERSHED ACREAGE; WLA = WETLAND ACREAGE; E = ELEVATION 
WLS = WETLAND STORAGE; LU = LAND USE; RCN = RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER 
AR = AVERAGE RUNOFF; TR = TOTAL RUNOFF 
PS = PROPORTION OF STORM VOLUME STORED IN WETLAND
154
RUNOFF VALU ES FOR V A R IO U S  LAND USES
S IT E  # 1 0
WSA = 9 2392 acres WETLAND/WATERSHED
WLA = 5 acres RATIO = 5.4E—05
E = 14.4 inches
WLS = 36 acres*inches CALCULATED PS = 0.07%
LU RCN AR AR TR PS PS
(in. ) VALUE (ac*in) (%) VALUE
FFFF 55 0.35 LOW 32337 0.1113 LOW
FFFR 59 0 .47 LOW 43424 0.0829 LOW
FFRR 62 0.6 LOW 55435 0.0649 LOW
FFFA 62 0 . 6 LOW 55435 0.0649 LOW
FFFU 64 0.7 LOW 64674 0.0557 LOW
FFAR 65 0.75 LOW 69294 0.052 LOW
RRRF 66 0.8 LOW 73914 0.0487 LOW
FFRU 68 0 . 9 LOW 83153 0.0433 LOW
FFAA 68 0.9 LOW 83153 0.0433 LOW
RRFA 69 0.95 LOW 87772 0.041 LOW
RRRR 70 1 MOD 92392 0.039 LOW
FFAU 71 1 .07 MOD 98859 0.0364 LOW
AAFR 72 1.12 MOD 103479 0.0348 LOW
RRFU 72 1.12 MOD 103479 0.0348 LOW
RRRA 73 1.2 MOD 110870 0.0325 LOW
FFUU 74 1.25 MOD 115490 0.0312 LOW
FARU 75 1.3 MOD 120110 0.03 LOW
AAAF 75 1.3 MOD 120110 0.03 LOW
RRRU 76 1.35 MOD 124729 0.0289 LOW
AARR 76 1.35 MOD 124729 0.0289 LOW
AAFU 77 1.5 MOD 138588 0 . 026 LOW
UUFR 77 1.5 MOD 138588 0 .026 LOW
AAAR 78 1.53 MOD 141360 0.0255 LOW
RRUA 79 1.6 MOD 147827 0.0244 LOW
UUFA 80 1.65 MOD 152447 0.0236 LOW
AARU 81 1.7 MOD 157066 0.0229 LOW
AAAA 81 1.7 MOD 157066 0.0229 LOW
RRUU 81 1. 7 MOD 157066 0.0229 LOW
UUUF 83 1. 85 MOD 170925 0.0211 LOW
UURA 84 1.9 MOD 175545 0.0205 LOW
AAAU 84 1.92 MOD 177393 0.0203 LOW
AAUU 87 2.2 HIGH 203262 0.0177 LOW
UUUR 87 2.2 HIGH 203262 0.0177 LOW
UUUA 89 2.4 HIGH 221741 0.0162 LOW
UUUU 92 2.65 HIGH 244839 0.0147 LOW
WSA = WATERSHED ACREAGE; WLA = WETLAND ACREAGE; E = ELEVATION 
WLS = WETLAND STORAGE; LU = LAND USE; RCN = RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER 
AR = AVERAGE RUNOFF; TR = TOTAL RUNOFF 
PS = PROPORTION OF STORM VOLUME STORED IN WETLAND
1 5 5
RUNOFF VALU ES FOR V A R IO U S  LAND USES
S IT E  # 11
WSA = 
WLA = 
E = 
WLS =
76553 acres 
2 9 acres 
6 inches 
87 acres*inches
W ETLAND/W ATERSHED
R A T IO  = 0 . 0 0 0 4
CALCULATED PS = 0.2=
LU RCN AR AR TR PS PS
(in. ) VALUE (ac*in) (%) VALUE
FFFF 55 0 .35 LOW 26794 0 . 3247 LOW
FFFR 59 0.47 LOW 35980 0.2418 LOW
FFRR 62 0.6 LOW 45932 0.1894 LOW
FFFA 62 0.6 LOW 45932 0.1894 LOW
FFFU 64 0.7 LOW 53587 0.1624 LOW
FFAR 65 0.75 LOW 57415 0.1515 LOW
RRRF 66 0.8 LOW 61242 0.1421 LOW
FFRU 68 0.9 LOW 68898 0.1263 LOW
FFAA 68 0.9 LOW 68898 0.1263 LOW
RRFA 69 0.95 LOW 72725 0.1196 LOW
RRRR 70 1 MOD 76553 0.1136 LOW
FFAU 71 1.07 MOD 81912 0.1062 LOW
AAFR 72 1.12 MOD 85739 0.1015 LOW
RRFU 72 1.12 MOD 85739 0.1015 LOW
RRRA 73 1.2 MOD 91864 0.0947 LOW
FFUU 74 1.25 MOD 95691 0.0909 LOW
FARU 75 1.3 MOD 99519 0.0874 LOW
AAAF 75 1.3 MOD 99519 0.0874 LOW
RRRU 76 1.35 MOD 103347 0.0842 LOW
AARR 76 1.35 MOD 103347 0.0842 LOW
AAFU 77 1.5 MOD 114830 0.0758 LOW
UUFR 77 1.5 MOD 114830 0.0758 LOW
AAAR 78 1.53 MOD 117126 0.0743 LOW
RRUA 79 1.6 MOD 122485 0 . 071 LOW
UUFA 80 1.65 MOD 126312 0.0689 LOW
AARU 81 1.7 MOD 130140 0.0669 LOW
AAAA 81 1.7 MOD 130140 0.0669 LOW
RRUU 81 1.7 MOD 130140 0.0669 LOW
UUUF 83 1.85 MOD 141623 0.0614 LOW
UURA 84 1.9 MOD 145451 0.0598 LOW
AAAU 84 1.92 MOD 146982 0.0592 LOW
AAUU 87 2.2 HIGH 168417 0.0517 LOW
UUUR 87 2.2 HIGH 168417 0.0517 LOW
UUUA 89 2 . 4 HIGH 183727 0.0474 LOW
UUUU 92 2 .65 HIGH 202865 0.0429 LOW
WSA = WATERSHED ACREAGE; WLA = WETLAND ACREAGE; E = ELEVATION 
WLS = WETLAND STORAGE; LU = LAND USE; RCN = RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER 
AR = AVERAGE RUNOFF; TR = TOTAL RUNOFF 
PS = PROPORTION OF STORM VOLUME STORED IN WETLAND
1 5 6
RUNOFF VALUES FOR V A R IO U S  LAND USES
S IT E  # 1 2
WSA = 
WLA = 
E = 
WLS =
5690 acres 
2 3 acres 
44.4 inches 
510.6 acres*inches
WETLAND/WATERSHED
R A T IO  = 0 . 0 0 4
CALCULATED PS = 8.8%
LU RCN AR AR TR PS PS
(in. ) VALUE (ac*in) (%) VALUE
FFFF 55 0.35 LOW 1991.5 25.639 HIGH
FFFR 59 0. 47 LOW 2674.3 19.093 LOW
FFRR 62 0.6 LOW 3414 14.956 LOW
FFFA 62 0.6 LOW 3414 14.956 LOW
FFFU 64 0.7 LOW 3983 12.819 LOW
FFAR 65 0. 75 LOW 4267.5 11.965 LOW
RRRF 66 0.8 LOW 4552 11.217 LOW
FFRU 68 0.9 LOW 5121 9.9707 LOW
FFAA 68 0.9 LOW 5121 9.9707 LOW
RRFA 69 0.95 LOW 5405.5 9.4459 LOW
RRRR 70 1 MOD 5690 8.9736 LOW
FFAU 71 1. 07 MOD 6088.3 8.3866 LOW
AAFR 72 1.12 MOD 6372.8 8.0122 LOW
RRFU 72 1.12 MOD 6372.8 8.0122 LOW
RRRA 73 1 . 2 MOD 6828 7.478 LOW
FFUU 74 1. 25 MOD 7112.5 7.1789 LOW
FARU 75 1.3 MOD 7397 6.9028 LOW
AAAF 75 1.3 MOD 7397 6.9028 LOW
RRRU 76 1. 35 MOD 7681.5 6.6471 LOW
AARR 76 1.35 MOD 7681.5 6.6471 LOW
AAFU 77 1.5 MOD 8535 5.9824 LOW
UUFR 77 1.5 MOD 8535 5.9824 LOW
AAAR 78 1.53 MOD 8705.7 5.8651 LOW
RRUA 79 1.6 MOD 9104 5.6085 LOW
UUFA 80 1.65 MOD 9388.5 5.4386 LOW
AARU 81 1.7 MOD 9673 5.2786 LOW
AAAA 81 1.7 MOD 9673 5.2786 LOW
RRUU 81 1.7 MOD 9673 5.2786 LOW
UUUF 83 1.85 MOD 10527 4.8506 LOW
UURA 84 1.9 MOD 10811 4.723 LOW
AAAU 84 1.92 MOD 10925 4.6738 LOW
AAUU 87 2.2 HIGH 12518 4.0789 LOW
UUUR 87 2.2 HIGH 12518 4.0789 LOW
UUUA 89 2.4 HIGH 13656 3.739 LOW
UUUU 92 2.65 HIGH 15079 3.3863 LOW
WSA = WATERSHED ACREAGE; WLA = WETLAND ACREAGE; E = ELEVATION 
WLS = WETLAND STORAGE; LU = LAND USE; RCN = RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER 
AR = AVERAGE RUNOFF; TR = TOTAL RUNOFF 
PS = PROPORTION OF STORM VOLUME STORED IN WETLAND
1 5 7
RUNOFF VALU ES FOR VAR IO U S LAND USES
S IT E  # 1 3
WSA = 2514 acres WETLAND/WATERSHED
WLA = 3 acres RATIO = 0.0012
E = 6 inches
WLS = 9 acres*inches CALCULATED PS = 0.4%
LU RCN AR AR TR PS PS
(in.) VALUE (ac*in) (%) VALUE
FFFF 55 0.35 LOW 879.9 1.0228 LOW
FFFR 59 0.47 LOW 1181.6 0.7617 LOW
FFRR 62 0.6 LOW 1508.4 0.5967 LOW
FFFA 62 0.6 LOW 1508.4 0.5967 LOW
FFFU 64 0.7 LOW 1759.8 0.5114 LOW
FFAR 65 0.75 LOW 1885.5 0.4773 LOW
RRRF 66 0.8 LOW 201 1 . 2 0.4475 LOW
FFRU 68 0.9 LOW 2262.6 0.3978 LOW
FFAA 68 0.9 LOW 2262.6 0.3978 LOW
RRFA 69 0.95 LOW 2388.3 0.3768 LOW
RRRR 70 1 MOD 2514 0.358 LOW
FFAU 71 1.07 MOD 2690 0.3346 LOW
AAFR 72 1.12 MOD 2815.7 0.3196 LOW
RRFU 72 1.12 MOD 2815.7 0.3196 LOW
RRRA 73 1.2 MOD 3016.8 0.2983 LOW
FFUU 74 1.25 MOD 3142.5 0.2864 LOW
FARU 75 1.3 MOD 3268.2 0.2754 LOW
AAAF 75 1.3 MOD 3268.2 0.2754 LOW
RRRU 76 1.35 MOD 3393.9 0.2652 LOW
AARR 76 1.35 MOD 3393.9 0.2652 LOW
AAFU 77 1.5 MOD 3771 0.2387 LOW
UUFR 77 1.5 MOD 3771 0.2387 LOW
AAAR 78 1.53 MOD 3846.4 0.234 LOW
RRUA 79 1.6 MOD 4022.4 0.2237 LOW
UUFA 80 1.65 MOD 4148.1 0.217 LOW
AARU 81 1.7 MOD 4273.8 0.2106 LOW
AAAA 81 1.7 MOD 4273.8 0.2106 LOW
RRUU 81 1.7 MOD 4273.8 0.2106 LOW
UUUF 83 1.85 MOD 4650.9 0.1935 LOW
UURA 84 1.9 MOD 4776.6 0.1884 LOW
AAAU 84 1.92 MOD 4826.9 0.1865 LOW
AAUU 87 2.2 HIGH 5530.8 0.1627 LOW
UUUR 87 2.2 HIGH 5530.8 0.1627 LOW
UUUA 89 2.4 HIGH 6033.6 0.1492 LOW
UUUU 92 2.65 HIGH 6662.1 0.1351 LOW
WSA = WATERSHED ACREAGE; WLA = WETLAND ACREAGE; E = ELEVATION 
WLS = WETLAND STORAGE; LU = LAND USE; RCN = RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER 
AR = AVERAGE RUNOFF; TR = TOTAL RUNOFF 
PS = PROPORTION OF STORM VOLUME STORED IN WETLAND
1 5 8
RUNOFF VALUES FOR V A R IO U S  LAND USES
S IT E  # 1 4
WSA = 657 23 acres WETLAND/WATERSHED
WLA = 17 acres RATIO = 0.0003
E = 24 inches
WLS = 204 acres*inches CALCULATED PS = 0.5%
LU RCN AR AR TR PS PS
(in. ) VALUE C ac*in) (%) VALUE
FFFF 55 0.35 LOW 23003 0.8868 LOW
FFFR 59 0.47 LOW 30890 0.6604 LOW
FFRR 62 0.6 LOW 39434 0.5173 LOW
FFFA 62 0.6 LOW 39434 0.5173 LOW
FFFU 64 0.7 LOW 46006 0.4434 LOW
FFAR 65 0.75 LOW 49292 0.4139 LOW
RRRF 66 0.8 LOW 52578 0.388 LOW
FFRU 68 0.9 LOW 59151 0.3449 LOW
FFAA 68 0.9 LOW 59151 0.3449 LOW
RRFA 69 0.95 LOW 62437 0.3267 LOW
RRRR 70 1 MOD 65723 0.3104 LOW
FFAU 71 1.07 MOD 70324 0.2901 LOW
AAFR 72 1.12 MOD 73610 0.2771 LOW
RRFU 72 1.12 MOD 73610 0.2771 LOW
RRRA 73 1.2 MOD 78868 0.2587 LOW
FFUU 74 1.25 MOD 82154 0.2483 LOW
FARU 75 1.3 MOD 85440 0.2388 LOW
AAAF 75 1.3 MOD 85440 0.2388 LOW
RRRU 76 1.35 MOD 88726 0.2299 LOW
AARR 76 1.35 MOD 88726 0.2299 LOW
AAFU 77 1.5 MOD 98585 0.2069 LOW
UUFR 77 1.5 MOD 98585 0.2069 LOW
AAAR 78 1.53 MOD 100556 0.2029 LOW
RRUA 79 1.6 MOD 105157 0.194 LOW
UUFA 80 1.65 MOD 108443 0.1881 LOW
AARU 81 1.7 MOD 111729 0.1826 LOW
AAAA 81 1.7 MOD 111729 0.1826 LOW
RRUU 81 1.7 MOD 111729 0.1826 LOW
UUUF 83 1.85 MOD 121588 0.1678 LOW
UURA 84 1.9 MOD 124874 0.1634 LOW
AAAU 84 1.92 MOD 126188 0.1617 LOW
AAUU 87 2.2 HIGH 144591 0.1411 LOW
UUUR 87 2.2 HIGH 144591 0.1411 LOW
UUUA 89 2.4 HIGH 157735 0.1293 LOW
UUUU 92 2.65 HIGH 174166 0.1171 LOW
WSA = WATERSHED ACREAGE; WLA = WETLAND ACREAGE; E = ELEVATION 
WLS = WETLAND STORAGE; LU = LAND USE; RCN = RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER 
AR = AVERAGE RUNOFF; TR = TOTAL RUNOFF 
PS = PROPORTION OF STORM VOLUME STORED IN WETLAND
1 5 9
RUNOFF V A LU E S  FOR V A R IO U S  LAND USES
S IT E  # 1 5
WSA = 109 acres WETLAND/WATERSHED
WLA = 10 acres RATIO = 0.0917
E = 6 inches
WLS = 30 acres*inches CALCULATED PS = 3 0%
LU RCN AR AR TR PS PS
(in. ) VALUE (ac*in) (%) VALUE
FFFF 55 0.35 LOW 38.15 78.637 HIGH
FFFR 59 0.47 LOW 51.23 58.559 HIGH
FFRR 62 0.6 LOW 65.4 45.872 HIGH
FFFA 62 0.6 LOW 65.4 45.872 HIGH
FFFU 64 0.7 LOW 76.3 39.318 HIGH
FFAR 65 0. 75 LOW 81.75 36.697 HIGH
RRRF 66 0.8 LOW 87.2 34.404 HIGH
FFRU 68 0.9 LOW 98.1 30.581 HIGH
FFAA 68 0.9 LOW 98.1 30.581 HIGH
RRFA 69 0.95 LOW 103.55 28.972 HIGH
RRRR 70 1 MOD 109 27.523 HIGH
FFAU 71 1.07 MOD 116.63 25.722 HIGH
AAFR 72 1.12 MOD 122.08 24.574 LOW
RRFU 72 1.12 MOD 122.08 24.574 LOW
RRRA 73 1.2 MOD 130.8 22.936 LOW
FFUU 74 1.25 MOD 136.25 22.018 LOW
FARU 75 1.3 MOD 141.7 21.171 LOW
AAAF 75 1.3 MOD 141.7 21.171 LOW
RRRU 76 1.35 MOD 147.15 20.387 LOW
AARR 76 1.35 MOD 147.15 20.387 LOW
AAFU 77 1.5 MOD 163.5 18.349 LOW
UUFR 77 1.5 MOD 163.5 18.349 LOW
AAAR 78 1.53 MOD 166.77 17.989 LOW
RRUA 79 1.6 MOD 174.4 17.202 LOW
UUFA 80 1.65 MOD 179.85 16.681 LOW
AARU 81 1.7 MOD 185.3 16.19 LOW
AAAA 81 1.7 MOD 185.3 16.19 LOW
RRUU 81 1.7 MOD 185.3 16.19 LOW
UUUF 83 1.85 MOD 201.65 14.877 LOW
UURA 84 1.9 MOD 207.1 14.486 LOW
AAAU 84 1. 92 MOD 209.28 14.335 LOW
AAUU 87 2.2 HIGH 239.8 12.51 LOW
UUUR 87 2.2 HIGH 239.8 12.51 LOW
UUUA 89 2.4 HIGH 261.6 11.468 LOW
UUUU 92 2.65 HIGH 288.85 10.386 LOW
WSA = WATERSHED ACREAGE; WLA = WETLAND ACREAGE; E = ELEVATION 
WLS = WETLAND STORAGE; LU = LAND USE; RCN = RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER 
AR = AVERAGE RUNOFF; TR = TOTAL RUNOFF 
PS = PROPORTION OF STORM VOLUME STORED IN WETLAND
1 6 0
RUNOFF VALUES FOR V A R IO U S  LAN D USES
S IT E  #16
WSA = 
WLA = 
E = 
WLS =
19306 acres 
23 acres 
9 inches 
103.5 acres*inches
W ETLAND/W ATERSHED
R A T IO  = 0 . 0 0 1 2
CALCULATED PS = 0.4%
LU RCN AR AR TR PS PS
( in. ) VALUE (ac*in) (%) VALUE
FFFF 55 0.35 LOW 6757.1 1.5317 LOW
FFFR 59 0.47 LOW 9073.8 1.1406 LOW
FFRR 62 0.6 LOW 11584 0.8935 LOW
FFFA 62 0.6 LOW 11584 0.8935 LOW
FFFU 64 0.7 LOW 13514 0.7659 LOW
FFAR 65 0.75 LOW 14480 0.7148 LOW
RRRF 66 0.8 LOW 15445 0.6701 LOW
FFRU 68 0.9 LOW 17375 0.5957 LOW
FFAA 68 0.9 LOW 17375 0.5957 LOW
RRFA 69 0.95 LOW 18341 0.5643 LOW
RRRR 70 1 MOD 19306 0.5361 LOW
FFAU 71 1.07 MOD 20657 0.501 LOW
AAFR 72 1.12 MOD 21623 0.4787 LOW
RRFU 72 1.12 MOD 21623 0.4787 LOW
RRRA 73 1.2 MOD 23167 0.4468 LOW
FFUU 74 1.25 MOD 24133 0.4289 LOW
FARU 75 1.3 MOD 25098 0.4124 LOW
AAAF 75 1.3 MOD 25098 0.4124 LOW
RRRU 76 1.35 MOD 26063 0.3971 LOW
AARR 76 1.35 MOD 26063 0.3971 LOW
AAFU 77 1.5 MOD 28959 0.3574 LOW
UUFR 77 1.5 MOD 28959 0.3574 LOW
AAAR 78 1.53 MOD 29538 0.3504 LOW
RRUA 79 1.6 MOD 30890 0.3351 LOW
UUFA 80 1.65 MOD 31855 0.3249 LOW
AARU 81 1.7 MOD 32820 0.3154 LOW
AAAA 81 1.7 MOD 32820 0.3154 LOW
RRUU 81 1.7 MOD 32820 0.3154 LOW
UUUF 83 1.85 MOD 35716 0.2898 LOW
UURA 84 1.9 MOD 36681 0.2822 LOW
AAAU 84 1.92 MOD 37068 0.2792 LOW
AAUU 87 2.2 HIGH 42473 0.2437 LOW
UUUR 87 2.2 HIGH 42473 0.2437 LOW
UUUA 89 2.4 HIGH 46334 0.2234 LOW
UUUU 92 2.65 HIGH 51161 0.2023 LOW
WSA = WATERSHED ACREAGE? WLA = WETLAND ACREAGE; E = ELEVATION 
WLS = WETLAND STORAGE? LU = LAND USE? RCN = RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER 
AR = AVERAGE RUNOFF; TR = TOTAL RUNOFF 
PS = PROPORTION OF STORM VOLUME STORED IN WETLAND
1 6 1
RUNOFF V A LU E S  FOR VAR IO U S LAND USES
S IT E  # 1 7
WSA = 
WLA = 
E = 
WLS =
1078 acres 
3 acres 
12.1 inches 
18.15 acres*inches
W ETLAND/W ATERSHED
R A T IO  =  0 . 0 0 2 8
CALCULATED PS = 28%
LU RCN AR AR TR PS PS
( in. ) VALUE (ac*in) (%) VALUE
FFFF 55 0 .35 LOW 377. 3 4.8105 LOW
FFFR 59 0.47 LOW 506.66 3 .5823 LOW
FFRR 62 0.6 LOW 646.8 2.8061 LOW
FFFA 62 0.6 LOW 646.8 2.8061 LOW
FFFU 64 0 . 7 LOW 754.6 2.4052 LOW
FFAR 65 0.75 LOW 808.5 2.2449 LOW
RRRF 66 0.8 LOW 862.4 2.1046 LOW
FFRU 68 0.9 LOW 970. 2 1.8707 LOW
FFAA 68 0.9 LOW 970. 2 1.8707 LOW
RRFA 69 0.95 LOW 1024.1 1.7723 LOW
RRRR 70 1 MOD 1078 1.6837 LOW
FFAU 71 1.07 MOD 1153.5 1.5735 LOW
AAFR 72 1.12 MOD 1207.4 1.5033 LOW
RRFU 72 1.12 MOD 1207.4 1.5033 LOW
RRRA 73 1.2 MOD 1293.6 1.4031 LOW
FFUU 74 1.25 MOD 1347.5 1.3469 LOW
FARU 75 1.3 MOD 1401.4 1.2951 LOW
AAAF 75 1.3 MOD 1401.4 1.2951 LOW
RRRU 76 1. 35 MOD 1455.3 1.2472 LOW
AARR 76 1.35 MOD 1455.3 1.2472 LOW
AAFU 77 1.5 MOD 1617 1.1224 LOW
UUFR 77 1.5 MOD 1617 1.1224 LOW
AAAR 78 1.53 MOD 1649.3 1.1004 LOW
RRUA 79 1.6 MOD 1724.8 1.0523 LOW
UUFA 80 1.65 MOD 1778.7 1.0204 LOW
AARU 81 1.7 MOD 1832.6 0.9904 LOW
AAAA 81 1.7 MOD 1832.6 0.9904 LOW
RRUU 81 1.7 MOD 1832.6 0.9904 LOW
UUUF 83 1.85 MOD 1994.3 0.9101 LOW
UURA 84 1.9 MOD 2048.2 0.8861 LOW
AAAU 84 1.92 MOD 2069.8 0.8769 LOW
AAUU 87 2 . 2 HIGH 2371.6 0.7653 LOW
UUUR 87 2.2 HIGH 2371.6 0.7653 LOW
UUUA 89 2.4 HIGH 2587.2 0.7015 LOW
UUUU 92 2 .65 HIGH 2856.7 0.6353 LOW
WSA = WATERSHED ACREAGE; WLA = WETLAND ACREAGE; E = ELEVATION 
WLS = WETLAND STORAGE; LU = LAND USE; RCN = RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER 
AR = AVERAGE RUNOFF; TR = TOTAL RUNOFF 
PS = PROPORTION OF STORM VOLUME STORED IN WETLAND
1 6 2
RUNOFF VALUES FOR V A R IO U S  LAN D USES
S IT E  # 1 8
WSA = 2 3 24 acres WETLAND/WATERSHED
WLA = 23 acres RATIO = 0.0099
E = 17.9 inches
WLS = 205.85 acres*inches CALCULATED PS = 12%
LU RCN AR AR TR PS PS
(in. ) VALUE (ac*in) (%) VALUE
FFFF 55 0.35 LOW 813.4 25.307 HIGH
FFFR 59 0 .47 LOW 1092.3 18.846 LOW
FFRR 62 0.6 LOW 1394.4 14.763 LOW
FFFA 62 0.6 LOW 1394.4 14.763 LOW
FFFU 64 0.7 LOW 1626.8 12.654 LOW
FFAR 65 0.75 LOW 1743 11.81 LOW
RRRF 66 0.8 LOW 1859.2 11.072 LOW
FFRU 68 0.9 LOW 2091.6 9.8417 LOW
FFAA 68 0.9 LOW 2091.6 9.8417 LOW
RRFA 69 0.95 LOW 2207.8 9.3238 LOW
RRRR 70 1 MOD 2324 8.8576 LOW
FFAU 71 1.07 MOD 2486.7 8.2781 LOW
AAFR 72 1.12 MOD 2602.9 7.9085 LOW
RRFU 72 1.12 MOD 2602.9 7.9085 LOW
RRRA 73 1.2 MOD 2788.8 7.3813 LOW
FFUU 74 1.25 MOD 2905 7.0861 LOW
FARU 75 1.3 MOD 3021.2 6.8135 LOW
AAAF 75 1.3 MOD 3021.2 6.8135 LOW
RRRU 76 1. 35 MOD 3137.4 6.5612 LOW
AARR 76 1.35 MOD 3137.4 6.5612 LOW
AAFU 77 1.5 MOD 3486 5.905 LOW
UUFR 77 1.5 MOD 3486 5.905 LOW
AAAR 78 1.53 MOD 3555.7 5.7893 LOW
RRUA 79 1.6 MOD 3718.4 5.536 LOW
UUFA 80 1.65 MOD 3834.6 5.3682 LOW
AARU 81 1.7 MOD 3950.8 5.2103 LOW
AAAA 81 1.7 MOD 3950.8 5.2103 LOW
RRUU 81 1.7 MOD 3950.8 5.2103 LOW
UUUF 83 1.85 MOD 4299.4 4.7879 LOW
UURA 84 1.9 MOD 4415.6 4.6619 LOW
AAAU 84 1.92 MOD 4462.1 4.6133 LOW
AATJU 87 2.2 HIGH 5112.8 4.0262 LOW
UUUR 87 2.2 HIGH 5112.8 4.0262 LOW
UUUA 89 2.4 HIGH 5577.6 3.6907 LOW
UUUU 92 2.65 HIGH 6158.6 3.3425 LOW
WSA = WATERSHED ACREAGE; WLA = WETLAND ACREAGE; E = ELEVATION 
WLS = WETLAND STORAGE; LU = LAND USE; RCN = RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER 
AR = AVERAGE RUNOFF; TR = TOTAL RUNOFF 
PS = PROPORTION OF STORM VOLUME STORED IN WETLAND
1 6 3
RUNOFF VALUES FOR V A R IO U S  LAND USES
S IT E  # 1 9
WSA = 
WLA = 
E = 
WLS =
2154 acres
5 acres
6 inches
15 acres*inches
W ETLAND/W ATERSHED
R A T IO  =  0 . 0 0 2 3
CALCULATED PS 1.0
LU RCN AR AR TR PS PS
(in.) VALUE (ac*in) (%) VALUE
FFFF 55 0 .35 LOW 753 . 9 1.9897 LOW
FFFR 59 0 .47 LOW 1012.4 1.4817 LOW
FFRR 62 0 . 6 LOW 1292.4 1.1606 LOW
FFFA 62 0.6 LOW 1292 . 4 1.1606 LOW
FFFU 64 0.7 LOW 1507.8 0.9948 LOW
FFAR 65 0 .75 LOW 1615.5 0.9285 LOW
RRRF 66 0.8 LOW 1723 . 2 0.8705 LOW
FFRU 68 0 . 9 LOW 1938 . 6 0.7738 LOW
FFAA 68 0.9 LOW 1938 . 6 0.7738 LOW
RRFA 69 0.95 LOW 2046.3 0.733 LOW
RRRR 70 1 MOD 2154 0.6964 LOW
FFAU 71 1. 07 MOD 2304.8 0.6508 LOW
AAFR 72 1 . 12 MOD 2412.5 0.6218 LOW
RRFU 72 1 . 12 MOD 2412.5 0.6218 LOW
RRRA 73 1.2 MOD 2584.8 0.5803 LOW
FFUU 74 1.25 MOD 2692.5 0.5571 LOW
FARU 75 1. 3 MOD 2800.2 0.5357 LOW
AAAF 75 1.3 MOD 2800.2 0.5357 LOW
RRRU 76 1. 35 MOD 2907.9 0.5158 LOW
AARR 76 1.35 MOD 2907.9 , 0.5158 LOW
AAFU 77 1.5 MOD 3231 0.4643 LOW
UUFR 77 1.5 MOD 3231 0.4643 LOW
AAAR 78 1.53 MOD 3295.6 0.4551 LOW
RRUA 79 1.6 MOD 3446.4 0.4352 LOW
UUFA 80 1. 65 MOD 3554.1 0.422 LOW
AARU 81 1.7 MOD 3661.8 0 .4096 LOW
AAAA 81 1.7 MOD 3661.8 0 .4096 LOW
RRUU 81 1.7 MOD 3661.8 0.4096 LOW
UUUF 83 1.85 MOD 3984.9 0.3764 LOW
UURA 84 1. 9 MOD 4092.6 0.3665 LOW
AAAU 84 1. 92 MOD 4135.7 0.3627 LOW
AAUU 87 2 . 2 HIGH 4738.8 0.3165 LOW
UUUR 87 2 . 2 HIGH 4738.8 0.3165 LOW
UUUA 89 2 . 4 HIGH 5169.6 0.2902 LOW
UUUU 92 2 . 65 HIGH 5708.1 0.2628 LOW
WSA = WATERSHED ACREAGE; WLA = WETLAND ACREAGE; E = ELEVATION 
WLS = WETLAND STORAGE; LU = LAND USE; RCN = RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER 
AR = AVERAGE RUNOFF; TR = TOTAL RUNOFF 
PS = PROPORTION OF STORM VOLUME STORED IN WETLAND
1 6 4
RUNOFF VALUES FOR V A R IO U S  LAND USES
S IT E  # 2 0
WSA = 
WLA = 
E = 
WLS =
1257 acres 
15 acres 
26.9 inches 
201.75 acres*inches
W ETLAND/W ATERSHED
R A T IO  =  0 . 0 1 1 9
CALCULATED PS = 3 4.5%
LU RCN AR AR TR PS PS
(in. ) VALUE (ac*in) (%) VALUE
FFFF 55 0.35 LOW 439.95 45.857 HIGH
FFFR 59 0.47 LOW 590.79 34.149 HIGH
FFRR 62 0.6 LOW 754.2 26.75 HIGH
FFFA 62 0 .6 LOW 754.2 26.75 HIGH
FFFU 64 0.7 LOW 879.9 22.929 LOW
FFAR 65 0.75 LOW 942.75 21. 4 LOW
RRRF 66 0.8 LOW 1005.6 20.063 LOW
FFRU 68 0.9 LOW 1131.3 17.833 LOW
FFAA 68 0.9 LOW 1131.3 17.833 LOW
RRFA 69 0.95 LOW 1194.2 16.895 LOW
RRRR 70 1 MOD 1257 16.05 LOW
FFAU 71 1.07 MOD 1345 15 LOW
AAFR 72 1.12 MOD 1407.8 14. 33 LOW
RRFU 72 1.12 MOD 1407.8 14 .33 LOW
RRRA 73 1.2 MOD 1508.4 13.375 LOW
FFUU 74 1.25 MOD 1571.3 12.84 LOW
FARU 75 1.3 MOD 1634.1 12.346 LOW
AAAF 75 1.3 MOD 1634.1 12.346 LOW
RRRU 76 1.35 MOD 1697 11.889 LOW
AARR 76 1.35 MOD 1697 11.889 LOW
AAFU 77 1.5 MOD 1885.5 10.7 LOW
UUFR 77 1.5 MOD 1885.5 10.7 LOW
AAAR 78 1.53 MOD 1923.2 10.49 LOW
RRUA 79 1.6 MOD 2011.2 10.031 LOW
UUFA 80 1.65 MOD 2074.1 9.7273 LOW
AARU 81 1.7 MOD 2136.9 9.4412 LOW
AAAA 81 1.7 MOD 2136.9 9.4412 LOW
RRUU 81 1.7 MOD 2136.9 9.4412 LOW
UUUF 83 1.85 MOD 2325.5 8.6757 LOW
UURA 84 1.9 MOD 2388.3 8 .4474 LOW
AAAU 84 1.92 MOD 2413.4 8 .3594 LOW
AAUU 87 2.2 HIGH 2765.4 7.2955 LOW
UUUR 87 2.2 HIGH 2765.4 7.2955 LOW
UUUA 89 2.4 HIGH 3016.8 6.6875 LOW
UUUU 92 2.65 HIGH 3331.1 6.0566 LOW
WSA = WATERSHED ACREAGE; WLA = WETLAND ACREAGE; E = ELEVATION 
WLS = WETLAND STORAGE; LU = LAND USE; RCN = RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER 
AR = AVERAGE RUNOFF; TR = TOTAL RUNOFF 
PS = PROPORTION OF STORM VOLUME STORED IN WETLAND
APPENDIX E 
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Field Data Sheet
Hypothetical Wetland #1A
(some questions may also require office work)
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Elevation range 24.6" (convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3 X_H _M __L (retention/detention)
A4 FI  L  H  H (nutrient sources):
A6 FI _L  (sediment sources)
 H _some active cropland nearby
_few construction sites
_few other similar disturbed sites
_few stormwater outfalls
 H large areas of:
_active cropland
^.construction sites
_eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
_many stormwater outfalls 
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
_pesticides __industrial or sewage outfalls 
_mines _landfills/dumps severe o il runoff 
_heavily travelled highways _ irr ig a tio n  return water
 L  M H
A8 F2 erosive conditions:
X_H _boat wakes _large fetch
_regular disturbance of wetland soils 
_migration of adjacent stream 
_indication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary 
 L
A8 F3 X_H _ L  _obs. flood. _water marks _ lack l i t t e r
_drift/w rack lines _sed. depos. _water-stained leaves 
_ s u r f. scour _floating-leaved plants
A8 F4 X_H  M  L (wetland roughness)
A10 FI _ H  M L (w ild life  habitat-surrounding land use)
A10 F2 X_H  M  L (w ild life  access to other wetlands)
A10 F3 XH _H _L  (wetland disturbance—probability that wetland is habitat)
A10 F5 X_H _ H __ L (regional biodiversity)
A ll _snags with cavities 
__trees w/diameter >10"
^plants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
_mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
_cone-bearing trees or shrubs 
_ t i l le d  land w/waste grains
_exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud fla t)
A12 FI X_H  L (permanent water)
A12 F2 X_H _L  (fish access)
A12 F3 _pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls _mines 
_landfills/dumps _severe o il runoff 
_heavily travelled highways _ i r r ig .  return water
_low DO  high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents
__L _M _H _not applicable
A12 F4 X_H _ M _L _no channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5 X_H _L  _no channel (cover)
A14 FI _ L  H 3LH (public access)
1 6 6
1 6 7
Office Data Sheet
Hypothetical Wetland #1A
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Acreages:
Wetland of interest 250 acres (XI) 
Watershed 2500 acres (X2)
A5 F2 X >8_3-8___ <3 (watershed slope) 91
A10 FI X >0.40 _ <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
Field Data Sheet
Hypothetical Wetland #1B
(some questions may also require office work)
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Elevation range 24.6” (convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3 XJI _M __L (retention/detention)
A4 FI _ L  _M _H (nutrient sources):
A6 FI _ L  (sediment sources)
 M _some active cropland nearby
_few construction sites 
_few other similar disturbed sites 
_few stormwater outfalls 
_H large areas of:
_active cropland
construction sites
_eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
__many stormwater outfalls 
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls
_mines _landfills/dumps severe o il runoff
_heavily travelled highways _ irr ig a tio n  return water
 L  M H
A8 F2 erosive conditions:
XH _boat wakes _large fetch 
_regular disturbance of wetland soils 
_jnigration of adjacent stream 
_indication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary 
 L
A8 F3 X_H _L  _ohs. flood. _water marks _ lack l i t t e r
_drift/w rack lines _sed. depos. _water-stained leaves 
_su rf. scour _floating-leaved plants 
A8 F4 L_H _M _ L  (wetland roughness)
A10 FI _H _H _ L  (w ild life  habitat-surrounding land use)
A10 F2 L.H  M  L (w ild life  access to other wetlands)
A10 F3 X_H  H  L (wetland disturbance—probability that wetland is habitat)
A10 F5 _H O  L (regional biodiversity)
A ll _snags with cavities 
_trees w/diameter >10"
_plants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
_mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
 cone-bearing trees or shrubs
_ t i l le d  land w/waste grains
_exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud f la t)
A12 FI X_H (permanent water)
A12 F2 X_H access)
A12 F3 __pesticides —industrial or sewage outfalls _mines
_landfills/dumps _severe o il runoff 
_heavily travelled highways _ ir r ig .  return water 
_low DO _high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents 
__L __M _H _not applicable 
A12 F4 _H X_H _ L _ no channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5 X_H  L  no channel (cover)
A14 FI _ L  X_M _H (public access)
1 6 8
1 6 9
Office Data Sheet 
Hypothetical Wetland #1B
Pace (in Appendix A)
A1 Acreages:
Wetland of interest 25 acres (XI)
Watershed 2500 acres (X2)
A5 F2 X_>8_3-8___ <3 (watershed slope) 91
A10 FI X >0.40 _ _ <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
Field Data Sheet
Hypothetical Wetland #1C
(some questions may also require office work)
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Elevation range 24.6" (convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3 X_H _ H  L (retention/detention)
A4 FI  L  M  H (nutrient sources):
A6 FI _ L  (sediment sources)
 M _some active cropland nearby
_few construction sites
_few other similar disturbed sites
_few stormwater outfalls
 H large areas of:
_active cropland
_construction sites
_eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
_many stormwater outfalls 
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
_pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls
_mines __landfills/dumps severe o il runoff
_heavily travelled highways _ irr ig a tio n  return water
 L  H  H
A8 F2 erosive conditions:
 H _boat wakes _large fetch
_regular disturbance of wetland soils 
_migration of adjacent stream 
_indication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary 
XL
A8 F3 __H X_L _obs. flood. _water marks _ lack l i t t e r
__drift/wrack lines _sed. depos. _water-stained leaves 
_su rf. scour _floating-leaved plants
A8 F4 X_H _ H  L (wetland roughness)
A10 F I  H  H  L (w ild life  habitat-surrounding land use)
A10 F2 X_H _M  L (w ild life  access to other wetlands)
A10 F3 1_H  M  L (wetland disturbance—probability that wetland is habitat)
A10 F5 H _M X_L (regional biodiversity)
A ll _snags with cavities 
_trees w/diameter >10"
—Plants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
_ mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
 cone-bearing trees or shrubs
_ t i l le d  land w/waste grains
—exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud f la t)
A12 FI O  _ L  (permanent water)
A12 F2 X_H _ L (fish access)
A12 F3 _pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls _mines 
__landfills/dumps _severe o il runoff 
—heavily travelled highways _ ir r ig .  return water 
—low DO —high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents
_ L  H  H _not applicable
A12 F4  H  M X_L _no channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5 X_H _L  _ no channel (cover)
A14 FI X_L  M H (public access)
1 7 0
1 7 1
Office Data Sheet 
Hypothetical Wetland #1C
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Acreages:
Wetland of interest 2.5 acres (XI)
Watershed 2500 acres (X2)
A5 F2 X >8_3-8___ <3 (watershed slope) 91
A10 FI X >0.40 _ _ <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
Field Data Sheet
Hypothetical Wetland #2A
(some questions nay also require office work)
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Elevation range 24.6” (convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3 _H I_H _L  (retention/detention)
A4 F I  L  M H (nutrient sources):
A6 FI _ L  (sediment sources)
 M _some active cropland nearby
_few construction sites 
_few other similar disturbed sites 
_few stormwater outfalls 
_ H large areas of:
_active cropland
construction sites
_eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
_many stormwater outfalls 
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
 pesticides —industrial or sewage outfalls
_mines —landfills/dumps severe o il runoff
—heavily travelled highways —irrigation return water
 L _ H _ H
A8 F2 erosive conditions:
X_H —boat wakes —large fetch 
_regular disturbance of wetland soils 
—migration of adjacent stream 
—indication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary 
_ L
A8 F3 X_H _ L _ obs. flood. _water marks _ lack l i t t e r
—drift/wrack lines _ sed. depos. _ water-stained leaves 
_su rf. scour _ floating-leaved plants 
A8 F4 _ H XH _ L (wetland roughness)
A10 FI _ H _ H _ L (w ild life  habitat—surrounding land use)
A10 F2 _ H X_K _ L (w ild life  access to other wetlands)
A10 F3 —H X_H _ L (wetland disturbance—probability that wetland is habitat)
A10 F5 _H X_H _ L (regional biodiversity)
A ll —snags with cavities 
—trees w/diameter >10"
—plants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
—mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
—cone-bearing trees or shrubs
—til le d  land w/waste grains
—exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud f la t)
A12 FI X_H _ L (permanent water)
A12 F2 X_H _ L (fish access)
A12 F3 —pesticides —industrial or sewage outfalls _ mines 
_ landfills/dumps _ severe o il runoff 
—heavily travelled highways _ ir r ig . return water 
—low DO —high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents 
_ L _ M _ H _ not applicable
A12 F4 _ H X_M  L _ no channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5 X_H _ L _ no channel (cover)
A14 FI _ L X_M _ H (public access)
1 7 2
1 7 3
Office Data Sheet
Hypothetical Wetland |2A
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Acreages:
Wetland of interest 250 acres (XI)
Watershed 2500 acres (X2)
A5 F2 __>8 X 3 -8__ <3 (watershed slope) 51
A10 FI _ >0.40 X <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
Field Data Sheet
Hypothetical Wetland #2B
(soie questions nay also require office work)
Pace (in Appendix A)
A1 Elevation range 24.6" (convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3 _H X_M _L  (retention/detention)
A4 FI __L _H _H (nutrient sources):
A6 FI  L (sediment sources)
 H _soie active cropland nearby
_few construction sites 
_few other similar disturbed sites 
_few stormwater outfalls 
_H large areas of:
_active cropland
construction sites
_eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
_many stormwater outfalls 
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
_pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls
_mines _landfills/dumps severe o il runoff
_heavily travelled highways _ irr ig a tio n  return water
 L  M H
A8 F2 erosive conditions:
_H _boat wakes _large fetch 
_regular disturbance of wetland soils 
c i t a t i o n  of adjacent stream 
_indication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary 
X_L
A8 F3 _H X_L _obs. flood. _water marks _ lack l i t t e r
_drift/w rack lines _sed. depos. _water-stained leaves 
_su rf. scour _floating-leaved plants
A8 F4  H X_M  L (wetland roughness)
A10 F I  H  H  L (w ild life habitat-surrounding land use)
A10 F2 _H X_M _ L  (w ild life access to other wetlands)
A10 F3 _H X_M _ L  (wetland disturbance—probability that wetland is habitat)
A10 F5 _ H  M X_L (regional biodiversity)
A ll _snags with cavities 
_trees w/diameter >10"
_plants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
_mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
_cone-bearing trees or shrubs 
_ t i l le d  land w/waste grains
_exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud fla t)
A12 FI O  _L  (permanent water)
A12 F2 X_H  L (fish access)
A12 F3 _jjesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls _mines
_landfills/dumps __severe o i l runoff 
_heavily travelled highways _ i r r ig .  return water
_low DO  high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents
 L  M _H _not applicable
A12 F4 X_H H ___ L _no channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5 X_H _L  _no channel (cover)
A14 FI _ L  O  _H (public access)
1 7 4
1 7 5
Office Data Sheet
Hypothetical Wetland #2B
Pace (in Appendix A)
A1 Acreages:
Wetland of interest 25 acres (XI)
Watershed 2500 acres (X2)
A5 F2 __ >8 X 3 -8__ <3 (watershed slope) 51
A10 FI _ >0.40 X <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
Field Data Sheet
Hypothetical Wetland #2C
(some questions may also require office work)
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Elevation range 24.6" (convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3 _H X_M _L  (retention/detention)
A4 FI _L  _M _H (nutrient sources):
A6 FI _L  (sediment sources)
 H _some active cropland nearby
_few construction sites
_few other similar disturbed sites
_few stormwater outfalls
 H large areas of:
_active cropland
construction sites
_eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
_many stormwater outfalls 
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
.pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls
_mines _landfills/dumps severe o il runoff
_heavily travelled highways _ irr ig a tion  return water
 L  M H
A8 F2 erosive conditions:
_H _boat wakes _large fetch 
_regular disturbance of wetland soils 
_migration of adjacent stream 
_indication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary 
XL
A8 F3 X_H L _obs. flood. _water marks _ lack l i t te r
_drift/w rack lines _sed. depos. _water-stained leaves 
_ s u r f. scour _floating-leaved plants
A8 F4 _H X_M L (wetland roughness)
A10 F I  H _M L (w ild life  habitat-surrounding land use)
A10 F2 X_H _M _ L  (w ild life  access to other wetlands)
A10 F3 H X_M _ L  (wetland disturbance—probability that wetland is  habitat)
A10 F5 _H _M X_L (regional biodiversity)
A ll __snags with cavities 
__trees w/diameter >10"
__plants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
_mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
__cone-bearing trees or shrubs
 t il le d  land w/waste grains
_exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud f la t)
A12 FI X_H  L (permanent water)
A12 F2  H X_L (fish access)
A12 F3 _pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls _mines
_landfills/dumps _severe o il runoff 
_heavily travelled highways _ ir r ig .  return water 
_low DO _high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents
_L  _ H  H _not applicable
A12 F4 X_H__M _ L  __no channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5 X_H__L _no channel (cover)
A14 FI _ L  X_M _H (public access)
1 7 6
1 7 7
Office Data Sheet 
Hypothetical Wetland #2C
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Acreages:
Wetland of interest 2.5 acres (XI)
Watershed 2500 acres (X2)
A5 F2 __>8__ 3-8 X <3 (watershed slope)
A10 FI _X_>0.40 _ <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
Field Data Sheet
Hypothetical Wetland #3A
(some questions may also require office work)
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Elevation range 24.6" (convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3 _H _M X_L (retention/detention)
A4 FI  L  H  H (nutrient sources):
A6 FI  L (sediment sources)
 H _some active cropland nearby
_few construction sites
_few other similar disturbed sites
_few stormwater outfalls
 H large areas of:
_active cropland
_construction sites
_eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
_many stormwater outfalls 
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
_pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls 
_mines _landfills/dumps severe o i l runoff 
_heavily travelled highways _ irr ig a tio n  return water
_ L  H  H
A8 F2 erosive conditions:
 H _boat wakes _large fetch
_regular disturbance of wetland soils 
_migration of adjacent stream 
_indication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary 
XL
A8 F3 _H X_L _obs. flood. _water marks _ lack l i t t e r
_drift/w rack lines _sed. depos. _water-stained leaves 
_ s u r f. scour _floating-leaved plants
A8 F4 H _M X_L (wetland roughness)
A10 F I  H  M L (w ild life  habitat-surrounding land use)
A10 F2  H  M X_L (w ild life access to other wetlands)
A10 F3  H  M X_L (wetland disturbance—probability that wetland is habitat)
A10 F5  H  M jLL (regional biodiversity)
A ll _snags with cavities 
_trees w/diameter >10"
_plants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
_mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
_cone-bearing trees or shrubs 
_ t i l le d  land w/waste grains
_exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud fla t)
A12 FI  H X_L (permanent water)
A12 F2 _H X_L (fish access)
A12 F3 pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls _mines
_landfills/dumps _severe o il runoff
_heavily travelled highways _ ir r ig .  return water
_low DO _high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents
 L  M H _not applicable
A12 F4 O  __M L _no channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5 U  L _no channel (cover)
A14 FI X_L  M _H (public access)
1 7 8
1 7 9
Office Data Sheet 
Hypothetical Wetland #3A
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Acreages:
Wetland of interest 250 acres (XI)
Watershed 2500 acres (X2)
A5 F2 _>8___ 3-8 _X_<3 (watershed slope) 21
A10 FI _ _ >0.40 X <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
Field Data Sheet
Hypothetical Wetland #3B
(some questions nay also require office work)
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Elevation range 24.6” (convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3  H XJ!  L (retention/detention)
A4 F I  L  M _H (nutrient sources):
A6 FI  L (sediment sources)
_M _soie active cropland nearby
_few construction sites 
_few other similar disturbed sites 
_few stormwater outfalls
 H large areas of:
_active cropland
_construction sites
_eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
_many stormwater outfalls 
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
_pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls 
_mines _landfills/dumps severe o il runoff 
_heavily travelled highways _ irr ig a tion  return water
 L  M H
A8 F2 erosive conditions:
 H _boat wakes _large fetch
_regular disturbance of wetland soils 
_migration of adjacent stream 
_indication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary 
X_L
A8 F3 H JL.L _obs. flood. _water marks _ lack l i t te r
_drift/w rack lines _sed. depos. _water-stained leaves 
_su rf. scour _floating-leaved plants 
A8 F4 __H XJ1 _ L  (wetland roughness)
A10 F I  H _ H __L (w ild life  habitat—surrounding land use)
A10 F2 __H _M X_L (w ild life  access to other wetlands)
A10 F3 _H _M X_L (wetland disturbance—probability that wetland is habitat)
A10 F5 _H XH _L  (regional biodiversity)
A ll _snags with cavities 
_trees w/diameter >10"
_plants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
_mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
_cone-bearing trees or shrubs 
 t il le d  land w/waste grains
_exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud f la t)
A12 FI X_H _L  (permanent water)
A12 F2 _H X_L (fish access)
A12 F3 _pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls _mines
_landfills/dumps _severe o il runoff 
_heavily travelled highways _ ir r ig .  return water 
_low DO _high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents 
_L  _M _H __not applicable
A12 F4 X_H _ H  L _no channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5 X_H _ L  no channel (cover)
A14 FI X_L  H  H (public access)
1 8 0
1 8 1
Office Data Sheet
Hypothetical Wetland #3B
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Acreages:
Wetland of interest 25_______acres (XI)
Watershed 25QQ acres (X2)
A5 F2 __>8__ 3-8 JL<3 (watershed slope) 21
A10 FI _X_>0.40 _ _ <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
Field Data Sheet
Hypothetical Wetland #3C
(some questions may also require office work)
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Elevation range 24.6" (convert to inches)(X7)
A1 F3 _H X_H _L  (retention/detention)
A4 F I _L  M _H (nutrient sources):
A6 FI  L (sediment sources)
 H _some active cropland nearby
_few construction sites 
_few other similar disturbed sites 
_few stormwater outfalls 
_H large areas of:
_active cropland
construction sites
_eroding road banks, ditches, etc.
_many stormwater outfalls 
A6 F2 toxicant sources:
_pesticides _ industria l or sewage outfalls 
_mines _landfills/dumps severe o il runoff 
_heavily travelled highways _ irr ig a tio n  return water
 L  M H
A8 F2 erosive conditions:
X_H _boat wakes _large fetch 
_regular disturbance of wetland soils 
c i t a t i o n  of adjacent stream 
_indication of erosion at open water/wetland boundary 
 L
A8 F3 __H X_L _obs. flood. _water marks _ lack l i t t e r
_drift/w rack lines _sed. depos. _water-stained leaves 
_ s u rf. scour _floating-leaved plants
A8 F4 _H X_M L (wetland roughness)
A10 FI __H _M _L  (w ild life  habitat—surrounding land use)
A10 F2 _H O  _L  (w ild life  access to other wetlands)
A10 F3 _H _M X_L (wetland disturbance—probability that wetland is habitat)
A10 F5 _H X_M _L  (regional biodiversity)
A ll _snags with cavities 
__trees w/diameter >10"
__piants bearing fleshy fru its  (e.g., cherry, persimmon)
_mast-bearing hardwoods (e.g., oak,beech,hickory)
__cone-bearing trees or shrubs 
 t ille d  land w/waste grains
_exposed bars (e.g., unconsolidated gravel, mud fla t)
A12 FI X_H  L (permanent water)
A12 F2 X_H  L (fish access)
A12 F3 _pesticides ^ industria l or sewage outfalls _mines
_landfills/dumps _severe o il runoff 
_heavily travelled highways _ i r r ig .  return water 
_low DO _high temp, due to lack of shade or thermal effluents
_ L  H  H _not applicable
A12 F4 H _H X_L _no channel (channel as habitat)
A12 F5 _H X_L _no channel (cover)
A14 FI  L  M X_H (public access)
1 8 2
1 8 3
Office Data Sheet
Hypothetical Wetland #3C
Page (in Appendix A)
A1 Acreages:
Wetland of interest 2.5 acres (XI)
Watershed 25QQ acres (X2)
A5 F2 __ >8__ 3-8 _X_<3 (watershed slope) 2%
A10 FI _X_>0.40 _ _ <0.40 (wetland soil erodibility coefficient)
APPENDIX F
Functional Ratings for Various Land Scenarios 
for Hypothetical Wetlands
1 8 4
F U N C T IO N A L V A LU E  AND LAND USE CHANGES
H Y P O T H E T IC A L  W ETLAND 1A
1 8 5
LU FL NT SD TX SS WH AH PU
FFFF HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH
FFFR HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH
FFRR HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH
FFFA HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH
FFFU HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH
FFAR HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH
RRRF HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH
FFRU HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH
FFAA HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH
RRFA HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH
RRRR HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH LOW HIGH
FFAU HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH
AAFR HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH
RRFU HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH
RRRA HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH LOW HIGH
FFUU HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH
FARU HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH
AAAF HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH
RRRU HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH LOW HIGH
AARR HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH LOW HIGH
AAFU HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH
UUFR HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH
AAAR HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH LOW HIGH
RRUA HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH LOW HIGH
UUFA HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH
AARU HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH LOW HIGH
AAAA HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH LOW HIGH
RRUU HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH LOW HIGH
UUUF HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH
UURA HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH LOW HIGH
AAAU HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH LOW HIGH
AAUU HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH LOW HIGH
UUUR HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH LOW HIGH
UUUA HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH LOW HIGH
UUUU HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH LOW HIGH
LU = LAND USE TX = TOXICANT RETENTION
FL = FLOOD FLOW MODIFICATION SS = SEDIMENT STABILIZA*;
NT = NUTRIENT RETENTION WH = WILDLIFE HABITAT
SD = SEDIMENT RETENTION AH = AQUATIC HABITAT
PU = PUBLIC USE
1 8 6
F U N C T IO N A L  V ALU E AND LAND USE CHANGES
H Y P O T H E T IC A L  WETLAND I B
LU FL NT SD TX SS WH AH PU
FFFF HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH
FFFR HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH
FFRR HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH
FFFA HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH
FFFU HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH
FFAR HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH
RRRF HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH
FFRU HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH
FFAA HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH
RRFA HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH
RRRR HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD LOW HIGH
FFAU HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH
AAFR HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH
RRFU HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH
RRRA HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD LOW HIGH
FFUU HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH
FARU HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH
AAAF HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH
RRRU HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD LOW HIGH
AARR HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD LOW HIGH
AAFU HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH
UUFR HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH
AAAR HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD LOW HIGH
RRUA HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD LOW HIGH
UUFA HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH
AARU HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD LOW HIGH
AAAA HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD LOW HIGH
RRUU HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD LOW HIGH
UUUF HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD HIGH HIGH
UURA HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD LOW HIGH
AAAU HIGH MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD LOW HIGH
AAUU HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH MOD LOW HIGH
UUUR HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH MOD LOW HIGH
UUUA HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH MOD LOW HIGH
UUUU HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH MOD LOW HIGH
LU = LAND USE TX = TOXICANT RETENTION
FL = FLOOD FLOW MODIFICATION SS = SEDIMENT STABILIZATION
NT = NUTRIENT RETENTION WH = WILDLIFE HABITAT
SD = SEDIMENT RETENTION AH = AQUATIC HABITAT
PU = PUBLIC USE
F U N C T IO N A L  V A LU E  AND LAND USE CHANGES
H Y P O T H E T IC A L  WETLAND 1C
1 8 7
LU FL NT SD TX SS WH AH PU
FFFF HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH MOD LOW
FFFR HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH MOD LOW
FFRR HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD MOD LOW
FFFA HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD MOD LOW
FFFU HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD MOD LOW
FFAR HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD MOD LOW
RRRF HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD MOD LOW
FFRU HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD MOD LOW
FFAA HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD MOD LOW
RRFA HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD MOD LOW
RRRR HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
FFAU HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD MOD LOW
AAFR HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD MOD LOW
RRFU HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD MOD LOW
RRRA HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
FFUU HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD MOD LOW
FARU HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD MOD LOW
AAAF HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD MOD LOW
RRRU HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
AARR HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
AAFU HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD MOD LOW
UUFR HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD MOD LOW
AAAR HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
RRUA HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
UUFA HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD MOD LOW
AARU HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
AAAA HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
RRUU HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
UUUF HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD MOD LOW
UURA HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
AAAU HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
AAUU HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH LOW LOW LOW LOW
UUUR HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH LOW LOW LOW LOW
UUUA HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH LOW LOW LOW LOW
UUUU HIGH HIGH HIGH HIGH LOW LOW LOW LOW
LU = LAND USE TX = TOXICANT RETENTION
FL = FLOOD FLOW MODIFICATION SS = SEDIMENT STABILIZATION
NT = NUTRIENT RETENTION WH = WILDLIFE HABITAT
SD = SEDIMENT RETENTION AH = AQUATIC HABITAT
PU = PUBLIC USE
F U N C T IO N A L  V A LU E  AND LAND USE CHANGES
H Y P O T H E T IC A L  WETLAND 2A
1 8 8
LU FL NT SD TX SS WH AH PU
FFFF HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD
FFFR HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD
FFRR HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD
FFFA HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD
FFFU HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD
FFAR HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD
RRRF HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD
FFRU HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD
FFAA HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD
RRFA HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD
RRRR HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD
FFAU HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD
AAFR HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD
RRFU HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD
RRRA HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD
FFUU HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD
FARU HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD
AAAF HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD
RRRU HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD
AARR HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD
AAFU HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD
UUFR HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD
AAAR HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD
RRUA HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD
UUFA HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD
AARU HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD
AAAA HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD
RRUU HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD
UUUF HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH MOD
UURA HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD
AAAU HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD
AAUU HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD
UUUR HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD
UUUA HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD
UUUU HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD
LU = LAND USE TX
FL = FLOOD FLOW MODIFICATION SS
NT = NUTRIENT RETENTION WH
SD = SEDIMENT RETENTION AH
PU = PUBLIC USE
TOXICANT RETENTION 
SEDIMENT STABILIZATION 
WILDLIFE HABITAT 
AQUATIC HABITAT
1 8 9
FUNCTIONAL VALUE AND LAND USE CHANGES 
HYPOTHETICAL WETLAND 2B
LU FL NT SD TX SS WH AH PU
FFFF HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH HIGH MOD
FFFR HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH HIGH MOD
FFRR MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH HIGH MOD
FFFA MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH HIGH MOD
FFFU MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH HIGH MOD
FFAR MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH HIGH MOD
RRRF MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH HIGH MOD
FFRU MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH HIGH MOD
FFAA MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH HIGH MOD
RRFA MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH HIGH MOD
RRRR MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH LOW MOD
FFAU MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH HIGH MOD
AAFR MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH HIGH MOD
RRFU MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH HIGH MOD
RRRA MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH LOW MOD
FFUU MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH HIGH MOD
FARU MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH HIGH MOD
AAAF MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH HIGH MOD
RRRU MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH LOW MOD
AARR MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH LOW MOD
AAFU MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH HIGH MOD
UUFR MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH HIGH MOD
AAAR MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH LOW MOD
RRUA MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH LOW MOD
UUFA MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH HIGH MOD
AARU MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH LOW MOD
AAAA MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH LOW MOD
RRUU MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH LOW MOD
UUUF MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH HIGH MOD
UURA MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH LOW MOD
AAAU MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH LOW MOD
AAUU MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH LOW MOD
UUUR MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH LOW MOD
UUUA MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH LOW MOD
UUUU MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH LOW MOD
LU = LAND USE TX = TOXICANT RETENTION
FL = FLOOD FLOW MODIFICATION SS = SEDIMENT STABILIZATION
NT = NUTRIENT RETENTION WH = WILDLIFE HABITAT
SD = SEDIMENT RETENTION AH = AQUATIC HABITAT
PU = PUBLIC USE
F U N C T IO N A L  V ALU E AND LAND USE CHANGES
H Y P O T H E T IC A L  WETLAND 2C
1 9 0
LU FL NT SD TX SS WH AH PU
FFFF MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD
FFFR MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD
FFRR MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD
FFFA MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD
FFFU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD
FFAR MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD
RRRF MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW MOD
FFRU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD
FFAA MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD
RRFA MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW MOD
RRRR MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW MOD
FFAU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD
AAFR MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW MOD
RRFU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW MOD
RRRA MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW MOD
FFUU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW MOD
FARU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW MOD
AAAF MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW MOD
RRRU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW MOD
AARR MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW MOD
AAFU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW MOD
UUFR MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW MOD
AAAR MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW MOD
RRUA MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW MOD
UUFA MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW MOD
AARU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW MOD
AAAA MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW MOD
RRUU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW MOD
UUUF MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW MOD
UURA MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW MOD
AAAU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW MOD
AAUU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW MOD
UUUR MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW MOD
UUUA MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW MOD
UUUU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW MOD
LU = LAND USE TX = TOXICANT RETENTION
FL = FLOOD FLOW MODIFICATION SS = SEDIMENT STABILIZAr
NT = NUTRIENT RETENTION WH = WILDLIFE HABITAT
SD = SEDIMENT RETENTION AH = AQUATIC HABITAT
PU = PUBLIC USE
F U N C T IO N A L  V A LU E  AND LAND USE CHANGES
H Y P O T H E T IC A L  WETLAND 3A
1 9 1
LU FL NT SD TX SS WH AH PU
FFFF HIGH LOW LOW LOW LOW LOW LOW LOW
FFFR HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
FFRR HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
FFFA HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
FFFU HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
FFAR HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
RRRF HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
FFRU HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
FFAA HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
RRFA HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
RRRR HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
FFAU HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
AAFR HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
RRFU HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
RRRA HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
FFUU HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
FARU HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
AAAF HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
RRRU HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
AARR HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
AAFU HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
UUFR HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
AAAR HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
RRUA HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
UUFA HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
AARU HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
AAAA HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
RRUU HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
UUUF HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
UURA HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
AAAU HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
AAUU HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
UUUR HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
UUUA HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
UUUU HIGH MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW LOW LOW
LU = LAND USE TX = TOXICANT RETENTION
FL = FLOOD FLOW MODIFICATION SS = SEDIMENT STABILIZAI
NT = NUTRIENT RETENTION WH = WILDLIFE HABITAT
SD = SEDIMENT RETENTION AH = AQUATIC HABITAT
PU = :PUBLIC USE
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F U N C T IO N A L  V A LU E  AND LAND USE CHANGES
H Y P O T H E T IC A L  WETLAND 3B
LU FL NT SD TX SS WH AH PU
FFFF HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
FFFR HIGH MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
FFRR MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
FFFA MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
FFFU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
FFAR MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
RRRF MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
FFRU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
FFAA MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
RRFA MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
RRRR MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
FFAU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
AAFR MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
RRFU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
RRRA MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
FFUU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
FARU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
AAAF MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
RRRU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
AARR MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
AAFU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
UUFR MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
AAAR MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
RRUA MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
UUFA MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
AARU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
AAAA MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
RRUU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
UUUF MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
UURA MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
AAAU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
AAUU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
UUUR MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
UUUA MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
UUUU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW LOW
LU = LAND USE TX = TOXICANT RETENTION
FL = FLOOD FLOW MODIFICATION SS = SEDIMENT STABILIZA1:
NT = NUTRIENT RETENTION WH = WILDLIFE HABITAT
SD = SEDIMENT RETENTION AH = AQUATIC HABITAT
PU = :PUBLIC USE
F U N C T IO N A L V A LU E  AND LAND USE CHANGES
H Y P O T H E T IC A L  W ETLAND 3C
1 9 3
LU FL NT SD TX SS WH AH PU
FFFF MOD LOW LOW LOW MOD MOD MOD HIGH
FFFR MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH
FFRR MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH
FFFA MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH
FFFU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH
FFAR MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH
RRRF MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH
FFRU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH
FFAA MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH
RRFA MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH
RRRR MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH
FFAU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH
AAFR MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH
RRFU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH
RRRA MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH
FFUU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH
FARU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH
AAAF MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH
RRRU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH
AARR MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH
AAFU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH
UUFR MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH
AAAR MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH
RRUA MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH
UUFA MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH
AARU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH
AAAA MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH
RRUU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH
UUUF MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD HIGH
UURA MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH
AAAU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH
AAUU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH
UUUR MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH
UUUA MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH
UUUU MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD MOD LOW HIGH
LU = LAND USE TX = TOXICANT RETENTION
FL = FLOOD FLOW MODIFICATION SS = SEDIMENT STABILIZA1:
NT = NUTRIENT RETENTION WH = WILDLIFE HABITAT
SD = SEDIMENT RETENTION AH = AQUATIC HABITAT
PU = PUBLIC USE
APPENDIX G
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RUNOFF VALU E S  FOR VARIO US LAND USES
H Y P O T H E T IC A L  WETLANDS 1 A , 2 A  AND 3A
WSA = 2500 acres WETLAND/WATERSHED
WLA = 250 acres RATIO = 0.1
E = 24.6 inches
WLS = 3075 acres*inches
LU RCN AR AR TR PS PS
(in. ) VALUE (ac*in) (%) VALUE
FFFF 55 0.35 LOW 875 351.43 HIGH
FFFR 59 0.47 LOW 1175 261. 7 HIGH
FFRR 62 0.6 LOW 1500 205 HIGH
FFFA 62 0.6 LOW 1500 205 HIGH
FFFU 64 0.7 LOW 1750 175.71 HIGH
FFAR 65 0 .75 LOW 1875 164 HIGH
RRRF 66 0.8 LOW 2000 153.75 HIGH
FFRU 68 0.9 LOW 2250 136.67 HIGH
FFAA 68 0.9 LOW 2250 136.67 HIGH
RRFA 69 0.95 LOW 2375 129.47 HIGH
RRRR 70 1 MOD 2500 123 HIGH
FFAU 71 1.07 MOD 2675 114.95 HIGH
AAFR 72 1 .12 MOD 2800 109.82 HIGH
RRFU 72 1.12 MOD 2800 109.82 HIGH
RRRA 73 1.2 MOD 3000 102 .5 HIGH
FFUU 74 1.25 MOD 3125 98. 4 HIGH
FARU 75 1.3 MOD 3250 94.615 HIGH
AAAF 75 1.3 MOD 3250 94.615 HIGH
RRRU 76 1.35 MOD 3375 91.Ill HIGH
AARR 76 1.35 MOD 3375 91.Ill HIGH
AAFU 77 1.5 MOD 3750 82 HIGH
UUFR 77 1.5 MOD 3750 82 HIGH
AAAR 78 1.53 MOD 3825 80.392 HIGH
RRUA 79 1.6 MOD 4000 76.875 HIGH
UUFA 80 1.65 MOD 4125 74.545 HIGH
AARU 81 1.7 MOD 4250 72.353 HIGH
AAAA 81 1.7 MOD 4250 72.353 HIGH
RRUU 81 1.7 MOD 4250 72.353 HIGH
UUUF 83 1.85 MOD 4625 66.486 HIGH
UURA 84 1.9 MOD 4750 64 .737 HIGH
AAAU 84 1.92 MOD 4800 64.063 HIGH
AAUU 87 2.2 HIGH 5500 55.909 HIGH
UUUR 87 2.2 HIGH 5500 55.909 HIGH
UUUA 89 2.4 HIGH 6000 51.25 HIGH
UUUU 92 2.65 HIGH 6625 46 .415 HIGH
k = WATERSHED ACREAGE ? WLA = WETLAND ACREAGE; E = ELEVATION
WLS =  WETLAND STO RAGE; LU  = LAND USE? RCN =  RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER
AR =  AVERAGE R U N O FF; TR =  TO TAL RUNOFF
PS =  PROPORTION OF STORM VOLUME STORED IN  WETLAND
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WSA = 
WLA = 
E = 
WLS =
RUNOFF V ALU E S  FOR V A R IO U S  LAN D USES
H Y P O T H E T IC A L  WETLANDS 1 B , 2 B  AND 3B
2500 acres 
25 acres 
24.6 inches
307.5 acres*inches
W ETLAND/W ATERSHED
R A T IO  =  0 . 0 1
LU RCN AR AR TR PS PS
(in. ) VALUE (ac*in) (%) VALUE
FFFF 55 0. 35 LOW 875 35.143 HIGH
FFFR 59 0.47 LOW 1175 26.17 HIGH
FFRR 62 0 . 6 LOW 1500 20 . 5 LOW
FFFA 62 0 . 6 LOW 1500 20.5 LOW
FFFU 64 0 . 7 LOW 1750 17.571 LOW
FFAR 65 0.75 LOW 1875 16 . 4 LOW
RRRF 66 0 . 8 LOW 2000 15.375 LOW
FFRU 68 0.9 LOW 2250 13.667 LOW
FFAA 68 0 . 9 LOW 2250 13.667 LOW
RRFA 69 0.95 LOW 2375 12.947 LOW
RRRR 70 1 MOD 2500 12.3 LOW
FFAU 71 1.07 MOD 2675 11.495 LOW
AAFR 72 1.12 MOD 2800 10.982 LOW
RRFU 72 1.12 MOD 2800 10.982 LOW
RRRA 7 3 1.2 MOD 3000 10. 25 LOW-
FFUU 74 1. 25 MOD 3125 9 . 84 LOW
FARU 75 1.3 MOD 3250 9.4615 LOW
AAAF 75 1. 3 MOD 3250 9.4615 LOW
RRRU 76 1.35 MOD 3375 9 .1111 LOW
AARR 76 1. 35 MOD 3375 9.1111 LOW
AAFU 77 1. 5 MOD 3750 8.2 LOW
UUFR 77 1. 5 MOD 3750 8.2 LOW
AAAR 78 1. 53 MOD 3825 8.0392 LOW
RRUA 79 1 . 6 MOD 4000 7.6875 LOW
UUFA 80 1.65 MOD 4125 7.4545 LOW
AARU 81 1. 7 MOD 4250 7.2353 LOW
AAAA 81 1.7 MOD 4250 7.2353 LOW
RRUU 81 1.7 MOD 4250 7.2353 LOW
UUUF 83 1.85 MOD 4625 6.6486 LOW
UURA 84 1. 9 MOD 4750 6 .4737 LOW
AAAU 84 1.92 MOD 4800 6.4063 LOW
AAUU 87 2.2 HIGH 5500 5.5909 LOW
UUUR 87 2 . 2 HIGH 5500 5.5909 LOW
UUUA 89 2.4 HIGH 6000 5.125 LOW
UUUU 92 2.65 HIGH 6625 4 .6415 LOW
> = WATERSHED ACREAGE ; WLA = WETLAND ACREAGE ? E = ELEVATION
WLS = WETLAND STORAGE? LU  =  LAN D U S E ;  RCN = RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER
AR =  AVERAGE RUNOFF? TR =  TO T A L  RUNOFF
PS =  PROPORTION OF STORM VOLUME STORED IN  WETLAND
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RUNOFF V ALU E S  FOR V A R IO U S  LAND USES
H Y P O T H E T IC A L  W ETLANDS 1 C , 2C AND 3C
WSA = 2500 acres WETLAND/WATERSHED
WLA = 2.5 acres RATIO = 0.001
E = 24.6 inches
WLS = 30.75 acres*inches
LU RCN AR AR TR PS PS
( in. ) VALUE (ac*in) (%) VALUE
FFFF 55 0 . 35 LOW 875 3.5143 LOW
FFFR 59 0 . 47 LOW 1175 2 . 617 LOW
FFRR 62 0 . 6 LOW 1500 2 . 05 LOW
FFFA 62 0 . 6 LOW 1500 2 . 05 LOW
FFFU 64 0 . 7 LOW 1750 1.7571 LOW
FFAR 65 0 . 75 LOW 1875 1. 64 LOW
RRRF 66 0 . 8 LOW 2000 1.5375 LOW
FFRU 68 0.9 LOW 2250 1.3667 LOW
FFAA 68 0.9 LOW 2250 1.3667 LOW
RRFA 69 0 . 95 LOW 2375 1.2947 LOW
RRRR 70 1 MOD 2500 1.23 LOW
FFAU 71 1. 07 MOD 2675 1.1495 LOW
AAFR 72 1.12 MOD 2800 1.0982 LOW
RRFU 72 1.12 MOD 2800 1.0982 LOW
RRRA 73 1 . 2 MOD 3000 1.025 LOW
FFUU 74 1. 25 MOD 3125 0 . 984 LOW
FARU 75 1. 3 MOD 3250 0.9462 LOW
AAAF 75 1. 3 MOD 3250 0.9462 LOW
RRRU 76 1.35 MOD 3375 0.9111 LOW
AARR 76 1. 35 MOD 3375 0.9111 LOW
AAFU 77 1. 5 MOD 3750 0 .82 LOW
UUFR 77 1. 5 MOD 3750 0 . 82 LOW
AAAR 78 1.53 MOD 3825 0.8039 LOW
RRUA 79 1 . 6 MOD 4000 0.7688 LOW
UUFA 80 1 .65 MOD 4125 0.7455 LOW
AARU 81 1 . 7 MOD 4250 0.7235 LOW
AAAA 81 1 . 7 MOD 4250 0.7235 LOW
RRUU 81 1 . 7 MOD 4250 0.7235 LOW
UUUF 83 1.85 MOD 4625 0.6649 LOW
UURA 84 1 . 9 MOD 4750 0.6474 LOW
AAAU 84 1.92 MOD 4800 0.6406 LOW
AAUU 87 2 . 2 HIGH 5500 0.5591 LOW
UUUR 87 2 . 2 HIGH 5500 0.5591 LOW
UUUA 89 2 . 4 HIGH 6000 0.5125 LOW
UUUU 92 2 .65 HIGH 6625 0.4642 LOW
WSA = WATERSHED ACREAGE; WLA = WETLAND ACREAGE; E = ELEVATION 
WLS = WETLAND STORAGE; LU = LAND USE; RCN = RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER 
AR = AVERAGE RUNOFF; TR = TOTAL RUNOFF 
PS = PROPORTION OF STORM VOLUME STORED IN WETLAND
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RUNOFF VALU ES FOR V A R IO U S  LAND USES
H Y P O T H E T IC A L WETLANDS 1 A , 2A AND 3A
WSA = 2500 acres WETLAND/WATERSHED
WLA = 250 acres RATIO = 0.1
E = 6 inches
WLS = 750 acres*inches
LU RCN AR AR TR PS PS
(in. ) VALUE (ac*in) (%) VALUE
FFFF 55 0 . 35 LOW 875 85.714 HIGH
FFFR 59 0 .47 LOW 1175 63 .83 HIGH
FFRR 62 0 . 6 LOW 1500 50 HIGH
FFFA 62 0 . 6 LOW 1500 50 HIGH
FFFU 64 0.7 LOW 1750 42.857 HIGH
FFAR 65 0 . 75 LOW 1875 40 HIGH
RRRF 66 0.8 LOW 2000 37 . 5 HIGH
FFRU 68 0 . 9 LOW 2250 33.333 HIGH
FFAA 68 0.9 LOW 2250 33.333 HIGH
RRFA 69 0.95 LOW 2375 31.579 HIGH
RRRR 70 1 MOD 2500 30 HIGH
FFAU 71 1.07 MOD 2675 28.037 HIGH
AAFR 72 1.12 MOD 2800 26.786 HIGH
RRFU 72 1.12 MOD 2800 26.786 HIGH
RRRA 73 1.2 MOD 3000 25 HIGH
FFUU 74 1.25 MOD 3125 24 LOW
FARU 75 1. 3 MOD 3250 23.077 LOW
AAAF 75 1.3 MOD 3250 23.077 LOW
RRRU 76 1.35 MOD 3375 22.222 LOW
AARR 76 1.35 MOD 3375 22.222 LOW
AAFU 77 1.5 MOD 3750 20 LOW
UUFR 77 1.5 MOD 3750 20 LOW
AAAR 78 1.53 MOD 3825 19.608 LOW
RRUA 79 1 . 6 MOD 4000 - 18.75 LOW
UUFA 80 1.65 MOD 4125 18.182 LOW
AARU 81 1.7 MOD 4250 17.647 LOW
AAAA 81 1.7 MOD 4250 17.647 LOW
RRUU 81 1.7 MOD 4250 17.647 LOW
UUUF 83 1 .85 MOD 4625 16.216 LOW
UURA 84 1. 9 MOD 4750 15.789 LOW
AAAU 84 1.92 MOD 4800 15.625 LOW
AAUU 87 2 . 2 HIGH 5500 13.636 LOW
UUUR 87 2.2 HIGH 5500 13.636 LOW
UUUA 89 2.4 HIGH 6000 12 . 5 LOW
UUUU 92 2. 65 HIGH 6625 11.321 LOW
WSA = WATERSHED ACREAGE; WLA = WETLAND ACREAGE; E = ELEVATION 
WLS = WETLAND STORAGE; LU = LAND USE; RCN = RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER 
AR = AVERAGE RUNOFF; TR = TOTAL RUNOFF 
PS = PROPORTION OF STORM VOLUME STORED IN WETLAND
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RUNOFF V ALU E S  FOR V AR IO U S  LAND USES
H Y P O T H E T IC A L  WETLANDS I B , 2B AND 3B
WSA = 
WLA = 
E = 
WLS =
2500 acres 
25 acres 
6 inches 
75 acres*inches
W ETLAN D/W ATERSHED
R A T IO  =  0 . 0 1
LU RCN AR AR TR PS PS
(in.) VALUE (ac*in) (%) VALUE
FFFF 55 0 . 35 LOW 875 8.5714 LOW
FFFR 59 0 . 47 LOW 1175 6 . 383 LOW
FFRR 62 0 . 6 LOW 1500 5 LOW
FFFA 62 0 . 6 LOW 1500 5 LOW
FFFU 64 0 . 7 LOW 1750 4.2857 LOW
FFAR 65 0.75 LOW 1875 4 LOW
RRRF 66 0 . 8 LOW 2000 3 . 75 LOW
FFRU 68 0.9 LOW 2250 3 . 3333 LOW
FFAA 68 0.9 LOW 2250 3.3333 LOW
RRFA 69 0 . 95 LOW 2375 3.1579 LOW
RRRR 70 1 MOD 2500 3 LOW
FFAU 71 1. 07 MOD 2675 2.8037 LOW
AAFR 72 1.12 MOD 2800 2.6786 LOW
RRFU 72 1 . 12 MOD 2800 2.6786 LOW
RRRA 73 1.2 MOD 3000 2.5 LOW
FFUU 74 1. 25 MOD 3125 2 . 4 LOW
FARU 75 1.3 MOD 3250 2.3077 LOW
AAAF 75 1.3 MOD 3250 2.3077 LOW
RRRU 76 1. 35 MOD 3375 2. 2 2 2 2 LOW
AARR 76 1. 35 MOD 3375 2. 2 2 2 2 LOW
AAFU 77 1.5 MOD 3750 2 LOW
UUFR 77 1. 5 MOD 3750 2 LOW
AAAR 78 1. 53 MOD 3825 1.9608 LOW
RRUA 79 1 . 6 MOD 4000 1 .875 LOW
UUFA 80 1. 65 MOD 4125 1.8182 LOW
AARU 81 1.7 MOD 4250 1.7647 LOW
AAAA 81 1.7 MOD 4250 1.7647 LOW
RRUU 81 1.7 MOD 4250 1.7647 LOW
UUUF 83 1.85 MOD 4625 1.6216 LOW
UURA 84 1.9 MOD 4750 1.5789 LOW
AAAU 84 1. 92 MOD 4800 1.5625 LOW
AAUU 87 2 . 2 HIGH 5500 1.3636 LOW
UUUR 87 2 . 2 HIGH 5500 1.3636 LOW
UUUA 89 2.4 HIGH 6000 1. 25 LOW
UUUU 92 2 . 65 HIGH 6625 1.1321 LOW
WSA = WATERSHED ACREAGE; WLA = WETLAND ACREAGE; E = ELEVATION 
WLS = WETLAND STORAGE; LU = LAND USE; RCN = RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER 
AR = AVERAGE RUNOFF; TR = TOTAL RUNOFF 
PS = PROPORTION OF STORM VOLUME STORED IN WETLAND
2 0 0
RUNOFF VALU ES FOR V AR IO U S  LAND USES
H Y P O T H E T IC A L  WETLANDS 1 C , 2C AND 3C
WSA = 
WLA = 
E = 
WLS =
2500 acres
2 .5 acres 
6 inches
7.5 acres*inches
W ETLAN D /W ATER SH ED
R A T IO  =  0 . 0 0 1
LU RCN AR AR TR PS PS
(in.) VALUE (ac*in) (%) VALUE
FFFF 55 0.35 LOW 875 0.8571 LOW
FFFR 59 0.47 LOW 1175 0.6383 LOW
FFRR 62 0.6 LOW 1500 0 . 5 LOW
FFFA 62 0 . 6 LOW 1500 0 . 5 LOW
FFFU 64 0.7 LOW 1750 0 .4286 LOW
FFAR 65 0.75 LOW 1875 0 . 4 LOW
RRRF 66 0.8 LOW 2000 0.375 LOW
FFRU 68 0.9 LOW 2250 0 . 3333 LOW
FFAA 68 0.9 LOW 2250 0 .3333 LOW
RRFA 69 0.95 LOW 2375 0.3158 LOW
RRRR 70 1 MOD 2500 0 . 3 LOW
FFAU 71 1.07 MOD 2675 0.2804 LOW
AAFR 72 1.12 MOD 2800 0.2679 LOW
RRFU 72 1.12 MOD 2800 0.2679 LOW
RRRA 73 1.2 MOD 3000 0 . 25 LOW
FFUU 74 1.25 MOD 3125 0 . 24 LOW
FARU 75 1. 3 MOD 3250 0 .2308 LOW
AAAF 75 1. 3 MOD 3250 0.2308 LOW
RRRU 76 1.35 MOD 3375 0.2222 LOW
AARR 76 1. 35 MOD 3375 0.2222 LOW
AAFU 77 1.5 MOD 3750 0 . 2 LOW
UUFR 77 1.5 MOD 3750 0 . 2 LOW
AAAR 78 1.53 MOD 3825 0.1961 LOW
RRUA 79 1.6 MOD 4000 0.1875 LOW
UUFA 80 1.65 MOD 4125 0.1818 LOW
AARU 81 1.7 MOD 4250 0 .1765 LOW
AAAA 81 1.7 MOD 4250 0.1765 LOW
RRUU 81 1.7 MOD 4250 0.1765 LOW
UUUF 83 1. 85 MOD 4625 0.1622 LOW
UURA 84 1.9 MOD 4750 0.1579 LOW
AAAU 84 1.92 MOD 4800 0.1563 LOW
AAUU 87 2.2 HIGH 5500 0.1364 LOW
UUUR 87 2.2 HIGH 5500 0.1364 LOW
UUUA 89 2.4 HIGH 6000 0 .125 LOW
UUUU 92 2 .65 HIGH 6625 0 .1132 LOW
. = WATERSHED ACREAGE ; WLA = WETLAND ACREAGE; E = ELEVATION
WLS =  W ETLAND STO RAGE; LU =  LAND USE;  RCN =  RUNOFF CURVE NUMBER
AR =  AVERAGE R U N O FF; TR =  TO TA L RUNOFF
PS =  PR O PO R TIO N  OF STORM VOLUME STORED IN  W ETLAND
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